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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Job Reactions 
Over the past thirty years, the topic of worker's 
responses to their jobs has generated an extraordinary 
number of research studies (Brousseau, 1978; Cawsey et 
al., 1982; Curran and Stamouth, 1981; Ferratt, 1981; 
Ghiselli and Johnson, 1970; Hackman and Lawler, 1971; 
Herzberg, 1966; Hoppock, 1935; Imparato, 1973; Korman, 
1971; Larson et al., 1984; Lawler and Porter, 1967; 
Mowday, 1982; Nash, 1983; Porter, 1961; Schaeffer, 1953; 
Schmitt et al., 1978; Turner, 1964; Wanous and Lawler, 
1972). The results of these studies are of interest to 
both the workers themselves and the organizations 
employing them. Organizational interest in these studies 
continues to focus on how worker responses translate into 
productivity. As the subject of these investigations, 
workers evidence concern for meeting their needs for 
fulfillment and receiving adequate compensation for their 
efforts. However, many existing investigations do not 
address the changing work arena and its impact upon worker 
job reactions. 
The work scene is in the midst of transition and a 
significant component underscoring this change is a shift 
1 
2 
in worker values (Locke, 1976). Increases in 
technological advances and a general decline in job 
stability for many occupations challenge traditional work 
values. Workers want to know the employers to whom they 
are loyal. They want some evidence of their personal 
worth from the employing organizations which they trust 
and respect. Workers who value a reciprocal relationship 
with their employers experience increasing difficulty 
identifying with large corporations whose bureaucratic 
procedures seem highly impersonal (Brown, 1976). 
As a result of these developments, the general 
workforce is beginning to overtly articulate and act upon 
what it has always covertly valued (Cooper et al., 1979). 
Work strikes are an aggressive measure for maintaining 
values and desired options ("The Nurses' Discontent,• 
1981). A more subtle expression of discontent is through 
the impact of needs and values upon performance motivation 
(Vroom, 1964). Organizations are acutely aware of the 
inextricable link between motivation and productivity. 
A prevailing response to this situation on the part 
of organizations is through quality of work life 
activities. Quality of work life, QWL, activities reflect 
the degree to which workers are able to satisfy important 
personal needs through their experiences at work. 
Ideally, QWL provides an approach for creating an 
3 
industrial democracy through which workers participate in 
corporate decision making (Suttle, 1977). 
However, QWL remains a generalized plan for 
increasing worker performance motivation. In spite of 
this organizational intervention, many important worker 
needs still remain unmet while many changing values are 
still not recognized. This situation clearly calls for an 
improved approach to understanding worker discontent. 
This can be accomplished by a detailed analysis of the 
important needs, values, and related aspects of job 
satisfaction as factors that significantly affect worker 
performance motivation. 
Need for the Study 
Organizations know they exert a significant amount 
of influence upon the motivation that workers experience 
for their jobs (Lawler, 1973). However, existing 
organizational approaches to motivational problems reveal 
a lack of sensitivity to worker individuality. Many 
solutions to this problem are based on the belief that 
workers are interchangeable parts of an organization. A 
more contemporary strategy for enhancing motivation 
proposes that organizations match workers with jobs 
(Hackman and Oldham, 1980). This investigation integrates 
Hackman and Oldham's beliefs about the needs of today's 
4 
worker in addition to other facets of work life that make 
an impact upon productivity. 
Comprehensive review of a selected worker sample 
can increase appreciation for the characteristics that 
influence worker performance motivation. This type of 
review can be efficiently undertaken by utilization of a 
profile. The profile includes selected salient components 
that individually describe each worker. Profiles can be 
compared on many different levels with respect to 
speculations and possible conclusions about performance 
motivation. 
First-line managers who are Head Nurses comprise an 
employee group deserving further consideration. The Head 
Nurse's profiles include job reactions, job satisfaction, 
values, and needs that are correlated with their rated job 
performance in answer to the following seven research 
questions: 
1. What are the Motivating Potential Scores as 
measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey for the first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, in different job performance 
categories? 
2. What are the general job satisfaction scores 
as measured by the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire 
for first-line managers, Head Nurses, in different job 
performance categories? 
5 
3. What is the correlation between high 
Motivating Potential Scores as measured by the Job 
Diagnostic Survey and high general job satisfaction scores 
as measured by the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire 
for first-line managers, Head Nurses? 
4. What are the operative values as measured by 
the Personal Values Questionnaire for first-line managers, 
Head Nurses, in different job performance categories? 
5. What are the operative values for first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, with a pragmatic primary mode of 
valuation and first-line managers, Head Nurses, with an 
affective primary mode of valuation as measured by the 
Personal Values Questionnaire with respect to rated job 
performance? 
6. What are the need levels for achievement, 
aggression, autonomy, change, deference, dominance, and 
intraception as measured by the Edwards Personal 
Preference Survey for first-line managers, Head Nurses, in 
different job performance categories? 
7. What is the relationship between the needs for 
and values of achievement, aggression, autonomy, change, 
obedience/deference, influence/dominance, and 
compassion/intraception for first-line managers, Head 
Nurses, in different job performance categories? 
6 
Key aspects of this investigation highlight its 
uniqueness. This study takes into account the 
interrelationships among a greater number of significant 
variables than previous efforts reported in the literature 
(Ansari et al., 1982; Brousseau, 1978; Campbell, 1976; 
cawsey et al., 1982; England, 1975; Ginzberg et al., 1982; 
Hackman et al., 1975; Langer, 1982; Lawler, 1982; Manoff, 
1974; Newman, 1975; Porter et al., 1976; Rokeach, 1973; 
salancik and Pfeffer, 1977; Terborg and Davis, 1982; 
wandelt, 1981). These variables include work values, 
personal needs, responses to the design of the job, and 
job satisfaction. Instruments utilized to measure these 
variables are the Personal Values Questionnaire, Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule, Job Diagnostic Survey, and 
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, respectively. A 
demographic questionnaire further categorizes these 
variables. This information is correlated with job 
performance specially rated for the purposes of this 
investigation. The summation of all these variables 
combine to form a profile of each subject. 
Subjects 
The subjects in this investigation are Head Nurses 
who are first-line nursing managers working in a hospital. 
In general, managers are an important group of workers 
worthy of investigational attention. Only the past twenty 
7 
years offer large-scale studies of managers. However, the 
pervasiveness and complexity of these important posit~ons 
demand further study (Porter and Lawler, 1969). This 
study features managers because of the impact their 
motivational level has upon others in relation to 
operationalizing organizational goals. First-line nursing 
managers, Head Nurses, are selected to represent the broad 
perspective of first-line managers working in a hospital. 
Limitations 
This investigation is bounded by several 
limitations. The investigation cannot control all 
organizational variables influencing the subject's 
responses to the design of their jobs and their job 
satisfaction. Its findings are limited to Head Nurses at 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital as representative of first-
1 ine nursing managers who work in a hospital setting, in 
particular. It is further limited by the size of the 
sample. This investigation is limited by the four major 
variables selected for inclusion in the profile and the 
instrument's assessments of these variables. 
Definition of Terms 
This investigation requires definition of and 
explanation for the following seven salient terms: Head 
Nurse, reaction to job design, job satisfaction, values, 
needs, rated job performance, managerial profile. The 
8 
first term is Head Nurse, a first-line patient care 
manager (Clark and Shea, 1979} and the Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital job title for all the nurses 
participating as subjects in this investigation. The 
second term is reaction to job design which reflects the 
Head Nurse's responses to their work's motivational 
factors as expressed in the Motivating Potential Score of 
the Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman and Oldham, 1980}. The 
third term is job satisfaction which reflects the Head 
Nurse's emotional responses to their work as measured by 
the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire's general 
satisfaction score (Ferratt, 1981; Weiss et al., 1967}. 
The fourth term is values which reflects the Head Nurse's 
stable beliefs directing their behavior identified by the 
Personal Values Questionnaire (England, 1975; Rokeach, 
1973}. The fifth term is needs that reflects the Head 
Nurse's levels of their manifest needs measured by the 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1975; 
Murray, 1938}. The sixth term is rated job performance 
which reflects recent Head Nurse job performance 
identified by their regular evaluators on the Supervisor 
Rating Form, a modified version of their standard 
appraisal form. The seventh term is managerial profile 
which describes the job reactions, job satisfaction, 
9 
values and needs of each Head Nurse with respect to rated 
job performance. 
organization of the Study 
Chapter I discusses the importance of identifying 
first-line manager's motivation for their jobs as it 
correlates with their job performance. How these two 
major variables are related is the research question this 
investigation is attempting to answer. Chapter II reviews 
the salient aspects of the literature in relation to the 
manager's values, needs, reactions to the design of their 
jobs, and job satisfaction. Chapter III outlines the 
methodology for data collection, instrumentation utilized, 
the investigation's design, and its sample. Chapter IV 
presents the analysis of the data collected. Chapter V 
summarizes the investigation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
chapter Outline 
This chapter reviews the existing literature 
relevant to employee interactions with their jobs in 
addition to underscoring the necessity for investigating 
the topic further. To accomplish this task, Chapter II 
outlines a theoretical framework which explains the 
rationale for utilizing a profile approach to enhance 
understanding of a particular population sample. Aspects 
of this profile, as derived from and supported by a 
literature review, are explained in depth. From the 
numerous questions proposed by the literature, seven 
questions are considered to direct further study. 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Worker Motivation 
The identification and measurement of worker 
responses to their jobs dominates research efforts in 
organizational behavior (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1977). 
This extensive research tradition holds tenaciously to the 
belief that job reactions have the potential to explain 
worker motivation (Jenkins et al., 1975). Because of its 
10 
11 
link with productivity, worker motivation is a prevalent 
subject in organizational research. 
Lewin's (1938) pioneering work gives some context 
to the numerous speculations about the etiology of worker 
motivation. For Lewin, two major factors combine to 
determine worker motivation. These factors are the 
employees themselves and the organization. Thus, 
employee's organizational behaviors are a function of 
their personal characteristics as they relate to the 
characteristics of the organization (Newman, 1975). 
McClelland is a psychologist who has spent years 
studying the motivation of managers (Williams, 1978). 
Through his research he offers another proposal to explain 
the interaction between worker motivation and performance. 
He believes achievement motivation is an important 
motivator of good performance in work organizations. 
Achievement motivation is a desire to be successful in 
competitive situations or a desire to perform in terms of 
a standard of excellence (McClelland, 1953). According to 
McClelland, workers whose achievement motivation is high 
should be excellent performers in certain work situations. 
His achievement assessment methods remain somewhat 
cumbersome and difficult to apply for organizations 
interested in understanding and identifying worker's 
motivation to perform well in their jobs (Hackman and 
Oldham, 1980). 
12 
Expectancy theory models of fer a very promising 
framework to compensate for the lack of a motivation model 
which effectively combines existing knowledge into a 
comprehensive motivation theory (Nadler and Lawler, 1977). 
The work of Vroom (1964) and Porter and Lawler (1968) are 
typically associated with expectancy theory. However, the 
theory was originally developed in the 1930's by E.C. 
Tolman and Kurt Lewin (Williams, 1978). A brief 
explanation of the theory reveals its potential for 
explaining this complex situation of worker motivation. 
Underlying Vroom's (1964) hybrid model is the 
belief that worker motivation is the major determinant of 
organizational outcomes. Vroom bases his approach on the 
three important concepts called expectancy, valence, and 
instrumentality. Expectancy refers to the perceived 
probability that a given level of effort will result in a 
specified outcome. For instance, a worker may wonder 
about the likelihood of high performance, which reflects 
effort, resulting in a promotion, which is an outcome. 
Before deciding the relationship between performance and a 
promotion, workers must identify the value an outcome 
holds for them. This value is what Vroom terms valence. 
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valence reflects the strength of a worker's desire for or 
attraction to the outcomes of different courses of ac~ion. 
Vroom makes a further distinction between first-
level and second-level outcomes. First-level outcomes 
concern external rewards like money, a promotion, or some 
form of recognition. Second-level outcomes concern the 
satisfaction of inner needs, or lack of them, toward which 
the first-level outcomes are purportedly directed (Vroom, 
1964). An example can illustrate this distinction between 
first-level and second-level outcomes. 
An employee with a strong expectancy believes that 
a certain high level of performance will result in a 
promotion which is a first-level outcome. The promotion 
can be viewed as a complement to existing self esteem and 
enhancement to the worker's sense of achievement. 
However, the promotion can also be viewed as primarily 
leading to the loss of friends and involving a high level 
of personal frustration. Thus, the promotion is not a 
strong motivator. This is especially true if the valence 
of achievement is low and the valence of friendship is 
high. The distinction between internal and external goals 
and rewards helps to objectify many of the motivational 
conflicts within the worker (Williams, 1978). 
Expectancy theory's deceptively simple approach for 
calculation and explanation of worker motivation has 
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engendered a substantial grouping of critical reviews. 
over fifty available studies test the validity of 
expectancy theory's approach to predicting employee 
behavior. Almost without exception, the studies confirm 
the predictions of the theory (Nadler and Lawler, 1977). 
In spite of these encouraging results, the studies also 
indicate some problems with the model. Two major problems 
are readily apparent. 
One problem has to do with the model itself. The 
model is based on the assumption that workers make very 
rational decisions after a thorough exploration of all the 
available alternatives. A further assumption is that 
workers weigh the possible outcomes of all their 
alternatives. However, research observations reveal that 
individual decision-making processes are rarely this 
thorough. The decision-making process usually terminates 
before individuals determine if other possibilities are 
more desirable than their original choice. The model may 
indicate a more complex decision-making process than 
actually takes place for most people (Nadler and Lawler, 
1977). 
Another problem with expectancy theory is testing 
the entire model using representative groups. Some 
researchers believe that the theory is so complex that it 
exceeds the measures which exist to test it (Lawler and 
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Suttle, 1972). The typical measurements used to test the 
model are survey questionnaires that are not always 
scientifically validated. This testing difficulty leaves 
two concerns remaining. One concern is if the model can 
actually be tested and the other deals with the true 
applicability of the model. 
Expectancy theory offers some direction for 
understanding worker behavior in relation to needs and 
organizational rewards. The research on reward importance 
suggests that promotion and pay are the two most important 
extrinsic rewards that most organizations offer their 
employees. However, the research also suggests that there 
are large individual differences in the degree to which 
these rewards are valued or have a high universal valence 
(Lawler, 1973). Needs for esteem, recognition, and self 
actualization are considered by expectancy theorists as 
determinants of valence (Porter and Lawler, 1969). 
Regardless of their differing perspectives, 
theories of or approaches to worker motivation offer a 
common theme. The ability to influence employee 
motivation is crucial to the effective management of 
organizations. However, before organizations can 
influence their employee's motivation, they must begin by 
knowing who their employees are and how they react to 
their jobs. The extent to which worker motivation exerts 
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a direct impact upon productivity in a given situation 
requires careful documentation of the quality of employee 
performance (Gordon, 1982). An approach for increasing 
this necessary knowledge about a selected employee 
population with the ultimate goal of enhancing an 
organization's potential for influencing worker motivation 
is suggested in the literature. 
Profile Perspective 
One approach for enhancing existing knowledge about 
the complex relationship between worker and job is to 
utilize a composite assessment of salient factors 
affecting the relationship. A comprehensive composite is 
a profile of worker values, needs, reactions to the design 
of the work, and job satisfaction. Correlating these 
factors with job performance completes the profile 
assessment task. 
This method is partially based on a major approach 
to organizational research. The research recommends the 
study of individual differences within a single 
organizational context (Herman and Hulin, 1972). As a 
methodology, the profile studies a group of individuals 
who assume the same organizational role or have the same 
job title. Though no two work positions are ever 
completely alike, the major variables included in a 
profile should identify significant differences of 
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interest to organizations. Previous investigations 
utilize a similar approach to obtain a clearer 
understanding of managerial values which are believed to 
shape behavior (England, 1975). 
~ 
Worker characteristics and reactions to the job 
itself combine to determine job satisfaction and 
productivity. The profile enhances the usual treatment of 
worker characteristics which only considers basic 
demographic information. One investigation of nursing 
specialties, draws the conclusion that specific job 
responsibilities affect performance, job satisfaction, and 
individual work motivation (Joiner et al., 1982) 
Another investigation recommends a slightly 
different approach. To identify individual differences in 
attitudes, Stone and Porter (1975) recommend determining 
the relative power of job characteristics and 
organizational variables for explaining the differences. 
Another researcher stresses the importance of knowing the 
comparability of external work features and the internal 
attitudes workers bring to the job (Locke, 1976). The 
profile can comprehensively embrace all of these 
recommendations. 
Managers 
Understanding the nature of job perceptions held by 
people in management positions is appropriate for the 
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study of organizational problems (Porter, 1961). First-
line managers are particularly important because they · 
translate and transmit organizational goals and objectives 
through those who report to them. To operationalize 
organizational objectives, these managers must maintain a 
high motivational level for their own positions (Porter et 
al. I 1976) • 
Unmotivated managers are unlikely motivators of 
workers under their direction (Herzberg, 1976). The 
impact of manager's motivation for their own positions 
makes a crucial difference in directing the performance of 
others. With regard to the sufficiently complex and 
difficult nature of these positions, an ironic aspect of 
managerial life is that high effort alone does not 
guarantee good managerial performance (Lawler, 1973). 
Studies of managerial success of fer some 
information and direction. One investigation of 
managerial achievement and risk-taking behavior concludes 
that the interaction or fit between personal work 
orientations and organizational climate makes a 
significant contribution to the variance in career success 
among managers (Ansari et al., 1982). Current research 
findings are still presenting challenges, especially in 
relation to determinants of success for managers. 
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As leaders in managerial research efforts, 
McClelland and Boyatzis (1982) offer another perspective. 
They believe that researchers still do not know how some 
personality characteristics relate to success in 
management. Hackman and Oldham (1980) encourage other 
researchers to continue in their attempts to identify 
attributes of people that reliably predict effective 
supervisory performance. 
The literature suggests an additional approach that 
focuses on a special aspect of managerial success as it 
relates to motivation. Managerial success can be viewed 
in relation to identified, recent job performance because 
motivation and job performance form such a highly positive 
correlation to one another (Hackman, 1977). Managerial 
job performance can be correlated with values, needs, and 
job reactions to more specifically identify managerial job 
motivation. These components can form a managerial 
profile. 
MANAGERIAL PROFILE COMPONENTS 
Worker Values 
A number of reasons underscore the necessity for an 
organization's gaining some insight into its worker's 
values (McMurry, 1963). Worker values and the meaning of 
work is shifting (Mindell and Gordon, 1981). In addition 
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to requests for increased employee benefits, contemporary 
workers want a voice in decision-making and company policy 
formation (Mowday et al., 1982). In fact, this recent 
alteration in employee's values constitutes one of the 
most important changes affecting worker motivation in over 
thirty years (Lawler, 1982). 
Individual behavior is best understood as being 
related to and/or determined by personal values and value 
systems (Sikula, 1971). For workers, their values have 
the potential to explain key aspects of job satisfaction. 
Identification of employee values is essential because of 
its impact upon productivity and profitability. Thus, 
knowledge of critical work-related employee values can 
assist organizational efforts to increase productivity 
(Jackson and Mindell, 1980). Some value definitions can 
further direct this discussion of value's impact upon work 
behavior. 
A value is a single and enduring belief that guides 
actions and judgments more than attitudes (Rokeach, 1969). 
Because they are determinants of attitudes and behaviors, 
values describe and explain differences and similarities 
between people (Connor and Becker, 1975). Work value 
systems are constellations of attitudes and opinions with 
which people evaluate their jobs and work environment 
(Pennings, 1970). Values are conceptions of what is 
important to a person and, as such, instigate behavior 
(Kluckhohn, 1962). Value identification clearly offers 
insight into worker behavior. 
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Identifying the relationship between managerial 
values and organizational performance has the potential 
for improving organizational effectiveness (Ryan et al., 
1981). Two general facts about values support the pursuit 
of this knowledge. First of all, there is no question 
that value conflicts exist within organizations (Brown, 
1976). Also, values outline rules for making choices and 
resolving conflicts (Rokeach, 1969). Organizations must 
know how their managers resolve conflicts and make 
choices. 
Personal work values determine managerial job 
performance (Ryan et al., 1981). In fact, values are 
directly related to indices of managerial success (Posner 
and Numson, 1981, a). Managers are experiencing fewer 
incentives to perform well because some of the major 
rewards for good performance are missing (Cooper et al., 
1979). Managerial values include a dedication to 
excellent performance for themselves and those who report 
to them. Organizations must outline a method for 
measuring managerial values so they can ascertain how 
managerial values determine performance. 
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The measurement of values is based on some 
assumptions about its impact on behavior. Values are a 
system of beliefs that outline a frame of reference or 
standard against which behavior is judged. Consequently, 
values offer predictive merit and practical utility for 
attempts to understand behavior (Cofey and Appley, 1964). 
values are the most useful way to access information about 
the intricate forces motivating behavior in the work arena 
(Brown, 1976). Work values describe internalized need 
states (Deitrich, 1977). Though values clearly direct 
work behavior, their measurement methodology remains 
controversial. 
Several approaches to the measurement of values are 
available for the organizational researcher. Sociology 
proposes the interview method to test values directly. 
Researchers ask respondents about how they handle certain 
situations and which of their values influence their 
behavior. This approach is unfortunately unable to reach 
the high level of abstractions at which value orientations 
are conceptualized (Kluckhohn and Strodbeck, 1961). This 
method is cumbersome and very time consuming. 
Another method is the essay approach to value 
identification. Participants utilize an autobiographical 
approach to recounting certain life events. Content 
analysis reveals instances of clear reliance upon value 
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systems to direct behavior. The essay methodology offers 
some promise but is plagued by some significant, inherent 
psychometric difficulties (DeVolger and Ebersole, 1981). 
There is a surprisingly small number of scales that 
measures values directly. However, measuring values by 
using some type of scale is presently the most viable 
approach available. In fact, the value profile offers the 
best methodological alternative (Connor and Becker, 1971). 
England's investigations of values as determinants 
of behavior feature managers. His years of research with 
managers outline a value framework which includes a set of 
reasonable assertions, a model, and a resulting 
instrument. Fundamental to his value theory is the belief 
that manager's values influence their interpersonal 
relationships, decision-making, problem solving, and 
acceptance of or resistance to organizational pressure and 
goals (England, 1967). Managers make choices regarding 
problems and decisions which reflect their value systems. 
England's model is designed in relation to 
managerial characteristics. Values are divided into 
categories relevant to managerial life. The values 
assessed form groupings concerning business goals, groups 
of people, ideas associated with people, personal goals of 
individuals, and ideas about general topics (England, 
1975). 
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England's model for understanding and identifying 
values is unique because it recognizes several classes of 
overlapping values. Values can be conceived, operative, 
or intended. Conceived values are comprised of operative 
values, intended values, and adopted values. Operative 
values have a relative probability of being translated 
from the intentional state into actual behavior. Intended 
values are viewed as important but may have only a 
moderate probability of being translated from the 
intentional state into behavior because of situational 
factors. Adopted values are less a part of the 
personality structure and affect behavior only because of 
situational factors (England, 1975). 
Completion of England's instrument reveals many 
important aspects of a manager's value system. The 
primary mode of valuation uses an importance scale because 
the general value of an object or idea is largely a 
function of its degree of importance to a person (England, 
1975). Managers functioning at the same organizational 
level can be compared in relation to their primary mode of 
valuation with regard to assessed performance. This 
comparison should reveal which values translate into which 
types of behavior within an organization. 
England's model also offers three secondary modes 
of valuation. The pragmatic mode of valuation identifies 
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a manager as guided by success-failure considerations. 
The ethical-moral mode implies an evaluative framework·. 
The ethical-moral manager's behavior reflects actions and 
decisions judged to be right and in opposition to those 
judged wrong. The affective mode suggests an evaluative 
reference guided by hedonism. Managers with an affective 
mode of valuation behave in ways that increase pleasure 
and decrease pain (England, 1974). 
England's approach to values measurement continues 
to receive attention in the literature. One study 
utilizes his approach to determine success differences 
between black and white managers (Watson and Williams, 
1977). Another investigation uses it to review gender in 
managerial values (Posner and Munson, 1981, b). Other 
studies scrutinize the instrument's psychometric potential 
(Clare and Sanford, 1979; Posner and Munson, 1981, c). 
Krausz's findings caution not to isolate the measurement 
of values without regard for personal needs (Krausz, 
19 82) • 
Personal Needs 
The impact that meeting personal needs has upon 
personality disposition continues to capture professional 
psychological interest in addition to vast public media 
attention (Maloney, 1979). Maslow remains prominent in 
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reference to a convenient framework for understanding need 
fulfillment. 
Maslow (1970) offers a set of hypotheses that 
explains how the satisfaction of human needs affects their 
importance. For Maslow, needs exist in a hierarchy. 
Therefore, individual behavior is motivated by an attempt 
to satisfy the need which is most important at any 
particular time. After satisfaction, attention is focused 
on the fulfillment of other needs (Maslow, 1970). 
The application of Maslow's theory to the work 
setting has almost revolutionized contemporary opinions 
about worker's needs in relation to their jobs. Research 
efforts identify clear differences among worker needs 
(Steers and Braunstein, 1976). These differences are 
definitely related to personal needs, particularly with 
respect to individual worker structures (Cawsey et al., 
1982). 
Because of its particular significance, one study 
continues to be replicated. Participants in the study 
ranked fourteen job factors from five different 
perspectives to compare self-perceived needs. Worker, 
managerial, and union perspectives reveal very interesting 
differences (Gluskinos and Kestelman, 1971). Findings 
identify that workers rank their own needs in a very 
different order from others ranking how they would 
estimate workers to rank their needs. 
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Similar to Maslow's need framework is Herzberg's 
(i966) Two-Factor Theory. Herzberg offers organizational 
researchers some direction for the categorization of work 
satisfiers and dissatisf iers. Work satisfiers and 
dissatisfiers are not opposites. Herzberg's 
conceptualization of satisfiers as separate from 
dissatisfiers clearly establishes that job satisfaction is 
not simply the absence of dissatisfaction (Maier, 1971). 
Work satisfiers are related to motivators which are 
internal factors. Work dissatisf iers are related to 
hygiene factors which are external (Herzberg, 1966). 
Herzberg's factors are similar to Maslow's lower-order 
needs and motivators reflect Maslow's conceptualization of 
higher-order needs. 
As a result of recent research scrutiny, Herzberg's 
and Maslow's contributions suffer from similar criticisms. 
Despite the general acceptance of his approach, Maslow's 
need hierarchy is difficult to test and receives little 
research support (Lawler and Suttle, 1971). When 
physiological needs are reasonably well satisfied, there 
appears no way to predict which of the higher-order needs 
increases in importance for a particular person (Williams, 
1978). 
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Herzberg's theory points attention directly to the 
enormous significance of the work itself as a factor in 
the ultimate motivation and satisfaction of employees. 
Regardless of this important contribution to available 
information explaining employee motivation, researchers 
are unable to provide empirical support for the major 
tenets of Herzberg's theory because of its severe 
practical difficulties when applied to the planning and 
implementing of actual job changes (Hackman, 1977). 
Herzberg's theory is useful in focusing attention 
upon the importance of job content factors as related to 
job satisfaction (Williams, 1978). However, his theory 
appears to be an oversimplification. Repeated factor 
analytic studies of job attitudes fail to demonstrate the 
existence of two independent factors corresponding to 
motivators and hygiene factors (Campbell et al., 1976). 
Though research findings cannot completely embrace 
the broad scope of their theories, Maslow's pioneering 
work and Herzberg's significant contributions continue to 
make an impact upon current speculations about worker 
needs. Many motivational theorists believe that most life 
situations have the potential for frustrating or 
fulfilling individual needs. Individual attitudes and 
motivation result from the action of the need-fulfilling 
and frustrating properties of situations (Salancik and 
pfeffer, 1978). 
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With respect to the work setting, particular kinds 
of employee needs are receiving extensive research 
attention. These needs are loosely referred to as growth 
needs. They are similar to Maslow's conceptualizations of 
self-esteem needs. With regard to the complementarity 
between workers and job, growth needs gain importance. 
The theory states that workers with strong growth needs 
respond more positively to enriched jobs than workers with 
weak growth needs (Champoux and Peters, 1980; Hackman and 
Oldham, 1980; Helphingstine et al., 1981; Quastel and 
Boshier, 1982). 
Psychological needs determine worker's motivational 
responses to their jobs. The application of this belief 
states that workers with strong growth needs require 
challenging jobs to experience high motivation to perform 
well (Hackman and Lawler, 1971; Hackman and Oldham, 1976). 
Growth needs concern needs for personal accomplishment, 
for learning, and for continuing development. The 
strength of growth needs determine the extent to which 
employees experience internal work motivation. Hackman 
and Oldham's (1980) theory of internal work motivation is 
explained more completely in the section reviewing worker 
reactions to job design. 
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A variable often used to moderate the relationship 
between job characteristics and job reactions is higher-
order need strength. Higher-order need strength is the 
impact which the self esteem needs like recognition, 
achievement, and accomplishment exert. As a variable in 
needs-related research, higher-order need strength is the 
variable that shows the most consistent relationship 
between job characteristics and job satisfaction (Brief 
and Aldag, 1975). The empirical identification of this 
relationship reveals the finding that workers wanting to 
meet their higher-order self esteem needs seek positions 
offering personal growth, accomplishment, and achievement. 
The notable work of Stone et al. (1977) attempts to 
detect the effects of need for achievement and need for 
autonomy upon the relationship between job satisfaction 
and job scope. The Stone et al. (1977) research efforts 
distinguish themselves by their reliance upon robust 
statistical treatment of the research data. Their 
approach to the data reveals that the need for autonomy 
and the need for achievement show varying degrees of 
covariance with both the independent variable of job scope 
and the dependent variable of job staisfaction (Stone et 
al., 1977). The credibility of the Stone et al. (1977) 
findings is due to their rigorous adherence to strict 
research protocol. 
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The findings of Stone et al. (1977) continue to 
form the basis for subsequent research. One such major 
project undertaken by Terborg and Davis (1982) reviewed 
employee reactions to enlarged jobs. Terborg and Davis 
(1982) wanted to empirically test the belief that enlarged 
or enriched jobs meet higher-order worker needs for 
personal development. To test the assumptions that 
enriched jobs can satisfy higher-order needs, five 
different treatment groups performed two different tasks, 
one enriched and one not enriched. Their efforts proved 
that enlarged jobs do meet higher-order worker needs for 
personal development. This conclusion is based on 
rigorous statistical treatment of these data (Terborg and 
Davis, 1982). The work of both Stone et al. (1977) and 
Terborg and Davis (1982) is relevant for understanding 
managerial job needs. 
A major collection of studies undertaken by one 
organizational psychologist, Porter, (1961; 1962; 1963), 
ushered in a wave of interest in managers (Ansari et al. , 
1982; Clare and Sanford, 1979; England, 1967; Ghiselli and 
Johnson, 1970; Herzberg, 1976; Larwood and Wood, 1978; 
Posner and Munson, 1981, b; Schmidt and Posner, 1982; 
Weatjen, 1979). Porter's pioneering work is motivated by 
an interest in the fit between managers and the 
psychological nature of their jobs (Porter, 1961). 
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Porter's work attains unique status for two major 
reasons. First of all, he not only identified an 
important employee group worthy of research attention, but 
also, he compared different levels of managers to one 
another. Secondly, Porter investigates these manager's 
differences of perceived deficiencies in need fulfillment 
(Porter, 1962; 1963). Porter developed his own instrument 
that measures level of need satisfaction with respect to 
perceived deficiencies. 
Porter's findings offer a special perspective on 
managerial life. His data substantiated the fact that 
managers perceive a lack of satisfaction with their 
opportunities to obtain the amount of self actualization 
they want from their positions. He further identified 
that need deficiency decreases as the managerial level 
increases (Porter, 1962; 1963). 
Porter's findings continue to direct similar 
investigations despite a major investigational flaw. 
Porter clearly outlines the necessity for identifying the 
extent to which managers believe their needs are being 
met. This research contribution is marred only by 
Porter's reliance upon Maslow's belief that needs are 
segregated into several distinct categories of ascending 
order. Investigations attempting to identify and assess 
managerial needs are encouraged to utilize an approach 
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different from Maslow's need theory. An alternative to 
Maslow is provided by Murray (1938) whose work offers a 
theoretical framework and the foundation of an instrument 
for measuring the needs he identifies. 
No one has subjected the concept of need to so 
careful an analysis nor provided the complete taxonomy of 
needs that Murray offers. The conceptualization of needs 
is the basis for Murray's theory of motivation. He views 
needs as concepts that represent a force. This force 
organizes perception, cognition, and action to direct 
behavior to alter unsatisfying situations. Needs can be 
set into action by either external stimulation or internal 
arousal. Regardless of its source, a need stimulates 
people to act and maintain their activity until a 
situation is sufficiently altered to reduce the need 
(Murray, 1938). Though Murray's need theory is one of 
many such theories in psychology, very few other theorists 
have subjected the concept to his careful analysis or 
provided such a complete taxonomy (Lawler, 1980). 
A major component of Murray's taxonomy is his list 
of 20 needs derived from intensive study of his clinical 
patients. His list includes abasement, achievement, 
affiliation, aggression, autonomy, counteraction, 
defendance, deference, dominance, exhibition, 
harmavoidance, infavoidance, nurutrance, order, play, 
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. ction, sentience, sex, succorance, and understanding. 
reJe 
Murray explains each need through an outline that includes 
pertinent facts about each need, emotional aspects of the 
needs, illustrations of the needs, and questionnaire items 
to measure the needs (Murray, 1938). 
The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) is 
an instrument designed to measure needs and, as such, is 
appropriate for use with a managerial population. The 
EPPS measures a number of relatively independent normal 
personality variables (Lanyon and Goodstein, 1971). The 
EPPS variables originate from Murray's (1938) list of 
manifest needs and include: achievement, deference, 
order, exhibition, autonomy, affiliation, intraception, 
succorance, dominance, abasement, nuturance, change, 
endurance, heterosexuality, aggression. 
Responses to Job Design 
Maslow's, Herzberg's, and Porter's research on 
needs and motivation is giving new meaning to research in 
the area of job satisfaction. Current beliefs about 
employee needs assume that workers want job feedback to 
gauge their progress (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). The 
desire for job feedback represents an instance in which an 
individual need makes an impact upon affective job 
responses. The design of a job may frustrate or fulfill 
the meeting of this need for feedback. 
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Employee's job design responses form the component 
of job satisfaction that concerns reactions to the design 
of a job's specific characteristics. Job characteristics, 
also referred to as job tasks, are the several broad 
categories that define a job's major responsibilities. 
ror example, a large management consulting firm may employ 
a number of workers with the title Staff Psychologist. 
Their job characteristics are determined by a thorough job 
analysis and include evaluating, counseling, and 
supervising. The way in which their job's characteristics 
or tasks are to be performed determines their job's design 
(Zedeck & Blood, 1974). The Staff Psychologists obviously 
have responses to how these tasks are designed. Job 
design can determine job satisfaction (O'Reilley et al., 
1980). 
Attention to worker's job design responses is 
gaining prominance as a research topic in the 
organizational literature. One study attempted to assess 
the impact of job design responses upon job satisfaction 
(Ferratt et al., 1981). This research effort is 
distinguished by its recommendation that prior to offering 
any conclusive data, worker job design reactions and 
general job satisfaction responses must be measured by two 
different instruments. These instruments are recommended 
to have separate and distinct purposes and accompanying 
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theoretical frameworks to ensure that assessment of the 
interaction between job reactions and job satisfaction.can 
be undertaken as precisely as possible. 
Job characteristics form the basis for many 
investigations into job design responses (Arnold, 1976; 
Brief and Aldag, 1975; 1978; Brousseau, 1978; Dunham, 
1980; Ferratt et al., 1981; Hackman and Lawler, 1971; 
Lawler et al., 1973; Oldham, 1976; Pierce, 1978; Roberts 
and Glick, 1981; Smith et al., 1969; Terborg and Davis, 
1982; Wanous, 1974). These investigations usually rely 
upon a job chracteristics model. Job characteristics 
models are an outgrowth of earlier notions that positive 
or negative feelings about one job aspect may confound 
reactions to other job aspects and result in an overall 
negative or positive response (Smith et al., 1069). Job 
characteristics models are prominent because they provide 
a framework for observing how the interactions between 
jobs and workers determine job reactions (Roberts and 
Gl fck, 1981). As a dominant paradigm in the job 
characteristics literature, Hackman and Oldham's (1980) 
model offers some clear direction for understanding job 
responses (Champoux, 1981). 
Hackman and Oldham's (1980) job characteristics 
model combines behavioral and systems theory principles to 
form a theory of individual motivation (Green et al., 
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1979). To form their hybrid model, they utilized the 
behavioral approach's common objective for designing work 
in a way that achieves high work productivity without 
incurring the human costs associated with many traditional 
approaches. Systems theory emphasizes creating work 
systems in which the social and the technical aspects of 
the work systems are integrated and are as supportive of 
one another as possible (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). 
Hackman and Oldham's job characteristics model 
contains several significant aspects. It focuses on the 
actual work which employees perform in organizations. The 
model separately considers the design of work for 
individuals and the design of work for groups. It 
explicitly considers both individual differences in how 
people react to jobs and those aspects of the systemic 
context that affect the feasibility and potency of work 
redesign. Their model emphasizes the importance of 
collecting diagnostic data about a work system before 
changing it. Also, it highlights the connections between 
basic theory about behavior in organizations and practical 
technologies for the design and possible redesign of jobs 
(Hackman and Oldham, 1980). Organization's existing 
tendency is to attribute job difficulty to the worker 
rather than to the job situation (Jones, 1971). The goal 
of job redesign is to achieve positive worker-organization 
relationships by adapting jobs to workers as much as by 
adapting workers to jobs (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). 
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In their review of job design, Hackman and Oldham 
address how well workers are matched with their jobs. To 
do this they utilize their model to identify the extent to 
which a job's design is motivating or has the potential to 
motivate a worker. The model also locates aspects of a 
job which are causing difficulty and making an impact upon 
productivity. Hackman and Oldham (1980) define 
productivity as the quality of the relationship between 
people who do the work and the jobs they perform. Well-
designed jobs address worker needs for personal growth and 
development, and needs for meaningful social 
relationships. Hackman and Oldham believe (1980) that 
these basic, personal needs determine the match between 
worker and work. 
The job characteristics model developed by Hackman 
and Oldham (see Figure 1) outlines three critical 
psychological states that must be present for strong 
internal work motivation to develop and persist. These 
three critical psychological states are the experienced 
meaningfulness of the work, the experienced responsibility 
for outcomes of the work, and knowledge of the actual 
results of the work activities (Hackman and Oldham, 1975). 
By definition, these three psychological states are 
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(Hackman and Oldham, 1980, p. 83) 
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internal to workers and can be directly manipulated by the 
design or management of the work (Hackman and Oldham, · 
1980). 
Hackman and Oldham's job characteristics model 
illustrates that the three critical psychological states 
are influenced by several core job characteristics. The 
five core job characteristics are skill variety, task 
identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback from 
the job. Hackman and Oldham (1980) believe that these 
core job characteristics are objective, measurable, and 
changable properties of the work itself. Also, each core 
job characteristic directly influences one of the three 
critical psychological states. 
Each core job characteristic has a different 
definition and function. Skill variety includes the 
variety of different activities necessary to perform a 
task and the number of different skills and talents 
required of the employee. Task identity encompasses a 
worker's ability to complete a task from beginning to end 
as opposed to work on only a segment of it. Task 
significance is the degree to which a job task makes a 
substantial impact on the lives of others whether in the 
immediate organization or the world at large (Hackman and 
Oldham, 1980). These three core job characteristics 
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directly influence how meaningfully the job is experienced 
by the worker (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). 
The two remaining core job characteristics, 
autonomy and feedback from the job, influence two other 
critical psychological states. Autonomy influences how 
workers experience responsibility for outcomes of their 
work. Hackman and Oldham (1980) believe that autonomy is 
the degree to which a job offers substantial freedom, 
independence, and the ability to schedule work and 
determine the procedures to be used in carrying it out. 
The amount of feedback a worker receives directly affects 
the critical psychological state of knowledge of the 
actual results of the work activities. Hackman and Oldham 
believe that job feedback should provide workers with 
clear information about the effectiveness of their 
performance. Job feedback is so crucial that it directly 
affects work motivation (Arnold, 1976). 
Critical review of their job characteristics model 
addresses two lingering uncertainties about Hackman and 
Oldham's core job characteristics and their beliefs about 
worker needs. Dunham (1980) is not convinced that Hackman 
and Oldham's set of core job characteristics is complete 
and if theirs is the optimal method for combining 
dimensions to maximize worker responses. O'Reilley et al. 
(1980) do not believe that individual needs are stable 
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enough to judge every job by these criterion. Additional 
critic isms focus on the instrument developed from this. 
model, the Job Diagnostic Survey {JDS). 
Job Satisfaction 
Though many factors influence it, job satisfaction 
encompasses a broader spectrum than worker responses to 
job design {Vroom, 1964). A broad approach to job 
satisfaction concerns the employee and work setting. As 
stated in a previous section, job satisfaction is a 
function of both the worker and the environment {Lewin, 
1938). This concept was considered revolutionary when it 
was first presented. This single perspective ushered in a 
new wave of thinking about and responding to the realm of 
worker reactions. Individual needs, motivation, personal 
characteristics like demographic descriptors and values, 
and responses to organizational climate began to be 
considered in relation to job satisfaction. 
As a complex aspect of organizational life, job 
satisfaction continues to receive research attention. The 
past thirty years evidence thousands of studies devoted to 
understanding the multifacted concept of job satisfaction 
{Lawler, 1973). The years of research leave a legacy of 
assumptions, continuing debate, and some proven facts. To 
begin untangling this complex maze of ever-changing 
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direction, some fundamental approaches to the definition 
of job satisfaction are considered. 
Job satisfaction is usually described in affective 
terms. The pioneering work of Smith et al. (1969} found 
that feelings about a job and facets of the job constitute 
job satisfaction. A later researcher describes job 
satisfaction as an emotional response which results from 
the appraisal of work experiences (Locke, 1976). For 
Slavitt et al. (1978} job satisfaction is the extent to 
which workers respond positively to their jobs. These 
vague descriptions are problematic because they do not 
identify what aspects of a job cause satisfaction and why 
certain job characteristics do not result in universal 
positive reactions. 
Several researchers and theorists of fer their 
perspective on job satisfaction and work motivation. 
Herzberg's (1966} major contribution to our understanding 
of job reactions is that motivation comes from the work 
itself. Maslow (1970} reminds us that when personal needs 
are met through the job, employees can experience job 
satisfaction. Lawler (1973} identifies particular job 
factors which can create positive job responses. Vroom 
(1964} links job motivation to work performance. Hackman 
and Oldham (1980} outline a theory of work motivation 
which connects job reactions to the design of the work. 
Implementing these approaches creates a major challenge 
for the measurement of job satisfaction. 
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Smith's (1969) research team not only offers one of 
the most comprehensive approaches to the measurement of 
job satisfaction available but they also have developed a 
measuring instrument and established guidelines still 
widely utilized. Their studies demonstrate some 
generality of discriminant and convergent validity for 
several aspects of job satisfaction. Their efforts are 
respectful of the question of validity which is a major 
difficulty in all attitude measurement. Their resulting 
instrument measures individual differences which are 
related to the affective domain and also to behavior, 
situation, and personal variables. 
Establishing validity for a measure of job 
satisfaction presents significant challenges for two 
primary reasons. Job satisfaction instruments are 
necessarily self-report questionnaires and consequently 
open to bias. Also, debate continues about what 
constitutes the salient factors to measure (Wanous and 
Lawler, 1972). Howell (1976) found that several job 
satisfaction instruments provide a standardized, but not 
necessarily reliable and valid, means for measuring the 
most critical aspects of job satisfaction. Terborg et al. 
(1982) concludes that variables like pay, satisfaction 
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with the work itself, and satisfaction with co-workers are 
variables for which validity can be established. 
Ferratt et al. (1981} reviewed several measures of 
perceived job design and job satisfaction. Their findings 
recommend using the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS} and 
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ} together. 
Though the JDS does not of fer a general job satisfaction 
score like the MSQ, each measures many similar job 
aspects. The correlation of these similar aspects should 
enhance an understanding of any worker sample with respect 
to their job reactions. 
Managers, as a worker sample, are experiencing less 
job satisfaction. In the last seventeen years, the 
percentage of managers perceiving improvement in their 
companies continues to steadily decline. Expectations for 
advancement are the lowest ever. Managers believe that 
the major rewards for good performance are missing (Cooper 
et al., 1979}. Between 1973 and 1977, the sharpest 
decline in job satisfaction is among college graduates. 
Hrebiniak and Alutton (1982} found that occupational 
features are more important than individual 
characteristics in determining job satisfaction. 
Occupational features are what a job offers the worker in 
terms of challenge, stimulation, recognition, and the 
opportunity to experience a sense of accomplishment. 
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Individual characteristics concern what the worker brings 
to the job in addition to expectations for complementarity 
between the job and these individual characteristics. 
performance Appraisal 
To assess employee job performance some type of 
appraisal methodology must be selected from the vast 
number of approaches available. Approaches range from the 
simple listing of strengths and weaknesses to highly 
complex computerized approaches that offer few insights 
into the superiority of one over another. Major agreement 
surrounds the purpose of performance appraisal. The 
appraisal system must assess behaviors and therefore 
address what results are attained, as well as the methods 
used to attain them (Carroll and Schneier, 1981). The 
major systems utilized are worthy of some mention. 
One of the oldest forms of appraisal is the essay 
method which is still widely used as a reference format. 
The essay approach utilizes a statement written by someone 
who knows the employee well. This lends credibility to 
the essay and is considered as valid as more formal and 
extensive methods. A major drawback of the essay is its 
variability with relation to content and form. Essays are 
difficult to compare and contrast. Over time essays 
cannot always be relied upon to show progress in an 
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employee's work habits. In terms of performance 
appraisal, their utilization appears very limited (Oberg, 
1971). 
The global rating form is similar to the essay 
format. A global rating is a uni-dimensional format by 
which an evaluator formulates an overall estimate of a 
worker's job performance. The global rating does not 
distinguish between or emphasize identification of 
dimensions or critical job elements. The uni-dimensional 
approach is remiss in giving specific feedback. It is a 
poorly equipped tool to identify training potential. 
Also, needless to say, its measurement accuracy is very 
questionable (Schneier and Beatty, 1979). 
A more consistent and reliable instrument than the 
uni-dimensional global rating scale is the graphic rating 
scale. The graphic rating scale measures performance by 
using a five-point scale that assesses the quantity and 
quality of work produced. Factors that concern how 
effectively and efficiently work assignments are 
accomplished, worker initiative and responsibility, and 
additional items like attendance are usually included in 
the graphic rating scale. The graphic rating scale uses a 
format which is essentially a trait-based approach to 
appraisal. Workers are evaluated on personality traits 
like loyalty, demeanor, and responsibility. 
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several factors recommend and detract from the 
graphic rating scale. The form is comparatively 
inexpensive to develop and because of its 
straightforwardness it is acceptable to most raters. If 
it were supplemented with a few essay questions, the 
graphic rating scale appears adequate for most appraisal 
purposes (Oberg, 1972). However, there are several 
measurement issues concerned with the evaluation of 
dimensions like loyalty, dependability, and cooperation. 
The traits themselves are essentially subjective and 
ambiguous. This type of appraisal format is typically not 
sufficiently job related to accurately describe work 
performance (Schneier and Beatty, 1979). 
Efforts to reduce bias and subjectivity in the 
graphic rating scale have resulted in a different type of 
forced-choice instrument for appraisal purposes. The 
forced-choice instrument establishes objective standards 
of comparison between individual workers. In its most 
common variation, raters select from a group of statements 
those that best and least reflect or describe the ratee. 
The statements are weighted, higher scores are reflective 
of better performance. Typically, raters are unaware of 
the weighting system and someone else scores the 
instrument. Because of its limited ability to reflect 
personalized descriptions, the forced-choice format can 
have a negative effect on an appraisal interview and 
generally seems to have little value (Oberg, 1972). 
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The critical incident technique forms a true 
breakthrough in approaches to the appraisal process. 
unlike other forms reviewed, this format includes factual 
incidents based on a thorough job analysis. The critical 
incident appraisal format lists specific performance or 
behavioral instances to review with respect to job 
performance. The emphasis on specificity and 
documentation help establish validity by eliminating the 
bias created through reliance on subjective personality 
characteristics. Rather than efemoral personality 
characteristics feedback, workers receive specific 
feedback on their job behavior through identification and 
emphasis on actual behavior. The critical incident 
approach requires a great deal of supervisor time because 
incidents must be logged on a frequent, regular basis to 
describe an accurate account of a worker's behavior. 
Review schedules can delay giving feedback about an event 
which takes place long before a review is scheduled. 
Evaluators can set the appraisal standards without 
employee input which creates some negative reactions to 
this type of appraisal on the worker's part (Oberg, 1972). 
The critical incident approach to performance 
appraisal is a major component of the three behaviorally-
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based appraisal formats. The behaviorally-based 
instruments take critical incidents a step further by . 
grouping all related incidents into one category, labeling 
the category and then placing the incidents in each 
category in priority from least to most important. 
Because the critical incidents are actually job behaviors, 
the priority system lists behaviors ranging from excellent 
to unacceptable performance, effective and ineffective job 
behavior (Latham and Wexley, 1977). Behaviorally-based 
instruments include behavioral observation scales, 
behavioral expectation scales, and behaviorally anchored 
rating scales. 
Though the behaviorally-based rating scales of fer 
the greatest opportunity to eliminate bias and introduce 
objectivity through employee input, they are expensive to 
develop and maintain in addition to requiring a great deal 
of rater time to utilize properly (Schneier and Beatty, 
1979). They identify what an employee actually does 
(Latham and Wexley, 1977). This technique begins by 
identifying the circumstances surrounding specific job 
incidents. After considering the background or context of 
specific incidents, they are then grouped and placed in 
priority. Through a system of prioritizing the incidents 
on a scale ranging from excellent to unacceptable 
performance, effective and ineffective job behavior is 
identified (Latham and Wexley, 1977). 
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To briefly review the history of performance 
appraisal instruments, several different types were 
described and evaluated. Included in the discussion were 
the essay, global, graphic, critical incident, and 
behaviorally-based scales. Each type of format has 
particular features which recommend it and other features 
which detract from its effectiveness. At the present 
time, the behaviorally-based instruments, especially the 
behaviorally anchored rating scale, have the greatest 
potential for eliminating the problem of rater bias. 
Though costly instruments to develop and maintain, the 
behavioral instruments of fer the greatest potential for 
establishing reliability and validity of the other 
instruments reviewed. 
A challenge to any of these existing formats is 
rating managerial performance. In fact, Siegel and 
Ghiselli (1971) believe that it is seldom, if ever, 
possible to measure in a completely satisfactory manner 
the performance of those who are engaged in executive, 
administrative, or supervisory functions. However, 
managerial performance is crucial to determine for a 
number of important reasons. 
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Managerial work performance affects managers 
themselves and those who report to them. Managerial 
performance clearly influences the relationship between 
job satisfaction and turnover {Spencer and Steers, 1981). 
workers are influenced by the performance of those 
managers to whom they report. When correlated with a 
comprehensive review of managerial needs, values, and job 
reactions, managerial job performance completes a profile 
of these important workers in the organizational chain. 
Demographic Information 
Demographic information offers an important 
additional dimension for understanding any population of 
interest. The purpose of demographic information is to 
identify specific differences among workers (Wanous, 
1974). To enhance knowledge of a worker sample 
researchers recommend several demographic areas to survey. 
Suggested areas of inquiry include tenure at the present 
organization, present job tenure, sex, age, and education 
(Stone and Porter, 1975; Weisman, 1979). Though 
demographic information is not recommended for purposes of 
prediction, it can be utilized to expand categorization of 
different kinds of data gathered regarding an employee 
sample. 
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subjects for Investigation 
- Nurses, as a population of subjects for 
investigation, are attractive for a number of reasons. 
Nurses who work in hospitals are often compared to other 
~·.groups of workers not working the usual day time, eight-
hour period. They are a group of workers studied to 
identify inherent stresses of their profession, as 
representatives of a female-oriented profession and to 
determine levels of job satisfaction for a group of 
workers undergoing extensive internal turmoil (Aiken et 
al., 1981; Brett, 1983; Faver, 1982; Ginzberg, 1981; 
Ginzberg, 1975; Ginzberg et al., 1982; Hoppock, 1935; 
Imparato, 1973; Joiner et al., 1982; Katz, 1969; 
Kluckhohn, 1969; Larson et al., 1984; Levine, 1978; Reese 
et al., 1964; Rose, 1982; Slavitt et al., 1982; Slote, 
1983; Smith, 1965; Wandelt et al., 1981; Weisman et al., 
19 81}. 
Nurses' job satisfaction is greatly influenced by 
their salary which is becoming a significant issue within 
the profession. Salary and job satisfaction are closely 
linked (Brett, 1983}. Nurses claim to be substantially 
underpaid. In fact, nurse's incomes do not compare well 
with those in other female occupations (Aiken et al., 
1981}. For nurses there is no hierarchial pattern with a 
gradual approach to the higher status of physicians. They 
are largely disenfranchised from equal participation in 
the physician's prestigious sector of medicine (Katz, 
1969). 
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Health care economics are also working against 
nurse's general job satisfaction. Success of an 
occupational group depends in large measure upon the 
fortunes of both the economy as a whole and the industry 
to which the group is aligned. The outlook is not 
favorable to increase employment for nurses in hospitals 
and nursing homes where they are primarily employed. 
These traditional places of employment also do not appear 
favorable for places in which to significantly gain salary 
and fringe benefits (Ginzberg, 1981}. The more education 
nurses attain the greater their risks for job 
dissatisfaction (Ginzberg, 1975}. 
Other aspects of the practice of nursing make 
maintaining high job satisfaction a challenge. In 
addition to the attraction of other available professions, 
the shrinking health care dollar, and increasing lack of 
respect from physicians, nurses are experiencing general 
difficulty with their working conditions. As a major 
investigator of nurse's organizational life, Wandelt et 
al. (1981} believe that working conditions drive nurses 
away from the profession. 
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Slavitt et al. (1978) attempted to qualify and 
quantify many aspects of nurse's work life. They approach 
the measurement problem from the direction of attitudinal 
measurement to permit the two types of data to be 
collected. Their instrument's score combines levels of 
perceived satisfaction with the relative importance of the 
various satisfaction factors. Their findings identifed 
that nurses value autonomy very highly but are only 
moderately satisfied with their current jobs. They are 
less satisfied with task requirements, even though they 
believe this job component to be most important. 
Their investigation utilized comprehensive 
statistical measures to establish reliability and validity 
for their instrumentation. Their principal component 
analysis used a Varimax rotation. Factor analysis 
identifed that the general factors of the new components 
are similar to those of the original. They also used 
Cronbach coefficient alpha to establish internal 
reliability of the questionnaire. Their major 
recommendation is to utilize multiple regression to 
determine which areas are the best predictors of job 
satisfaction in order to produce a better tool as well as 
improve existing job satisfaction theories (Slavitt et 
al., 1978). 
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The difficulties nurses encounter in the practice 
of their chosen profession is clearly demonstrated in the 
literature. The difficulty with measuring their complex 
functioning to establish levels of job satisfaction is 
also addressed in the literature. Because the impact of 
their job dissatisfaction could be devastating for the 
health care delivery industry, appropriately reliable and 
valid instruments are necessary to measure the reactions 
that nurses have to their jobs. A comprehensive profile 
measuring the job reactions, values and needs of nurses 
could greatly supplement existing information about their 
professional job life. 
Summary 
Chapter II reviews the literature relevant to the 
salient aspects of worker motivation and its impact upon 
job performance. A position is outlined in which the 
·complex aspects of motivation recommend operationalizing 
this variable through a suggested approach. This approach 
is the utilization of a profile for enhancing 
understanding of an identified worker population. A 
population sample is first-line nursing managers, Head 
Nurses. Worker motivation is conceptualized through 
individual assessments of values, needs, reactions to job 
design, and job satisfaction in addition to some 
demographic information. This comprehensive profile is 
correlated with rated job performance to determine the 
relationship between performance and motivation. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Chapter III describes the design, setting, sampling 
procedures, subjects, assessment instruments, data 
collection procedures, and statistical analyses used in 
this study. The thrust of this investigation is to 
determine the correlation between specific variables and 
rated managerial job performance. To address this issue 
the following methodology is undertaken. 
Design 
Field studies offer the psychological researcher 
many advantages. The strength of field studies lies in 
their realism, significance, strength of variables, theory 
orientations, and heuristic quality (Kerlinger, 1973). 
Because field studies are the closest approach to real 
life, they cannot be faulted for artificiality. Their 
heuristic aspect is related to an exploratory problem-
solving technique. 
The field study's strengths are confounded by some 
inherent weaknesses. The field study is plagued by its 
numerous variables and variance which present constant 
challenges to any investigator. Variance cannot be as 
precisely controlled as in the experimental study. The 
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. ld study, as opposed to the field experiment, is f 1e 
weakened by a lack of precision in variable measurement 
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(Kerlinger, 1973). The rationale and appropriateness of a 
field study design must be clearly outlined when used in 
_any investigation. 
§_et ting 
The Head Nurses comprising the investigational 
sample in this study all currently work at Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital (NMH), a university-affiliated, teaching-
medical center. The approximately 1,000-bed hospital is 
divided into five divisions of nursing housed in four 
separate pavilions. Psychiatry and obstetrics/gynecology 
(OB/GYN) share a facility, and the critical care, 
medical/surgical, and specialty nursing divisions have 
separate buildings within very close proximity and sharing 
connecting ramps. In May, 1981 NMH closed its diploma 
nursing school shortly after neighboring Northwestern 
University Medical School opened its baccalaurate nursing 
program. 
Sampling 
Because large populations make the acquisition of 
statistics on all members almost impossible, a sample of 
the population is generally utilized. The sample is any 
subgroup drawn by some appropriate method from a 
population and the method for drawing the sample is very 
important (Ferguson, 1981). This investigation uses a 
particular type of sample and method for obtaining the. 
sample. 
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Selection of a first-line nursing manager, Head 
Nurse, sample from the population of 1,000 Head Nurses in 
Chicago was done through a form of quota sampling. The 
sample of Head Nurses selected represents a type of 
purposive sample. The purposive sample is characterized 
by the use of judgment and a deliberate effort to obtain a 
representative sample by including presumably typical 
groups in the sample (Kerlinger, 1973). 
The sample of Head Nurses is typical of other Head 
Nurses working in a university-affiliated, teaching 
medical center because of the structure of Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital (NMH). NMH is similar to the other six 
Chicago-area university-affiliated hospitals. Therefore, 
Head Nurses working at each institution assume similar 
duties and responsibilities with similar professional 
status and decision-making power within their particular 
work setting. Therefore, this study's Head Nurse sample 
is considered representative of Head Nurses working at 
institutions similar to NMH. 
Subjects 
The subjects in this investigation include thirty 
Head Nurses working at NMH between September, 1983 and 
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January, 1984. All Head Nurses working at NMH in 
September, 1983 were contacted by mail to solicit their 
interest in participating as subjects in this 
investigation. The Head Nurses who volunteered to 
participate responded by completing a signed and witnessed 
(see Appendix C) consent form and returning it to the 
principal investigator. Salient demographic information 
was obtained through the questionnaire listed in Appendix 
c. 
The educational demographic is given special 
consideration because of the debate surrounding the level 
of entry to practice for nurses, in general. The nursing 
profession offers three levels of entry to practice. 
These are the Associate Degree in Nursing (ADN) usually 
granted through a community college, the Registered Nurse 
(RN) a diploma degree granted through a hospital-based 
nursing school and the Bachelors of Science in Nursing 
(BSN) which is a collegiate degree. Educational trends 
reveal a steady increase in the diploma (RN) nurses 
returning to colleges and universities for a BSN degree 
(National Commission on Nursing, 1981). 
Assessment Instruments 
The Head Nurses in this investigation completed 
four instruments in addition to the demographic 
questionnaire. The instruments include the Personal 
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values Questionnaire (PVQ), the Edwards Personal 
preference Schedule (EPPS), the Job Diagnostic Survey 
(JDS), and the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ). 
Descriptions of these instruments follow. 
The PVQ individually measures sixty-six concepts 
grouped into the five classes of factors including 
business organizations, personal goals of individuals, 
groups of people, ideas associated with people, and ideas 
about general topics. England, the originator and 
developer of the PVQ, believes that the meanings managers 
attach to this set of concepts can provide useful 
descriptions of their personal value system and also be 
related to their behavior. 
The PVQ utilizes four scales to represent four 
modes of valuation. To determine these modes managers 
respond to each PVQ concept in relation to its importance, 
high, medium, or low. This establishes the primary mode 
of valuation. Next, managers rank, 1, 2, 3, each concept 
as right, successful, or pleasant. This procedure 
determines why the managers think the concepts are 
important or unimportant. The secondary modes of 
valuation include the pragmatic dimensions represented by 
the successful scale, the ethical-moral area measured by a 
right scale, and the affective mode obtained through the 
pleasant scale. In this investigation only the concepts 
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given a rank of 1 and the primary value orientations are 
utilized. 
Because of its exclusively managerial norm group, 
the PVQ is included in this investigation with only minor 
reservations. Although the PVQ is the instrument most 
often used to determine the role of values in 
understanding organizational behavior, there is little 
available information regarding its psychometric 
properties (Posner and Munson, 1981, c). An important 
quality of a measurement scale like the PVQ is its 
reliability. This is especially appropriate because 
values are considered to be consistent and enduring 
beliefs that guide human behavior (Rokeach, 1973). 
Two separate attempts to establish reliability and 
validity for the PVQ are published. Available test-retest 
reliabilities are .37 overall for the PVQ. The five major 
groupings are: .35 for business goals; .44 for pesonal 
goals; .39 for groups of people; .34 for personal 
characteristics; .35 for general topics. All of these 
correlations are statistically significant (p<.05), but 
they account for small amounts of variance. Therefore, 
Posner and Munson (1981, c) consider the values measured 
by the PVQ to be somewhat stable. In a related study, 
Posner and Munson (1981, a) found that ANOVA results for a 
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reduced inventory of forty-five items suggest acceptable 
concurrent validity for the PVQ. 
Two research questions concerning factorial 
validity and discriminant validity direct an investigation 
to determine the PVQ's underlying dimensionality. The 
investigational results reveal that the dimensions 
embodied in the PVQ differ from England's five value 
categories. The use of a five-factor solution shows that 
many individual items are either redundant or loaded 
highly on more than one factor. A reduced inventory of 
forty-eight items yields five factors with greater 
interpretability than the original sixty-six, explain a 
higher proportion of the variance, and ANOVA results 
suggest acceptable concurrent validity (Posner and Munson, 
1981, a). 
The PVQ is included in this study for several 
reasons. The PVQ is one of two existing instruments which 
measures values and is appropriate for use with Head 
Nurses. The PVQ was selected because of its exclusively 
managerial norm group and England's extensive research 
with the norm group. Continuing research efforts to 
establish levels of reliability and validity for the PVQ 
are promising. However, this study uses the PVQ as a 
research instrument because the instrument requires 
additional scrutiny before it can be utilized without 
reservation. 
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Several PVQ concepts are to be compared with a 
number of EPPS concepts. These include the PVQ concepts 
of achievement, aggressiveness, autonomy, change, 
obedience, influence, compassion. England (1975), the 
creator of the PVQ, cautions that the impact of values on 
behavior must be considered in relation to additional 
environmental factors before making specific statements 
about a manager's mode of behavior in certain situations. 
Therefore, this investigation's profile includes 
consideration for the additional dimension of personal 
needs and the complex variable, job satisfaction. 
The EPPS was included as the instrument of choice 
to assess Head Nurse's needs because of its extensive 
utilization for counseling and research (Lanyon and 
Goodstein, 1971). The EPPS contains 225 questions which 
are actually paired statements requiring a forced-choice 
answer. The strength of a particular need is determined 
by the number of times the Head Nurses select the 
statements representing that need. The more often Head 
Nurses select certain statements as being descriptive of 
themselves in preference to statements reflective of the 
other needs, the higher the score on a particular need. 
Low scores indicate the reverse situation. Because all 
the managers in this investigation were women, their 
scores were compared to the percentile norms for the 
women's group. 
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Extensive research into the EPPS reveals some 
characteristics that further recommend the instrument. 
split-half reliability coefficients of internal 
consistency for the fifteen personality variables or needs 
are presented in Appendix c. The chart lists the internal 
consistency coefficients and the stability coefficients. 
The low intercorrelations from the two normative groups 
indicates that the EPPS needs being measured are 
relatively independent. The chart also lists the 
intercorrelations of the variables measured by the EPPS. 
Several features of the EPPS recommend and also 
detract from it. The EPPS is a very commonly used 
instrument. As such, it is also one of the more 
psychometrically sophisticated instruments whose test 
items act as stimuli for directly eliciting information 
about personal needs. When the EPPS was originally 
introduced in 1959 its forced-choice format was 
instrumental in removing the influence of social 
desirability. Social desirability describes a testee's 
tendency to respond to a test item according to its 
social desirability not its specific personality content. 
The EPPS forced-choice format did not remove the influence 
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of social desirability entirely. A problem with forced 
choice is that an elevated score on one need forces a · 
lower score on another need. The EPPS has some inherent 
disadvantages but remains one of the best instruments 
available for needs identification (Lanyon and Goodstein, 
1971). 
The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) is an eighty-three 
question instrument. The JDS is currently the most widely 
used perceptual measure of job design and the job 
characteristics model upon which it is based represents 
the dominant paradigm in the job design literature 
(Terborg and Davis, 1982). In the JDS jobs can be 
assessed for their overall motivating potential. This 
assessment is based on the answers given on the 
questionnaire. The final score is multiplicative and 
reflects the following formula for calculations: 
Motivating Sk~ll + Ta~ + . ~a~ Job 
Potential = Variety Identijl Significance X Autonany x Feaiback. 
Score 
(MPS) 
(Hackman and Oldham, 1980, p. 81). 
The Motivating Potential Score (MPS) reflects a 
summary of the scores obtained on the five core job 
characteristics of the JDS (Helphingstine et al., 1981). 
Each Head Nurse completed the JDS to obtain an MPS. The 
Head Nurse's scores on the first three core job 
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characteristics of skill variety, task identify, and task 
significance, were added together and divided by three. 
That score was then multiplied by scores obtained on the 
core job characteristics of autonomy and job feedback to 
obtain the MPS. An MPS was reported for each first-line 
nursing manager who participated in this study. 
The literature reports several studies devoted to 
clarifying the complex aspects of the JDS with respect to 
reliability and validity. Dunham et al. (1977) 
investigated the underlying dimensionality of the JDS 
across a large number of widely varied samples of workers. 
They concluded that the underlying dimensionality of the 
construct tapped by the JDS is not consistent across 
samples. Their finding is disputed by a later study. Lee 
and Klein (1982) investigated the factor structure of the 
JDS for public sector employees. Using Rao's canonical 
factoring with equimax rotation to obtain factor matrices 
for their sample, they found the matrices for their sample 
support the a priori dimensionality of the JDS. 
Helphingstine et al. (1981) investigated the influence of 
the JDS moderating variables of job security, pay, 
relations with co-workers, and nature of supervision upon 
the MPS. Their findings for reliabilities for 
correlations between the job characteristics, moderating 
variables and outcome variables, and correlations between 
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outcome variables and individual job characteristics 
identify a certain range. The medians range from a low of 
.51 to a high of .72. Pierce and Dunham {1978) found 
reliability estimates typically above .70 and coefficient 
alpha values for the JDS core job characteristics range 
from .69 for feedback to .79 for autonomy. When measuring 
the independence among factors, Hackman and Oldham found 
internal consistency reliabilities ranging from a high of 
.88 to a low .58. 
Additional studies report similar findings and also 
offer some recommendations. One study finds factor 
structure of the JDS to be highly dependent on the 
idiosyncratic characteristics of the respondents {Green et 
al., 1979). Other aspects included in this 
investigation's profile should offset this finding. 
Pierce and Dunham {1978) find reliability estimates 
typically above .70 and coefficient alpha values for the 
JDS scales range from .69 for feedback and .79 for 
autonomy. When average scores of a group of employees are 
obtained, the job dimension scale reliabilities are more 
than adequate {Hackman and Oldham, 1980). This 
investigation respects the recommendations to group 
similar job holders together to better help discriminate 
attitudes {Stone and Porter, 1975). Also, because levels 
of reliability and validity are still being established 
for the JDS, this investigation treats it as a research 
instrument to be correlated with the Minnesota 
satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) (Roberts and Glick, 
1981). 
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The MSQ contains 100 questions. The questions 
represent twenty scales with five items each that refer to 
a reinforcer in the environment. The MSQ reflects a 
belief that if people are uniformly satisfied or 
dissatisfied with specific aspects of an occupation, 
effective reinforcers for these aspects are either 
available or lacking in the work environment. 
MSQ answer choices are arranged on a five-point 
scale with 1 - low and 5 - high. Choices include 1 - very 
dissatisfied, 2 - dissatisfied, 3 - neither satisfied or 
dissatisfied, 4 - satisfied, 5 - very satisfied. The 
weights for the five different answer choices yield raw 
scores that can be converted to percentiles. Percentile 
scores range in one of three segments; 75 and above 
indicate a high degree of job satisfaction, 26 - 74 
indicate average job satisfaction, and below 25 indicates 
low job satisfaction. The MSQ yields a general 
satisfaction score that reflects the percentage score 
ranges. The general satisfaction scores were used to 
determine if Head Nurses had high or low job satisfaction 
and their scores were then compared to performance ratings 
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and also the Job Diagnostic Survey's Motivating Potential 
score. 
The psychometric properties of the MSQ recommend it 
as an appropriate choice for measuring job satisfaction. 
Reliability coefficients for the twenty MSQ scales range 
from a high of .97 to a low of .59. Of the 567 Hoyt 
reliability coefficients reported for twenty-seven groups, 
83% were .80 or higher and only 2.5% were lower than .70. 
In establishing construct validity the hypothesis 
investigated is that satisfaction is a function of the 
correspondence of needs and the reinforcer system of the 
job. In seven of the sixteen MSQ scales studied, there is 
some indication that scores on the scales are related to 
need-reinforcement correspondence. Evidence for 
concurrent validity of the MSQ is derived from the study 
of group differences in satisfaction, especially 
occupational differences in satisfaction. Group 
differences among twenty-five occupational groups is 
statistically significant at the .001 level for both means 
and variances on all twenty-one scales (Weiss et al., 
1967). 
Supervisor Rating Form 
The Supervisor Rating Form (SRF) is extrapolated 
from the regular performance appraisal form used to 
evaluate Head Nurses annually. The regular form 
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extensively evaluates the areas of staff management, unit 
management, and patient care management that all contain 
subsections. Therefore, the SRF contains nine questions 
rated on a seven-point scale. Possible total scores range 
from 9 - 63. Reliablity and validity are not established 
for the SRF. However, the nine areas the SRF evaluates 
have been included in the Head Nurse's appraisal tool for 
the past twelve years. 
Four instruments were selected to assess major 
variables that comprise the Head Nurse managerial profile. 
Each of these four instruments is based upon a theoretical 
framework that concerns worker motivation. England 
(1967), who developed the PVQ, believes that managerial 
values determine beliefs about work and direct decision 
making. The PVQ was included in this study because of its 
theoretical underpinnings and its extensive utilization 
with a managerial population. Murray (1939) after years 
of extensive research identified a group of manifest needs 
that he believed directed behavior. The EPPS measures 
fifteen of Murray's different needs and was included in 
this investigation because of its psychometric 
capabilities and extensive norm group. Hackman and Oldham 
(1980) believe employees are motivated to attain high 
performance on a well-designed job that meets their 
specific workers needs. Their job characteristics model's 
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accompanying instrument, the JDS, was included in this 
study because of its research potential and 
recommendations for comparison to the MSQ. The Vocational 
psychology Research Department at the University of 
Minnesota identified reinforcers in the work environment 
that contribute to job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 
The MSQ assesses twenty reinforcers and offers a general 
job satisfaction score. The MSQ was included in this 
study because of its psychometric properties and the 
information it provides on the nurses included in its norm 
group. Appendix C contains statistical information about 
the MSQ which substantiates its tested levels of 
reliability. 
Data Collection Procedures 
The data collection procedures for this 
investigation have several different components. NMH 
approved this study with its accompanying consent form, 
Appendix c. Each Head Nurse employed at NMH in September, 
1983 was sent a letter explaining the goals and procedures 
of the study. Those Head Nurses interested in 
volunteering to participate in this investigation returned 
their signed consent form in the self-addressed, stamped 
envelope provided by the principal investigator. 
After the consent form was received each Head Nurse 
volunteer was given a four-digit code number and sent a 
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testing schedule. All Head Nurses attended two, one-hour 
testing sessions in which they completed the demographic 
sheet, the EPPS, MSQ, PVQ, and JDS, respectively. Testing 
sessions were held in available conference rooms at NMH 
during working hours. All Head Nurses regularly work the 
day shift so data were collected during those times. 
Another data component concerns the Supervisor 
Rating Form, SRF, Appendix C, used to categorize 
performance. Each Nursing Supervisor rated all Head 
Nurses who report to them. Four Head Nurses report 
directly to Directors of Nursing, so they completed those 
SRF's. SRF's were returned for all Head Nurses working at 
NMH in September, 1983. The SRF is extrapolated from the 
regular performance appraisal form used to evaluate Head 
Nurses annually. The regular form extensively evaluates 
the nine areas that the SRF briefly reviews. The SRF 
contains nine questions rated on a seven-point scale. 
Possible total scores range from 9 - 63. If subjects do 
not group into definable high, medium, or low categories, 
another measure of central tendency will be used to 
establish performance categories. 
To insure confidentiality, the SRF's were coded 
according to the unit where each Head Nurse was assigned. 
The SRF's were personally delivered to each rater in 
specially-marked envelopes and returned to the principal 
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investigator in self-addressed, stamped envelopes. These 
data were coded by and available to only the principal· 
investigator. 
All data were collected between October, 1983 and 
January, 1984. Each Head Nurse was sent a personal follow-
up letter describing procedures for scheduling interviews 
to review their test information. 
Statistical Analyses 
The first three research questions require 
comparison of two different Head Nurse scores, the Job 
Diagnostic Survey's (JDS) Motivating Potential Score (MPS) 
and the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) general 
satisfaction score, with the Supervisor Rating Form (SRF) 
scores. All three of these scores are ratio data. 
Therefore, to test the significance for differences 
between the MPS and the SRF, and between the MSQ and the 
SRF, the ANOVA statistic was used. The ANOVA statistic is 
appropriate because it provides a method for dividing the 
variation observed in data into different parts so that 
each part may be assigned to a known cause (Ferguson, 
1981). To determine the correlation between the MPS and 
MSQ scores asked about in the third research question the 
Pearson product-moment statistic was used. 
The fifth research question asked about a 
relationship between the Head Nurse's primary mode of 
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valuation as determined by the Personal Values 
Questionnaire (PVQ) and the Head Nurse's SRF scores. To 
analyze these data the chi-square statistic was used 
because it allows for comparing a set of observed 
frequencies with a set of theoretical frequencies 
(Ferguson, 1981). 
The sixth research question asked about the 
relationship between Head Nurse's need strength as 
measured by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
(EPPS) and SRF scores. Head Nurses' need scores and 
performance rating scores are discussed with respect to 
demographic descriptions. The descriptions provide a 
profile of the Head Nurses whose data is requested to 
answer the research question. 
The final research question asked about the 
relationship between specified high EPPS needs and 
specified high PVQ values. A rank of 1, 2, 3 or 4 was 
given to each value and need because of the ordinal nature 
of the data. A non-parametric statistic was used to 
determine the correlations between needs and values 
because quantitative measures are not available (Ferguson, 
1981). 
To statistically distinguish between the different 
groups of performers outlined by SRF scores, discriminance 
analysis was used. The correlation of discriminating 
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variables that measures characteristics on which the 
groups of Head Nurses are expected to differ include 
demographic information, all factors included in the JDS 
and MSQ, primary modes of valuation, and the seven 
specific EPPS needs and seven PVQ values (Nie et al., 
1975). 
summary 
Chapter III reviews this investigation's 
methodology. Included in this chapter were reviews of the 
design, setting, sampling procedures, subject 
descriptions, assessment instruments, data collection 
procedures, and statistical analyses. Chapter IV utilizes 
these statistical procedures presented in Chapter III to 
present an analysis of this investigation. Chapter V 
discusses the results reported in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
Chapter IV reports the findings obtained through 
the analysis of the salient variables in this 
investigation. These variables include job reactions, 
values, and needs as measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey 
(JDS), the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ), the 
Personal Values Questionnaire (PVQ), the Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule (EPPS), and relevant demographic 
information. Interrelationships among these variables 
were all compared to rated job performance as measured by 
the Supervisor Rating Form (SRF). Demographic data were 
analyzed to determine categories for the above variables. 
Different statistical procedures were utilized to 
adequately answer the seven research questions. To test 
the significance for differences between the JDS's 
Motivating Potential Score (MPS) and the SRF scores, the 
ANOVA statistic was used. The chi-square procedure was 
used to compare the differences between specific PVQ 
aspects and rated job performance. A Pearson product-
moment statistic was used to determine the correlation 
between the MPS and MSQ general satisfaction scores. 
Discriminant analysis was utilized to determine the extent 
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to which different variables contribute to different 
performance ratings. 
Q_emographic Information 
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Each Head Nurse reported salient demographic 
information through completion of a demographic 
questionnaire (see Appendix C). The questionnaire 
requested information about the nursing division to which 
Head Nurses reported, age, education, job tenure, years in 
nursing, years at Northwestern Memorial Hospital (NMH), 
and whether or not these nurses were hired into their 
positions from inside or outside the institution. 
Each of the five nursing divisions was represented 
in this Head Nurse sample. The sample of 30 Head Nurses 
formed the following distribution: Psychiatry, 4; 
Medical/Surgical, 13; Specialty Nursing, 7; Critical Care, 
3; Obstetrics/Gynecology, 3. The Head Nurses who 
participated as subjects in this study represented the 
following percentages of Head Nurses in each of their 
respective divisions: Psychiatry, 100%; Medical/Surgical, 
81%; Specialty Nursing, 100%; Critical Care, 43%; and 
Obstetrics/Gynecology, 25%. The percentage of Head Nurses 
who participated in this study represented 68% of the 
total NMH Head Nurse population. 
The demographic characteristics of age, job tenure, 
years in nursing, and years at NMH were all considered 
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with respect to education. The educational data were 
given special consideration because of the debate 
surrounding the educational preparation for a professional 
nurse (National Commission on Nursing, 1981). At the 
present time, three levels of entry to practice are 
available to those interested in becoming a registered 
nurse. These include the Associate Degree in Nursing 
(ADN) that is usually granted through a community college, 
the Registered Nurse (RN) diploma that is granted through 
a hospital-based nursing school, and, the Bachelors of 
Science in Nursing (BSN) collegiate degree granted through 
a college or university. Regardless of their educational 
preparation, all three types of nurses sit for the same 
licensing examination. The type of educational 
preparation required to become a professional nurse is 
varied with each of the different educational options 
leading to licensure. 
The educational component of the Head Nurse's 
demographic profile was segregated into three distinct 
categories. These categories were: MSN/MA, BSN/BA, and 
RN/ADN. A total of two Head Nurses or 7% of the sample 
fit into the MSN/MA category that represented nurses with 
a Masters of Science in Nursing (MSN) graduate degree or a 
Masters of Arts (MA) graduate degree. A total of 20 or 
67% of the sample fit in the BSN/BA category with only one 
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f nurse who had a Bachelors of Arts (BA) degree. In the 
~ 
RN/AON category there were eight Head Nurses who 
represented 27% of the total sample and only one nurse in 
this group held the ADN degree. 
Table 1 categorizes the age, years at NMH, years in 
nursing, and job tenure characteristics of the Head Nurses 
according to their educational preparation. This table 
shows that the MSN/MA and RN/ADN nurses were very close in 
age to one another but were about seven years older than 
the BSN/BA group. The RN/ADN group distinguished itself 
through longevity in the years worked at NMH, their years 
in nursing, and their job tenure. The RN/ADN group 
further separated itself as the group with the least 
education. The group's educational status was noteworthy 
in relation to its long-standing membership in a 
profession that offers undergraduate and graduate 
educational opportunities and its affiliation with an 
institution offering a tuition reimbursement policy. 
Rated Job Performance 
To identify Head Nurse's job performance the 
nursing administrators who annually review first-line 
nursing managers at NMH completed the SRF's. The SRF 
contained nine questions to be answered on a 1-7 scale. 
On this scale, 1 is the lowest and 7 is the highest. The 
TABLE 1 
EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION BY AGE, YEARS 
AT NMH, YEARS IN NURSING, JOB TENURE* 
MSN/MA BSN/BA RN/ADN 
Age 35.0 28.5 35.5 
Years At NMH 5.0 5.5 9.0 
Years In Nursing 7.0 8.7 11.25 
Job Tenure 3.3 3.0 6.3 
*Expressed In Means 
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nine questions reviewed the three functional areas that 
include staff management, unit management, and patient-
care. 
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Two different levels of nursing administrator 
completed the SRF for each Head Nurse. Though Nursing 
supervisors typically evaluate the Head Nurses at NMH, 
those Head Nurses who function without a Supervisor for 
some reason report to a Director of Nursing Service. 
Consequently, the nursing administrators who completed 
these forms were generally Nursing Supervisors but also 
included some Directors of Nursing Service. SRF's were 
completed for all Head Nurses working at NMH during the 
time this investigation was taking place. Nursing 
administrators completed the SRF's without knowledge of a 
Head Nurse's participation in this investigation. 
The measure of central location used for 
description of the sample group's SRF score was the 
median. The median was selected because it locates the 
middle value of SRF scores. Also, the SRF scores were 
arranged in order and other variable's data were 
considered in relation to this middle score (Ferguson, 
1981). The sample group's median was 52.5 which was close 
to its mean of 53.0. Consequently, the median was 
utilized as the appropriate measure of central tendency of 
the Head Nurse's SRF scores. 
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Data from the SRF's are displayed in Tables 2 and 
3 • Table 2 outlines the distribution of SRF scores for· 
the Head Nurses who participated in this study. The 15 
Head Nurses whose scores fall above the median represent 
each of the five nursing divisions as do the 15 Head 
Nurses whose scores fall below the median. Table 3 
compares four characteristics of the Head Nurses whose job 
performance is rated either above or below the median. 
The table identifies these two groups of performers as the 
same age but age is the extent of their similarities. 
The higher-rated performers had less job tenure, 
were employed primarily in the Critical Care and 
Obstetrics/Gynecology divisions, and had less education 
than the lower-rated performers. The lower-rated 
performers were Head Nurses for almost 18 months longer 
than the higher-rated performers, they worked primarily in 
the Psychiatry and Medical/Surgical divisions, and had 
more education. These data suggest that higher-rated 
performers were around 32 years old, were Head Nurses at 
NMH for three years, worked in the Critical Care or 
Obstetric/Gynecology divisions, and probably had a BSN 
degree. The lower-rated performers were the same age, but 
they were Head Nurses at NMH for almost five years, 
probably worked in the Psychiatry or Medical/Surgical 
divisions, and definitely had a BSN degree. 
TABLE 2 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SUPERVISOR RATING FORM 
SCORES FOR HEAD NURSE SAMPLE 
Division 
Medical/ Critical Obstetrics/ 
Rating Psychiatry Surgical SEecialty Care Gynecology Total 
63 1 1 
62 1 1 
61 1 1 2 
59 1 1 2 
57 1 1 
55 1 1 2 
54 1 2 1 4 
53 1 1 2 
52 1 2 3 
51 1 1 
50 1 2 3 
49 1 2 1 4 
48 1 1 
46 1 1 
44 2 2 
5 12 7 3 3 30 co lJ1 
TABLE 3 
AGE, JOB TENURE, NURSING DIVISION, AND EDUCATION FOR 
HEAD NURSES WITH BELOW-MEDIAN AND ABOVE-MEDIAN 
JOB PERFORMANCE RATINGS 
BELOW-MEDIAN 
JOB PERFORMANCE 
ABOVE-MEDIAN 
JOB PERFORMANCE 
AGE MEAN 
JOB TENURE MEAN 
NURSING DIVISION 
PSYCHIATRY 
MEDICAL/SURGICAL 
SPECIALTY 
CRITICAL CARE 
OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
RN/ADN 
BSN/BA 
MSN/MA 
32.10 Years 
4.67 Years 
3 (75%) 
7 ( 54 % ) 
3 ( 43%) 
1 (33%) 
1 ( 33 % ) 
2 ( 25%) 
11 (55%) 
2 (100%) 
32.10 Years 
3.23 Years 
l (25%) 
6 ( 46%) 
4 ( 57%) 
2 ( 67%) 
2 ( 67%) 
6 ( 7 5%) 
9 ( 4 5%) 
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Responses to Job Design 
The first research question asked: What are the 
Motivating Potential Scores as measured by the Job 
Diagnostic Survey for first-line managers, Head Nurses, in 
different job performance categories? Scores on the 
Supervisor Rating Form (SRF) determined two performance 
categories, above the median and below the median. The 
Motivating Potential Scores (MPS) median was calculated 
for purposes of consistency with the SRF median. 
Consequently, another two groups were created with respect 
to how motivating the Head Nurses found the design of 
their jobs, MPS. A total of four groups were formed to 
answer the first research question. These groups and 
their respective demographic characteristics are presented 
in Table 4. 
Table 4 shows that within the below-median 
performance category the two subgroups of Head Nurses 
responded differently to the design of their jobs. There 
were nine Head Nurses who experienced low motivation in 
response to their job's design while the other six found 
their job's design highly motivating. The major 
distinction between the two subgroups was in respect to 
their respective mean ages and mean job tenure. The Head 
Nurses who responded above the median to their job's 
design were older and had been in their jobs longer than 
Age Mean 
Job Tenure Mean 
MSN/MA 
BSN/BA 
RN/ADN 
Age Mean 
Job Tenure Mean 
MSN/MA 
BSN/BA 
RN/ADN 
TABLE 4 
JOB PERFORMANCE RATINGS 
Below-Median Job Performance 
Below-Median Motivating 
Potential Scores 
27.1 
3.3 
1 (11%) 
7 ( 78%) 
1 (11%) 
Above-Median Job Performance 
Below-Median Motivating 
Potential Scores 
32. 3 
4.0 
- 0 -
1 (17%) 
5 (83%) 
Above-Median Motivating 
Potential Scores 
34. 3 
6.7 
1 (17%) 
4 ( 6 6%) 
1 (17%) 
Above-Median Motivating 
Potential Scores 
32. 0 
2.7 
- 0 -
8 (89%) 
1 (11%) 00 
00 
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the nine Head Nurses whose job design motivation fell 
below the median. These data suggest that the older the· 
Head Nurses became and the longer they were in their jobs, 
the more motivating they found the design of their jobs. 
The data do not indicate the necessity for an intervention 
strategy directed at increasing MPS for the Head Nurses in 
the below-median performance category. 
Head Nurses in the above-median job performance 
category also formed two subgroups with respect to job 
design reactions. The majority, nine, of the nurses in 
this category found their job's design above the median in 
motivation while the other six Head Nurses did not respond 
above the median to their job's design. The major 
distinction between the two subgroups of higher-rated 
performers was their job tenure and education. The 
subgroup who responded more positively to the design of 
their jobs had shorter job tenure and more education. 
These data indicate that Head Nurses with above-
median job performance responded more positively to the 
design of their jobs the more education and less job 
tenure they had. A job redesign intervention strategy 
could be appropriate for higher-rated Head Nurses who 
experienced low job design motivation if increased 
education, obtaining a BA/BSN for those with an ADN/RN, 
does not increase MPS. 
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Comparison of the four subgroups with respect to 
demographic characteristics, job design reactions, and job 
performance offers some interesting considerations. The 
youngest subgroup had below-median performance ratings and 
job design responses. However, their age mean, job tenure 
mean, and education was most similar to the above-median 
performers with positive job design responses. The below-
median performers who responded positively to the design 
of their jobs were the oldest and had the longest job 
tenure. The above-median performers who did not respond 
positively to their job's design had the least education. 
These data indicate that no one particular subgroup was an 
appropriate candidate for job redesign based on their job 
design reaction scores in comparison to their performance 
category and available demographic information. 
A final comparison of MPS ratings and SRF scores 
was undertaken by statistical analysis. To determine the 
differences within and between the two Head Nurse 
performance groups in relation to MPS ratings, an ANOVA 
statistic was used. Table 5 shows that p = .40 was not 
significant. Therefore, with respect to MPS ratings, the 
above-median and below-median performers were not 
significantly different. 
TABLE 5 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MPS RATINGS AND PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATION 
Source of 
Variation 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
TOTAL 
Degrees Of 
Freedom 
1 
28 
29 
Sum 
of Squares 
3,139.59 
120,488.23 
123,627.82 
Mean Squares F-Ratio F Probability 
3,139.59 .730 .4003 
4,303.15 
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Job Satisfaction 
The second research question asked: What are the 
general job satisfaction scores as measured by the 
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire for first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, in different job performance 
categories? Scores on the SRF's established the two 
performance categories, below-median and above-median. 
The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) median was 
calculated for purposes of consistency with the SRF 
median. All MSQ raw scores were converted to percentile 
scores according to the MSQ manual's guidelines (Weiss et 
al., 1967). The two medians formed four Head Nurse groups 
whose demographic information is outlined in Table 6. 
The below-median job performance category had two 
subgroups whose Head Nurses experienced different levels 
of general job satisfaction. Within this performance 
category eight Head Nurses experienced below-median 
general job satisfaction and seven experienced above-
median general job satisfaction. The Head Nurses who 
found their jobs generally more satisfying were older and 
had longer job tenure. These data indicate that job 
satisfaction increased as age and job tenure increased. 
The above-median job performance category also had 
two subgroups whose Head Nurses experienced different 
levels of general job satisfaction. Within this 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF JOB PERFORMAHCE RATINGS TO MINNESOTA SA'rISFACTION 
OUESTIONNAIRE'S (MSO) GENERAL SATISFAC'l'ION SCORES 
Age Mean 
Job Tenure Mean 
HSN/HA 
BSN/BA 
RN/ADN 
Age Hean 
Job Tenure Mean 
HSN/HA 
BSN/BA 
RN/ADN 
Below-Median Job.Performance 
Below-Median~ 
30.4 
... 3 
l (13\) 
6 (74') 
l ( 13') 
Above-Median Job Performance 
Below-Median MSO 
30.2 
3 ... 
- 0 -
.. (50\) 
4 (SO\) 
Above-Median HSQ 
34. l 
5.7 
l (14%) 
5 ( 7 2%) 
l (14%) 
Above-Median HSO 
34. 3 
3.4 
- 0 -
5 (71%) 
2 (29%) 
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performance category eight Head Nurses experienced below-
median general job satisfaction and seven experienced 
above-median general job satisfaction. Similar to the 
below-median performance category, the Head Nurses who 
found their jobs generally more satisfying were older than 
the other above-median rated nurses. The two subgroups in 
the above-median performance category were not further 
distinguished on the basis of demographic characteristics. 
These data indicate that general job satisfaction 
increased as age increased. 
The calculated median for the Head Nurses' general 
job satisfaction reactions were below the median for 
sixteen and above the median for fourteen Head Nurses. 
The Head Nurses who experienced greater job satisfaction 
were older and had more education and longer job tenure. 
Because these data imply a relationship between increased 
job satisfaction and factors including age, job tenure and 
education, intervention strategies directed at increasing 
job satisfaction should necessarily consider Head Nurse's 
age, job tenure, and educational level. 
A further comparison of MSQ general satisfaction 
scores and SRF scores was undertaken by statistical 
procedure. To determine the difference within and between 
the two Head Nurse performance groups in relation to MSQ 
ratings an ANOVA statistic was used. Table 7 shows that p 
TABLE 7 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MSQ SCORES AND PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATION 
Source of 
Variation 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
TOTAL 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
28 
29 
Sum 
of Squares Mean Squares F-Ratio F Probability 
.3000 .4000 .002 .9652 
4337.8667 154.9238 
4338.1667 
\0 
lJ1 
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= .97 was not significant. Therefore, with respect to MPS 
ratings, the above-median and below-median performers were 
not signficantly different. 
The third research question asked: What is the 
correlation between high Motivating Potential Scores as 
measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey and high general 
satisfaction scores as measured by the Minnesota 
satisfaction Questionnaire for first-line managers, Head 
Nurses? To determine the correlation between these two 
sets of scores, the Pearson product-moment statistic was 
used. In this case r = .66, p = .001. This relationship 
was moderately positive and identified that the Head 
Nurses who experienced higher job satisfaction also found 
their jobs motivating. In fact, 67% of the Head Nurses 
who were rated above the median in job performance also 
found their jobs above the median in general job 
satisfaction and reactions to their job's design, MPS. 
Values 
The fourth research question asked: What are the 
operative values as measured by the Personal Values 
Questionnaire for first-line managers, Head Nurses, in 
different performance categories? Operative values were 
selected for consideration because they represent those 
Personal Values Questionnaire (PVQ) concepts that Head 
Nurses selected as high in importance and were reflective 
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of their primary value orientation. Operative values are 
the most likely to influence managerial behavior (England 
et al., 1974). The PVQ hierarchy also identifies 
intended, adopted, and weak values that exert a limited 
influence upon managerial behavior. 
First, operative values were identified for both 
below-median and above-median performers. Next, 
behavioral relevance scores were assigned to each 
operative value. The behavioral relevance score shows the 
percentage of Head Nurses in each performance category who 
selected a value as operative. Then, values in each of 
the five PVQ categories were displayed in Tables 8 and 9 
with respect to their behavioral relevance scores. 
Table 8 shows the behavioral relevance of operative 
values for Head Nurses in the above-median performance 
category. The behavioral relevance score identifies the 
percentage of Head Nurses who found a value operative. 
For instance, organizational efficiency is the only value 
that was operative for over 60% of the above-median rated 
Head Nurses. Table 8 also reveals several clusters of 
values both within and across the five major PVQ 
categories. Closer review of the clusters can explain how 
these values can shape behavior (England, 1974). A 
cluster includes values with the same behavioral relevance 
score. 
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The first category, Ideas Associated with People, 
shows that Head Nurses determined that twelve values were 
operative for them. These include skill, ability, 
ambition, cooperation, compassion, tolerance, obedience, 
trust, loyalty, honor, aggressiveness, conformity. Skill, 
ability, and ambition are values that concern personal 
competence and can influence how problems and decisions 
surrounding these issues are solved and made. The next 
cluster of values includes cooperation, compassion, 
tolerance, obedience, trust and loyalty. These values 
imply a more organizationally-based compliance level 
(England, 1975). The final cluster including honor, 
aggressiveness, and conformity imply an individual 
orientation and influence decision making from that 
perspective (England et al., 1974). All three groupings 
in this category make some impact upon these manager's 
behavior in specific situations. 
The second category, Personal Goals, shows that 
Head Nurses selected thirteen operative values. Over 50% 
of them identified operative values for autonomy and 
achievement which would influence decisions to retain 
these aspects of their work life. The next cluster 
included individuality, job satisfaction, creativity and 
success which imply a strong commitment to solving 
problems based on maintaining these personal aspects of 
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the job. A third cluster, operative for almost 40% of the 
Head Nurses in this performance category, emphasized the 
importance of directing problem solving to safeguard 
personal income. The final cluster includes influence, 
security, dignity, prestige, leisure, and power that 
direct problem solving with respect to keeping these 
aspects of the managerial position. 
All of the factors categorized as Personal Goals 
can be viewed as ends toward which other values are 
directed. For instance, managers can maintain their 
influence and power through achievement, individuality and 
creativity. Values like security, influence, and power 
can also be seen as reflective of individual need 
structures (Maslow, 1970; McClelland, 1957). Porter 
(1961) discovered that autonomy as defined by managerial 
level greatly influenced feelings of dignity and a sense 
of prestige. England (1975) found that American managers 
believed autonomy was a goal to be obtained. 
The third category, Goals of Business 
Organizations, shows that Head Nurses selected eight 
operative values. Over 60% of the Head Nurses identified 
organizational effectiveness as an operative value. The 
high behavioral relevance score of this value was typical 
for American managers and attests to its importance for 
Head Nurses, as well. High productivity and industrial 
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ieadership also played a major role in the Head Nurse's 
decision making and problem solving. The next grouping of 
values includes employee welfare, organizational 
stability, profit maximization, and organizational growth 
and these have a less-personal connotation for managers 
who operationalize organizational goals through their 
subordinates (England, 1975). Only 10% of the Head Nurses 
were influenced by social welfare with respect to their 
managerial problem solving. 
The fourth category, Groups of People, clearly 
distinguished the Head Nurses from England's (1975) other 
norm groups. The behavioral relevance scores for the 
values in this category ranged from the 15th to the 60th 
percentiles. According to their behavioral relevance 
scores, the Head Nurses' major reference groups included 
me, managers, my subordinates, and my company. Inclusion 
of the other reference groups like craftsmen, white collar 
workers and my boss addressed identification with 
professional groups but distinguished the Head Nurses from 
England's groups who selected other reference groups. 
Other values with lower behavioral relevance scores like 
my co-workers, customers, blue collar workers, 
stockholders, technical employees, and laborers did not 
form a network for identification for these Head Nurses 
(England et al., 1974). 
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The fifth category, Ideas about General Topics, 
received the lowest behavioral relevance scores of any 
category. For the high performers all of these values had 
a behavioral relevance score at or far below the 30th 
_percentile. Consequently, very few Head Nurses found 
these values to be operative. The values they did find 
~perative were conflict, change, compromise, emotions, 
authority, caution, equality, government, property, 
religion, rational, risk and for one person liberalism and 
force were operative values. Values like conflict, 
change, compromise and emotions reflect aspects of 
managerial life requiring regulation. Values concerning 
authority, caution, equality, rational, risk, liberalism 
and force connote a style of management. Values which 
include government, property and religion include concern 
for external factors sometimes having little direct impact 
upon managerial life (England, 1975). 
Over half of the Head Nurses in the above-median 
performance category identified skill, autonomy, 
achievement, organizational efficiency, high productivity, 
me, and managers as operative values. These top values 
have a distinctly personal connotation in relation to who 
and what these managers consider important. England 
believes that these managers make their whole range of 
work-related decisions and problem-solving based on these 
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values. Because of this study's interest in a profile of 
different manager's performance, this value's profile is 
essential to compare and contrast with the other group of 
performers. 
Table 9 shows that the below-median rated Head 
Nurses had fewer overall operative values than the above-
median rated group. In the category, Ideas Associated 
with People, the lower-rated performers shared a profile 
similar to the higher performers. However, Table 9 
identifies a higher behavioral relevance score for the 
value of ambition and no behavioral relevance score for 
the value of honor. These data suggest that the lower-
rated performers were equally concerned about personal 
competence and some issues of organizational compliance. 
With respect to Ideas Associated with People, the two 
groups of Head Nurses can be considered to have comparable 
values that direct their behavior (England, 1975). 
In the category, Personal Goals of Individuals, the 
lower-rated Head Nurses identified fewer operative values, 
overall. Their seven values with the highest behavioral 
relevance scores included job satisfaction, money, 
autonomy, individuality, success, achievement, and 
security. In contrast to the high performers, the lower 
performers gave a much lower score to autonomy, 
individuality, success and achievement. Only about one-
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third of the lower performers found these values operative 
while well over 50% of the high performers found these. 
values operative. These data suggest that the lower-rated 
performers were not as directed by autonomy, 
individuality, success and achievement in their decision 
making. 
The category of Goals of Business Organizations 
formed a very similar profile between the two groups. The 
same values were included with much the same behavioral 
relevance scores. However, organizational growth is 
somewhat dissimilar for the two groups. The group of 
lower-rated performers gave organizational growth a higher 
score. England (1975) believes that a value like 
organizational growth connotes the potential for making 
personal sacrifices for the greater benefit of the total 
organization. 
The fourth category, Groups of People, revealed 
several interesting differences between the two groups of 
performers. The lower-rated performers gave the value of 
employees a very high behavioral relevance score while the 
higher-rated performers gave it a much lower behavioral 
relevance score. Also, the lower-rated performers gave my 
boss and customers a higher score than the higher-rated 
Head Nurses. The lower-rated performers clearly 
considered employees, my boss, managers, my co-workers, my 
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subordinates, and my company before themselves. They also 
gave a much lower score to owners, craftsmen and white · 
collar workers. Their reference groups were dissimilar 
from the higher-rated performers. 
The final category, General Topics, had the lowest 
overall behavioral relevance scores for both groups. The 
below-median performers had a high behavioral relevance 
score for risk and a lower behavioral relevance score for 
authority than the above-median performers. These data 
imply that the higher-rated performers were more 
conservative in their decision making and used authority 
as a basis for problem solving. Conflict had a higher 
behavioral relevance score for the above-median performers 
than the below-median performers. These data further 
imply that the lower-rated Head Nurses valued risk-taking 
behavior but made decisions based on avoiding conflict. 
They also made decisions with less regard for authority 
which may be related to the higher value they placed on 
risk. 
A concise value profile of the lower-rated Head 
Nurses finds a group with high behavioral relevance scores 
for skill, ability, high productivity, organizational 
efficiency, employees, my boss, and managers. The 
majority of this group valued personal assets like skill 
and ability but seemed less self-directed than their 
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higher-rated colleagues. Their reference groups included 
subordinates and superiors but not themselves. They would 
take risks but wanted to avoid conflict. These data 
suggest that the lower-rated performers were a less 
personally-ambitious group. 
The fifth research question asked: What are the 
operative values for first-line managers, Head Nurses, 
with a pragmatic primary mode of valuation and first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, with an affective primary mode of 
valuation as measured by the Personal Values Questionnaire 
with respect to rated job performance? Primary mode of 
valuation was determined by England's formula of counting 
and categorizing the three concept descriptors of right, 
pleasant, and successful as each Head Nurse ranked them 1, 
2, and 3. A majority ranking of 1 for the right 
descriptor indicated an ethical/moral primary mode. A 
majority ranking of 1 for the pleasant descriptor 
indicated an affective primary mode. A majority ranking 
of 1 for successful indicated a pragmatic primary mode. 
No majority rankings indicated a mixed mode. These 
determinations are based on England's research which 
identifies primary values orientation categories, 
ethical/moral, affective, pragmatic, and mixed. 
The Head Nurses primary value orientations were 
twenty-two pragmatic, five ethical/moral, three affective, 
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and no mixed orientations. All four categories describe a 
mode of valuation characterized by a particular type of 
evaluative framework that guides managerial courses of 
action. The pragmatic and affective primary value 
orientations were selected for consideration because of 
England's descriptions of the distinctions and differences 
between pragmatic and affective. Identifying how these 
two modes of valuation distinguish themselves with respect 
to rated job performance was essential to determine for 
inclusion in the Head Nurse's managerial profiles. 
The pragmatic and affective managers are directed 
by essentially different values. The pragmatic manager is 
guided by success-failure considerations and concern for 
whether or not particular courses of action will work. 
The behavior of pragmatic managers is described by 
concepts that they consider important and successful. The 
affective mode of valuation reflects an evaluative 
framework based on the pursuit of hedonism. The affective 
manager is guided by behaviors directed toward increasing 
pleasure and decreasing pain. The affective manager's 
behaviors are influenced by those concepts that they 
consider important and pleasant (England, 1975). 
Comparison of the values of pragmatic and affective 
Head Nurses are outlined in Tables 10 and 11. Table 10 
identifies eleven operative values with a behavioral 
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relevance score above the SOth percentile for the 
pragmatic managers. These operative values include 
ability, skill, ambition, achievement, high productivity, 
organizational efficiency, organizational growth, 
organizational stability, managers, co-workers, and me. 
Table 11 identifies four operative values with a 
behavioral relevance score above the SOth percentile for 
the affective managers. These include job satisfaction, 
money, employees and my company. These differences in 
values corroborate the primary values modes of the Head 
Nurses in each of these categories. The affective 
manager's evaluative framework emphasized job satisfaction 
and money while the pragmatic Head Nurse's evaluative 
framework emphasized personal characteristics like 
ability, skill, ambition, achievement, productivity, 
efficiency, growth, and stability. These operative values 
determine managerial problem solving and decision making 
for the Head Nurses in each of the two respective primary 
mode of valuation categories. 
Performance ratings also distinguish the two groups 
with respect to primary valuation orientation. All three 
Head Nurses in the affective managers category were rated 
below the median for job performance. However, half of 
the pragmatic managers were rated above the median and 
half were rated below the median for job performance. The 
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demographic characteristics of the two sub-groups are not 
remarkably distinct. The chi-square found no signif ic?nt 
difference between the affective and pragmatic managers 
with respect to job performance. 
Needs 
The fifth research question asked: What are the 
need level for achievement, aggression, autonomy, change, 
deference, dominance, and intraception as measured by the 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule for first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, in different job performance 
categories? To answer this question all Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule (EPPS) raw scores were converted to 
percentile scores according to the instrument's manual 
(Edwards, 1975). Because EPPS percentile scores range 
from 1-100, a score of 1-25 represented a low need level, 
a score of 26-75 represented a medium need level, and a 
score of 76-100 represented a high need level. The 
several EPPS needs considered for examination were 
selected because of their similarity to the seven PVQ 
values of achievement, aggressiveness, autonomy, change, 
obedience, influence, and compassion. Only high needs 
were considered because of their potential to direct 
behavior and the fact that need satisfaction is a 
discriminant aspect of many motivational theories (Cawsey 
et al., 1982; Cofer and Appley, 1964; Hackman and Oldham, 
1980; Lawler & Suttle, 1972; Maslow, 1970; McClelland, 
1953; Porter, 1962; Vroom, 1964). 
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Tables 12 and 13 outline characteristics of Head 
Nurses in different performance categories with respect to 
their high needs. Table 12 indicates that ten Head Nurses 
had a high need for achievement, six had a high need for 
aggression, four had a high need for autonomy, five had a 
high need for change, thirteen had a high need for 
dominance, and seven had a high need for intraception. No 
one had a high need for deference. The numbers of Head 
Nurses in each need cagetory is noteworthy because less 
than a third of these higher-rated performers had a high 
need for autonomy and two-thirds had high needs for 
achievement and dominance. The fact that no need was a 
high need for all fifteen Head Nurses in this performance 
category identifies a range of need levels within the 
category. 
Discussion of other characteristics of the Head 
Nurses in this performance category may further identify 
them with respect to the six high needs. For instance, 
less than one-third of the higher-rated performers had a 
high need for autonomy, but they were the oldest group 
with the longest job tenure and most equally divided 
educational credentials. Over three-fourths of the Head 
Nurses in this category had a high need for dominance. 
Number 
Age Mean 
BSN 
RN/AON 
Job Tenure 
Mean 
TABLE 12 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAD NURSES WITH ABOVE-MEDIAN 
PERFORMANCE RATINGS AND HIGH NEEDS FOR ACHIEVEMENT, AGGRESSION, 
AUTONOMY, CHANGE, DOMINANCE AND INTRACEPTION 
Achievement Aggression Autonomy Change Dominance Intraception 
10 6 4 5 13 7 
30.5 Years 29.0 Years 38.5 Years 34.0 Years 31. 0 Years 32.4 Years 
60% 67% 50% 60% 69% 57% 
40% 33% 50% 40% 31% 43% 
3.5 Years 3.1 Years 4.4 Years 4.0 Years 3.0 Years 3.1 Years 
...... 
. ..... 
"'" 
Number 
Age Mean 
MSN/MA 
BSN 
RN/AON 
Job Tenure 
Mean 
TABLE 13 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAD NURSES WITH BELCM-MEDIAN 
PERFORMANCE RATINGS AND HIGH NEEDS FOR ACHIEVEMENT, AGGRESSION, 
AUTONOMY, CHANGE, DOMINANCE, INTRACEPTION 
Achievement Aggression Autonomy Change Dominance 
10 5 5 4 14 
33.9 Years 34.6 Years 33.6 Years 32.3 Years 32.5 Years 
20% 40% 20% 25% J.4% 
60% 60% 60% 75% 72% 
20% 
-o- 20% -o- 14% 
5.75 Years 4.9 Years 5.6 Years 3. 88 Years 4.9 Years 
Intraception 
9 
32.0 Years 
-o-
89% 
11% 
4.2 Years 
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This group had the most education and the shortest job 
tenure mean. Exactly two-thirds of the Head Nurses in· 
this category had a high need for achievement. This group 
was in the middle with regard to age, education and job 
tenure mean. These data imply that Head Nurses with high 
needs for autonomy and change are likely to be older and 
in their jobs longer. Most Head Nurses have a high need 
for dominance. Head Nurses with high needs for 
achievement and aggression had more education and were 
younger. 
Table 13 indicates that ten Head Nurses had a high 
need for achievement, five had a high need for aggression, 
five had a high need for autonomy, four had a high need 
for intraception. No one had a high need for deference. 
Table 13 also lists the mean age years, education and mean 
job tenure years for the Head Nurses in each need 
category. 
Comparison of the results in Tables 12 and 13 
revealed both similarities and differences between Head 
Nurses in the two performance categories. The numbers of 
Head Nurses in each category were very similar. However, 
no one in the above-median performance group was in the 
MSN/MA group. With the exception of the change category, 
the below-median performers had longer job tenure than the 
higher-rated Head Nurses. Because the mean age range for 
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the below-median performers was only 2.6 mean years, no 
one category distinguished itself as having the youngest 
group. However, for the lower-rated Head Nurses, the 
change category had a younger group with higher 
• 
educational credentials and less job tenure. These data 
indicate that the two performance groups were not 
remarkably dissimilar with regard to their high needs. 
combining the two groups showed that 67% had a high need 
for achievement, 37% had a high need for aggression, 30% 
had a high need for autonomy, 30% had a high need for 
change, 90% had a high need for dominance, and 53% had a 
high need for intraception. 
A final comparison of EPPS needs and SRF scores was 
undertaken by statistical analysis. To determine the 
difference within and between the two Head Nurse 
performance groups in relation to needs, an ANOVA 
statistic was used. Table 14 shows that the achievement 
value of .78, p = .78 was not signficant and there was no 
difference between the performance groups with respect to 
the need for achievement. Table 15 shows that the 
aggression value of .193, p = .66 was not significant and 
there was no difference between the performance groups 
with respect to the need for aggression. Table 16 shows 
that the autonomy value of 2.3, p = .14 was not 
significant and there was not a difference between the 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 14 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR ACHIEVEMENT 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares F Ratio 
1 43.2000 43.2000 • 78* 
28 15476.0000 552.7143 
29 15519.2000 
F Probability 
.7819 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 15 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR AGGRESSION 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom sguares Sguares F Ratio 
1 187.5000 187.5000 .193* 
28 27172.0000 970.4286 
29 27359.5000 
F Probabilitl 
.6639 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 16 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR AUTONOMY 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom Sguares Sguares F Ratio 
1 1628.0333 1628.0333 2. 268* 
28 20095.3333 717.6905 
29 21723.3667 
F Probabilit:t 
.1432 
...... 
N 
0 
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performance groups with respect to the need for autonomy. 
Table 17 shows that the change value of .91, p = .11 was 
not significant and there was no difference between the 
performance groups with respect to the need for change. 
Table 18 shows that the deference value of .50, p = .46 
was not significant and there was no difference between 
the performance groups with respect to the need for 
deference. Table 19 shows that the dominance value of 
1.2, p = .28 was not significant and there was not a 
difference between the performance groups with respect to 
the need for dominance. Table 20 shows that the 
intraception value of .39, p = .76 was not significant and 
there was no difference between the groups with respect to 
the need for intraception. 
The final research question asked: What is the 
relationship between the needs for and values of 
achievement, aggressiveness, autonomy, change, 
obedience/deference, influence/dominance, and 
compassion/intraception for first-line managers, Head 
Nurses, in different performance categories? A similar 
ranking system was used to determine the match between 
EPPS high needs and PVQ operative values. EPPS needs 
within the 76-100 range were given a rank of 4, needs 
within the 51-75 range were given a rank of 3, needs 
within the 26-50 range were given a rank of 2, and needs 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 17 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR CHANGE 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom s9uares S9uares F Ratio 
1 12.0333 12.0333 • 011 * 
28 29636.2667 1058.4381 
29 29648.3000 
F Probability 
• 9158 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 18 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR DEFERENCE 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom Squares Sg:uares F Ratio 
1 213.3333 213.3333 • 4 57* 
28 13066.5333 466.6619 
29 13279.8667 
F Probability 
.5045 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not significant. 
TABLE 19 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR DOMINANCE 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares F Ratio 
1 240.8333 240.8333 1. 2 33* 
28 5468.5333 195.3048 
29 
F Probability 
.2762 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
TOTAL 
*Not Significant. 
TABLE 20 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERFORMANCE RATING AND 
THE NEED FOR INTRACEPTION 
Degrees Of Sum Of Mean 
Freedom Squares Sg;uares F Ratio 
1 616.5333 616.5333 • 7 55* 
28 22879.3333 817.1190 
29 23495.8667 
F Probabilit:t: 
.3924 
...... 
N 
V1 
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within the 1-25 range were given a rank of 1. PVQ 
operative values were given a rank of 4, intended values 
were given a rank of 3, adopted values were given a rank 
of 2, and weak values were given a rank of 1. Matches 
between needs and values given the rank of 4 were the only 
combinations considered for answering this research 
question. 
Pairing the seven values and seven needs resulted 
in a number of matches. Table 21 shows eight matches 
between the need for and value of achievement, one match 
between the need for and value of aggression, two matches 
between the need for and value of autonomy, two matches 
between the need for and value of change, three matches 
between the need for dominance and the value of influence, 
and three matches between the need for intraception and 
the value of compassion. Table 21 shows a total of 
eighteen matches between varied needs and values. 
Table 21 shows that achievement had eight different 
matches. The Head Nurses for whom these values and needs 
were equally high in importance, had a mean job 
performance rating of 52.8, were 31.0 mean years of age, 
had a mean job tenure of 4.6 years, and included three 
RN's and five BSN's. All eight had a pragmatic primary 
mode of valuation. Also, four of the nurses for whom the 
Need: 
Value: 
NUlliler of 
Matches 
Mean Job 
Performance 
Mean 1'qe 
RN/AON 
BSN/BA 
Job Terure Mean 
Primacy Value 
Orientation 
Ach ievenent 
Achievenent 
8 
52.8 
31.0 Years 
3 (37%) 
5 (63%) 
4.6 Years 
Pragnatic (100%) 
TAILE 21 
OiARACTERISTICS CF HEAD Nl.RSES wrm MA'IOiIOO HIGI 
NEEI6 AND CPERATIVE VALUES 
Aggression Autonany Charge 
Aggressiveness Autonany Charye 
l 2 2 
59.0 49.0 49.0 
26.0 Years 34.0 Years 26.0 Years 
l (100%) l (50%) 
-o-
-o- l (50%) 2 (100%) 
2.0 Years 7. 5 Years 3.3 Years 
Pragnatic (100%) Pragnatic (100%) Pragnatic (100%) 
J:Qni.nanoe 
Influence 
3 
55. 7 
26. 7 Years 
2 (67%) 
l (33%) 
2.3 Years 
Pragnatic (100%) 
Intraception 
Cacpassion 
3 
55.0 
28.0 Years 
-o-
3 (100%) 
2.0 Years 
Pragnatic (67%) 
Ethical~ral (33%) 
....... 
N 
.....J 
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value and need for achievement were high selected this as 
their only match. 
Aggression had only one match. This Head Nurse had 
another match with achievement. She was a 26 year old RN 
who was in her Head Nurse position for two years. Her 
performance rating was 59.0. Her primary value 
orientation was pragmatic. Her other operative values and 
high needs included achievement and dominance/influence. 
Two Head Nurses selected autonomy as a high need 
and operative value. Both of these nurses also selected 
autonomy as their only match. Their primary mode of 
valuation was pragmatic. Their mean age was 34.0, one had 
an RN and the other had a BSN, both received a performance 
rating of 49.0, and had a job tenure mean of 7.5 years. 
One nurse had been in her position fourteen years and the 
other had been in her position one year. 
Change received two matches. Both nurses whose 
operative values included change and expressed a high need 
for change, matched on achievement and one other, 
dissimilar need and value combination. Their mean 
performance rating was 53.5, both had a pragmatic primary 
-· 
mode of valuation, each had a BSN degree and were 26 years 
old. Their mean job tenure was 3.2 years. 
The influence and dominance combinations had three 
matches. The three Head Nurses for whom these were 
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operative values and high needs, shared a pragmatic value 
orientation, were 26.7 mean years of age, two had a BSN 
degree and one had an RN and they had a mean job tenure of 
2.3 years. 
The compassion and intraception combination had 
three matches. Two of these Head Nurses had only this one 
match. All three of the nurses with high matches in this 
category had a BSN degree, their mean age was 28.0 and 
their mean job tenure was 4.5 years. Their mean 
performance rating was 55.0. Two had a pragmatic primary 
mode of valuation and one had an ethical/moral primary 
mode of valuation. 
Table 21 shows that 27% of the Head Nurses were in 
the achievement category. Within this category, 63% of 
the Head Nurses had above-median performance ratings. The 
one Head Nurse in the aggression category was an RN 
graduate with a pragmatic primary value orientation. The 
two nurses in the autonomy category were both rated below 
the median but were the oldest and had the longest job 
tenure. In the change category both Head Nurses were 
rated above the median in performance. In the 
dominance/influence category both Head Nurses were rated 
above the median. The compassion/intraception category 
had two Head Nurses rated above the median and one rated 
below the median in job performance. Head Nurses rated 
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above the median had high needs and operative values for 
achievement, aggression, change, influence/dominance and 
compassion/intraception. Head Nurses rated below the 
median had high needs and operative values for achivement, 
autonomy, and compassion/intraception. Autonomy, change, 
and influence/dominance were the only needs and values 
segregated by performance rating. 
Discriminant Analysis 
Another procedure was undertaken to determine which 
factors included in the Head Nurses managerial profile 
made the greatest contribution to these performance 
ratings. To determine their relative contribution to the 
discriminant function, statistical analysis included 
consideration of the profile's major variables in addition 
to the many JDS and MSQ factors not treated separately in 
previous discussions. Table 22 lists the variables that 
are ranked in order of their relative contribution to the 
discriminant function. 
Several aspects of the discriminant function 
deserve consideration. The mean discriminant function for 
Head Nurses with below-median performance was 2.53 and -
2.52 for Head Nurses with above-median job performance. 
Each standardized coefficient represents the relative 
contribution of its associated variable to the function, 
when the sign is ignored. The sign denotes if the 
TABLE 22 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF MAJOR VARIABLES IN ADDITION 
TO ALL MSQ AND JDS FACTORS 
variable 
Education 
Job Tenure 
JDS Growth Need 
Satisfaction 
MSQ Ability Utilization 
Years In Nursing 
JDS Pay 
EPPS Achievement 
JDS Task Significance 
JDS Meaningfulness of 
Work 
MSQ Company Policy 
And Procedure 
MSQ variety 
Constaht 
Standard 
Discriminant Coefficient 
2.96354 
2.30635 
2.06129 
-2.02432 
1.86248 
-1.67463 
-1.58442 
-1.27365 
- .92806 
.90412 
- • 84606 
Unstandardized 
Discriminant Coefficient 
5.68831 
.726340 
2.343483 
- .393947 
.413686 
-1.130874 
- .067394 
-1.667599 
-1.261489 
.258295 
- .215596 
4.63038 
I-' 
w 
I-' 
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variable is making a positive or negative contribution. 
The unstandardized coefficients were used to compute the 
discriminant score for an individual Head Nurse. A 
negative discriminant score indicates above-median 
performance. For instance, the higher a Head Nurse's 
education, the more likely she was to be rated below the 
median in job performance. Of course, other variables 
also contributed to the total discriminant. 
Table 22 shows that different variables move Head 
Nurses toward different performance ratings. Several 
variables tend to move a Head Nurse toward a lower 
performance rating. These variables are education, job 
tenure, the JDS factor of growth need satisfaction, years 
in nursing, and the MSQ factor of company policies and 
procedures. Therefore, the more education, the longer the 
job tenure and years in nursing, the more likely a Head 
Nurse was to receive a lower rating. These determinations 
were corroborated throughout the data reported previously. 
For instance, Table 3 identified that the Head Nurses with 
more education and longer job tenure tended to be rated 
lower regardless of age or nursing division affiliation. 
The variables that tended to move a Head Nurse 
toward above-median ratings were the MSQ factor of ability 
utilization, the JDS factor of pay, the EPPS need for 
achievement, the JDS factors of task significance and 
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meaningfulness of work, and the MSQ factor of variety. 
Thus, the higher the Head Nurses scored on these variables 
the more likely they were to be rated above the median. 
!egression of Performance Ratings 
Table 23 shows which variables predict the actual 
Head Nurse's performance ratings. The multiple R for the 
equation= .80532. The significance of regression is 
F23 , 6 = 7.0735 (significant< .001). Because R
2 
= .64854, 
the equation explained almost 65% of the variance in 
performance rating. The six variables listed in Table 23 
are different from those variables in Table 22 which 
discriminated between the above-median and below-median 
performers. The R2 change column shows how much variation 
each variable explained as it was added to the equation. 
Consequently, for positive coefficients, the higher the 
score the higher the performance rating. For negative 
coefficients, the higher the score the more it decreased 
performance ratings. 
Summary 
The data outlined in Chapter IV describe several 
distinctions between the two groups of performers with 
respect to their demographic characteristics, job 
reactions, values, and needs. A brief description of each 
group outlines a general profile for the below-median and 
above-median performers. 
TABLE 23 
REGRESSION OF PERFORMANCE RATING 
Standardized 
R2 2 Variable Coefficient Coefficient Significance R Change 
JDS Dealing 
With Others 5.271 .577 .001 .22604 .22604 
PVQ Influence 3.180 .350 .016 .39372 .16768 
EPPS Autonomy .083 
-
• 451 .003 • 4 6881 .07510 
PVQ Aggression 2.705 .357 .017 • 54541 .07660 
JDS General 
Satisfaction - 1. 450 - .318 • 0 33 .57667 .03126 
JDS Job 
Security 1. 254 .308 • 041 .64854 .07187 
Constant 10.497 .282 
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The below-median performers had several 
distinguishing characteristics. They had 4.67 mean job 
tenure years, 9.68 mean years in nursing, 7.22 mean years 
at NMH, and their educational credentials were 14% RN/ADN, 
72% BSN/BA, 14% MSN/MA. Other descriptors included 60% 
who found their jobs low in motivating potential; 51% 
experienced low job satisfaction; over 50% identified the 
operative values of skill, ability, high productivity, 
organizational efficiency, employees, my boss and 
managers; their managerial orientations were 73% 
pragmatic, 20% affective, and 7% ethical/moral; 93% 
expressed a high need for dominance, and 67% expressed a 
high need for achievement. 
The above-median performers had 3.23 mean job 
tenure years, 9.2 mean years in nursing, 6.1 mean years at 
NMH, and their educational credentials were 60% BSN/BA and 
40% RN/ADN. Other descriptors included 60% who 
experienced high motivation potential, 47% who experienced 
high job satisfaction, over 50% had operative values of 
skill, autonomy, achievement, organizational efficiency, 
high productivity, me, and managers; their managerial 
orientations were 73% pragmatic and 27% ethical/moral; 67~ 
expressed a high need for achievement, and 87% expressed a 
high need for dominance. 
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Several characteristics distinguish these two 
groups. The lower-rated performers were in their jobs 
longer, spent more of their nursing years working at NMH 
and had more education. The lower-rated Head Nurses 
experienced less motivating potential but higher job 
satisfaction than their higher-rated colleagues. The 
operative values directing the majority of the lower-rated 
Head Nurses behavior included ability, employees, my boss, 
and managers, while the majority of higher-rated Head 
Nurses were directed by the operative values of autonomy, 
achievement, and me. The two groups are similar with 
respect to age, managerial orientation, and need 
structure. 
Chapter V will review the study's limitations and 
research questions with respect to the findings. Data 
will be discussed in relation to its implications. Future 
research directions will also be proposed. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to outline a profile 
of first-line nursing managers, Head Nurses, with 
differing levels of job performance. Objectives related 
to the goal of describing a specific employee group were: 
to comprehensively review each Head Nurse's job 
performance with respect to job design reactions, 
experienced job satisfaction, personal work values, need 
structures, certain demographic characteristics, and to 
select a managerial population because of increasing 
intereast in this important worker population who 
translates and transmits organizational goals through the 
workers who report to them. 
All subjects who volunteered to participate in this 
study were Head Nurses at Northwestern Memorial Hospital 
(NMH). NMH is a comprehensive teaching medical center 
with university affiliation. Until 1981 NMH sponsored its 
own diploma school of nursing which offered its students 
the educational opportunity to become registered nurses 
and receive the RN Diploma. Since 1980 Northwestern 
University Medical School which shares a campus with NMH 
offered a Bachelors of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree and 
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presently offers a Masters of Science in Nursing (MSN) 
through its Programs in Nursing division. 
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The Head Nurse's managerial profiles were developed 
and based on several instruments that assessed aspects of 
their professional lives and personal lives. Included in 
the profile was the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) that 
provides a Motivating Potential Score (MPS) to identify 
job design reactions in addition to other internal factors 
affecting job reactions. The Minnesota Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (MSQ) was used to assess job satisfaction. 
The MSQ provides a general job satisfaction score 
reflective of a composite of other factors that can be 
considered separately. The literature recommends using 
these two instruments together (Ferratt, 1981). 
The two remaining instruments reviewed values and 
needs, respectively, and were both included because their 
theoretical frameworks were based on theories of 
motivation. The Personal Values Questionnaire (PVQ) is a 
66-item questionnaire that assesses personal work values 
in two ways. It provides a managerial orientation of 
pragmatic, affective, or ethical/moral, and ranks each of 
the value concepts as operative, intended, adopted, or 
weak values. This investigation used the managerial 
orientation and operative values, only. The Edwards 
Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) measures the strength 
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of 20 manifest needs. Only seven of these needs, 
achievement, aggression, autonomy, change, deference, 
dominance, and intraception were correlated with the seven 
PVQ values of achievement, aggressiveness, autonomy, 
change, obedience, influence, and compassion to determine 
the similarities of responses. 
The demographic information gathered for this study 
included age, education, years in nursing, years worked at 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital, and job tenure for Head 
Nurses at NMH. This information was used to form 
categories of responses to the four major variables and to 
further describe the Head Nurses in different performance 
categories. 
Head Nurse's rated job performance was the aspect 
of this investigation that the profile was designed to 
describe. The Head Nurses at NMH are annually evaluated 
by the nurse to whom they directly report, usually a 
Nursing Supervisor or sometimes a Director of Nursing 
Service. Performance was determined through completion, 
by regular evaluators, of a modified variation of the Head 
Nurse's existing performance instrument. The existing 
form is 15 pages in length and extensively reviews the 
areas of unit management, staff management, and patient 
care management. The modified form, the Supervisor Rating 
Form (SRF), surveyed the same three areas as the regular 
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form by asking the same basic nine questions without 
additional subsections. SRF answers determined if a Head 
Nurse scored above or below the median with respect to job 
performance. 
The design used to establish a profile of Head 
Nurses with either below-median or above-median job 
performance was the field study. The field study is 
exploratory in nature and offers the researcher an 
opportunity to view a situation as it exists as opposed to 
manipulating existing conditions to provide predicted 
responses. Therefore, realism and the latitude to pursue 
alternative directions suggested by the data recommend the 
field study (Kerlinger, 1973). This study included seven 
research questions that directed categorization and 
analysis of the data. 
Chapter V is divided into three major sections, 
summary, discussion and recommendations. The first 
section reviews each of the seven research questions with 
respect to data findings, their implications, and 
limitations. The second section discusses the study's 
findings. The final section considers directions for 
future research. 
Research Questions 
The first research question asked: What are the 
Motivating Potential Scores as measured by the Job 
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oiagnostic Survey for the first-line managers, Head 
Nurses, in different job performance categories? An MPS 
median was calculated to facilitate data analysis related 
to the performance median. Both performance groups 
included Head Nurses with either above-median MPS ratings 
indicating satisfaction with their job's design or below-
median MPS ratings indicating dissatisfaction with their 
job's design. In the below-median performance category 
older Head Nurses with longer job tenure found their job's 
design more satisfying. In the above-median performance 
category satisfaction with the job's design decreased as 
job tenure increased. These data do not indicate the 
necessity for or appropriateness of a job redesign 
intervention to increase favorable responses to the 
existing job's design. An ANOVA statistic identified no 
significant difference between the two performance groups 
with respect to MPS ratings. 
The second research question asked: What are the 
general job satisfaction scores as measured by the 
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire for first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, in different performance 
categories? An MSQ median was calculated to facilitate 
data analysis related to the performance median. Both 
performance groups included Head Nurses with either above-
median general job satisfaction indicating overall 
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favorable job responses or below-median general job 
satisfaction indicating overall unfavorable job responses. 
In the below-median performance category Head Nurses 
experienced higher job satisfaction as they became older 
and obtained more education. An ANOVA statistic 
identified that job satisfaction did not distinguish 
between the two groups of performers. 
The third research question asked: What is the 
correlation between high Motivating Potential Scores (MPS) 
as measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey and high general 
job satisfaction scores as measured by the Minnesota 
Satisfaction Questionnaire for first-line managers, Head 
Nurses? The Pearson product-moment statistic was used to 
determine the correlation between MSQ scores and MPS 
ratings. The relationship showed a high positive 
correlation. These data indicate that Head Nurses who 
experienced job satisfaction also responded favorably to 
their job's design. 
The fourth research question asked: What are the 
operative values as measured by the Personal Values 
Questionnaire for first-line managers, Head Nurses, in 
different job performance categories? Operative values 
were selected for consideration because of their potential 
to directly influence behavior. The major operative 
values Head Nurses in the above-median performance 
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category selected included skill, autonomy, achievement, 
organizational efficiency, high productivity, me, and 
managers. The major operative values for Head Nurses in 
the below-median performance category selected included 
skill, ability, high productivity, organizational 
efficiency, employees, my boss, and managers. Because the 
operative values for the Head Nurses in both performance 
categories were very similar, these data indicated that 
decision-making and problem-solving behaviors should not 
be remarkably dissimilar for the Head Nurses in either 
performance category. 
The fifth research question asked: What are the 
operative values for first-line managers, Head Nurses with 
a pragmatic primary mode of valuation and first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, with an affective primary mode of 
valuation as measured by the Personal Values Questionnaire 
with respect to rated job performance? Operative values 
for the twenty-two pragmatic Head Nurses included ability, 
skill, ambition, achievement, high productivity, 
organizational efficiency, organizational growth, 
organizational stability, managers, co-workers, and me. 
Operative values for the three affective Head Nurses 
included job satisfaction, money, employees, and my 
company. The pragmatic manager's operative values 
emphasized personal characteristics related to success. 
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The affective manager's operative values emphasized work-
life aspects related to pleasure. Different operative 
values directed the decision-making and problem-solving 
behaviors of these two groups of managers. Also, half of 
the pragmatic and all three of the affective managers were 
included in the below-median performance categories. 
Operative values for the five Head Nurses with an 
ethical/moral primary mode of valuation were not 
considered. 
The sixth research question asked: What are the 
need levels for achievement, aggression, autonomy, change, 
deference, dominance and intraception as measured by the 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule for first-line 
managers, Head Nurses, in different job performance 
categories? The seven needs were selected because of 
their similarity to seven PVQ concepts. Head Nurses in 
both the above-median and below-median performance 
categories had high needs for all needs but deference. 
The two groups had more similarities than differences with 
respect to need level. An ANOVA statistic identified that 
no needs distinguished the Head Nurses in the two 
performance groups from one another. 
The seventh research question asked: What is the 
relationship between the needs for and values of 
achievement, aggressiveness, autonomy, change, 
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obedience/deference, influence/dominance, 
compassion/intraception for first-line managers, Head 
Nurses, in different job performance categories? Pairing 
the values and needs resulted in eight matches for 
achievement, one match for aggression, two matches for 
autonomy, two matches for change, three matches for 
influence/dominance, and three matches for 
obedience/intraception. Autonomy, change and 
influence/dominance were the only needs and values 
separated by performance rating. 
A discriminant function was used to analyze the 
major variables of the Head Nurse's profile in addition to 
the many JDS and MSQ factors not given consideration in 
previous discussions with respect to how they contributed 
to performance ratings. The variables that tended to move 
a Head Nurse toward a lower performance rating were 
education, job tenure, JDS growth need satisfaction, years 
in nursing, and the MSQ factor of company policies and 
procedures. The variables that tended to move a Head 
Nurse toward a higher performance rating were the MSQ 
factor of ability utilization, the JDS factor of pay, the 
EPPS need for achievement, the JDS factors of task 
significance and meaningfulness of work, and the MSQ 
factor of variety. A regression of the performance 
ratings identified that JDS dealing with others, PVQ 
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influence, EPPS autonomy, PVQ aggressiveness, JDS general 
satisfaction, JDS job security combined to explain almost 
65% of the variance in performance ratings. 
A general view of the Head Nurses in the two 
performance categories identified both similarities and 
differences. The higher-rated performers usually 
responded positively to the design of their jobs, 
experienced low job satisfaction, had pragmatic values 
orientations, had high needs for dominance and 
achievement, and had operative values for skill, autonomy, 
achievement, organizational efficiency, high productivity, 
me and managers. The lower-rated performers were likely 
to respond negatively to the design of their jobs, 
experienced low job satisfaction, had a pragmatic or 
affective value orientation, had high needs for dominance 
and achievement, and operative values for skill, ability, 
high productivity, organizational efficiency, employees, 
my boss, and managers. Likely predictors of performance 
ratings were education, years in nursing, and job tenure. 
As these factors increased, performance ratings were 
likely to decrease. 
Limitations 
The first limitation influencing the results of 
this study concerned the lack of control over 
organizational variables that could make an impact upon 
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reactions to job design and job satisfaction. Because no 
other organizational changes were being implemented at the 
time data were collected, scores on both instruments are 
assumed to represent current reactions. 
A second limitation of this study concerned its 
sample. The NMH Head Nurses were most representative of 
those who selected to work at NMH as opposed to a 
comparable institution. NMH is an institution with 
organizational structures very similar to other urban, 
teaching medical centers in the Chicago area. Though the 
Head Nurse job description may vary from hospital to 
hospital, the generic definition of a Head Nurse as 
nursing's first-line manager is well understood within the 
profession (Barret et al., 1975). 
A third limitation was this study's sample size. 
Though almost 70% of the NHM Head Nurse population 
volunteered to participate in this study the sample size 
was only 30. The intent of this study was to outline a 
profile of first-line nursing managers and generalization 
from this sample to other Head Nurse populations could 
create a major margin of error. 
The last limitation considered to influence the 
outcome of this study regards the four major variables 
that comprised the profiles of differently-rated 
performers. The literature supports the notion that 
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values, needs, and job reactions influence motivation. 
gowever, other factors not included in the profile may 
also influence worker motivation. A related limitation 
relates to the instruments selected to measure these 
variables. The literature identified the JDS, MSQ, PVQ, 
and EPPS as the instruments of choice for measurement of 
these variables; however, the instruments themselves were 
limited by their theoretical frameworks and psychometric 
properties. 
With respect to these limitations, this study does 
provide a profile of the Head Nurses who participated as 
subjects. The data identify some differences between the 
two groups of performers. Discussion of these findings 
follows. 
DISCUSSION 
Responses to Job Design 
The motivating potential score (MPS) measured by 
the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) reflects a worker's 
responses to the five core job characteristics of skill 
variety, task 1denti ty, task significance, autonomy, and 
feedback. As salient aspects of a job's design, core job 
characteristics elicit either favorable or unfavorable 
responses depending upon the extent to which an employee 
perceives their presence in a job's design. A high MPS 
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reflects positive reactions to the existence of the core 
job characteristics in a job's design and a low MPS 
reflects negative reactions to the existence or lack of 
existence of the core job characteristics in a job's 
design. 
Job design reactions are linked to job performance 
by the assumption that workers well suited for redesigned 
jobs will necessarily perform better (Hackman and Oldham, 
1980). Job design reactions reflected in the MPS did not 
significantly distinguish the Head Nurses with respect to 
rated job performance. No causal relationship between job 
performance and job design reactions was identified. 
Job tenure, however, did distinguish Head Nurses in 
the two performance categories with respect to MPS 
ratings. The lower-rated Head Nurses with longer job 
tenure had higher MPS ratings while the higher-rated Head 
Nurses with longer job tenure had lower MPS ratings. The 
higher-rated Head Nurses experienced less evidence of the 
core job characteristics as their job tenure increased and 
the lower-rated Head Nurses experienced increased evidence 
of the core job characteristic's presence as their job 
tenure increased (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). Higher-rated 
Head Nurses may experience decreased evidence of their 
job's core characteristics because they learn the 
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position's fundamental responsibilities quickly and desire 
the challenges posed by a redesigned job. 
The relationship between MPS ratings and the Head 
Nurse's divisional assignments is a factor deserving 
consideration. Joiner et al. (1982) found that MPS means 
were the lowest for nurses working in psychiatry and the 
highest for nurses working in critical care. The critical 
care Head Nurses had an MPS mean of 225.5 and the 
psychiatry Head Nurses had an MPS mean of 188.2. Based on 
this investigation's findings, the critical care Head 
Nurses are an example of higher-rated performers whose MPS 
is predicted to decrease based on their high performance 
mean of 57.0 and their low job tenure mean of 1.7 years. 
These data indicate that this is a group of Head Nurses 
deserving consideration as possible candidates for job 
redesign intervention to maintain high MPS ratings and 
performance. 
Additional statistical analysis showed that four 
separate JDS factors influenced performance ratings. 
Discriminant analysis identified that the JDS factors of 
pay, task significance, and meaningfulness of work 
contributed positively to performance ratings. The highe:r; 
Head Nurses scored on these variables, the more likely 
they were to be rated above the median. Also, 
discriminant analysis identified that the JDS factor of 
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growth need satisfaction contributed negatively to 
performance ratings. The higher Head Nurses scored on 
this variable, the more likely they were to be rated below 
the median. 
Factors identified through discriminant analysis as 
contributors to a specific performance category further 
describe and distinguish the two groups of Head Nurses. 
The inclusion of pay was not surprising because of its 
identification as a major work dissatisf ier for nurses 
(Wandelt et al., 1981). However, as a hygiene factor not 
directly related to the work itself, pay should not 
contribute to performance motivation (Herzberg, 1966). 
Task significance is a core job characteristic related to 
the work itself and directly responsible for performance 
motivation (Hackman, 1977). The work's meaningfulness 
concerns employee's perceptions of their universal 
contribution to others through their job efforts (Hackman 
and Oldham, 1980). Head Nurses rating these three JDS 
factors very highly were more likely to be rated above the 
median. However, Head Nurses with high growth need 
satisfaction were more likely to be rated below the median 
implying that these nurses needs for growth and 
development were being met (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). 
These findings indicate that JDS pay, task significance, 
and meaningfulness of the work ratings can predict above-
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median performance ratings and also describe Head Nurses 
who rate highly these aspects of their jobs. Growth need 
satisfaction ratings can predict below-median performance 
ratings and also describe Head Nurses who find this need 
being met in their jobs. 
Job Satisfaction 
The study of job satisfaction continues to generate 
interest because of the remaining speculation about job 
satisfaction's impact upon job performance. The 
investigation of job satisfaction among nurses offers the 
researcher a tradition rich in speculation that 
unfortunately provides few answers (Aiken et al., 1981; 
Brett, 1983; Ginzberg et al., 1982; Gordon, 1982; 
Imparato, 1973, Joiner et al., 1982; Katz, 1969; Levine, 
1978; Mccloskey, 1974; Munson and Heda, 1974; Reese et 
al., 1964; Slavitt, 1978; Wandelt et al., 1981; Weisman et 
al., 1981). The Head Nurses illustrate this point because 
the ANOVA statistic found that job satisfaction levels did 
not significantly distinguish those in either performance 
group from one another. Though no connection linking 
performance and job satisfaction was identified by the 
ANOVA statistic, comparison of the demographic 
characteristics of the Head Nurses in each category and 
discriminant analysis did identify some differences 
between the members in each performance category. 
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Job satisfaction was measured by the Minnesota 
satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) which yielded a general 
job satisfaction score for each Head Nurse. Calculation 
of the MSQ median established both above-median and below-
median job satisfaction for Head Nurses in each of the two 
performance categories. In general, job satisfaction 
increased as age increased for the Head Nurses in both 
performance categories. 
The MSQ also provides individual scores for its 
twenty factors. The three factors to which Head Nurses 
gave their lowest-satisfaction scores were compensation, 
company policies and practices, and advancement. These 
factors are job aspects external to the performance of 
their duties. Eliminating the problematic aspects of 
these factors may lessen dissatisfaction but not increase 
job satisfaction (Herzberg, 1966). Factors upon which 
Head Nurses consistently scored high were social service 
and moral values. These aspects of the work hold an 
intrinsic appeal that can meet higher-order needs (Maslow, 
1970). The absence of these factors may also cause 
dissatisfaction because of their relationship to the 
perceived meaningfulness of the work (Hackman and Oldham,~ 
1970). 
Discriminant analysis identified three MSQ factors 
that contribute to performance ratings. MSQ company 
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policies and practices contributed negatively to 
performance ratings. The higher Head Nurses rated this 
factor the more likely they were to be rated below the 
median. This finding leads to the conclusion that those 
who found institutional policies disagreeable were 
consequently rated lower. The higher Head Nurses scored 
on the MSQ factors ability utilization and variety, 
similar to the core job characteristics, the more likely 
they were to be rated above the median. Those factors 
contributed positively to performance ratings. 
Three conclusions regarding the connection between 
job satisfaction and job performance are suggested by 
these data. General job satisfaction levels did not 
clearly distinguish members of either performance 
category. However, the data also found that general job 
satisfaction levels were higher for older nurses. These 
two findings suggest neither the appropriateness of nor 
necessity for interventions designed to increase job 
satisfaction with the hope of positively affecting work 
performance. However, discriminant analysis findings 
recommend that job satisfaction factors most likely to 
influence an increase in performance ratings concern the • 
work itself. If any interventions are to be undertaken, 
these data recommend that the work itself should be 
altered. 
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values 
Values influence managerial decision making through 
the selection of available behavioral options reflective 
of individual belief systems (Brown, 1976; Conner, 1975; 
England, 1975). The Head Nurses in the two different 
performance categories shared similar values. These data 
indicated that values did not separate the Head Nurses 
from one another with respect to performance. However, 
the Head Nurses' values require consideration from a 
managerial perspective and a professional nursing 
viewpoint. 
Review of the Head Nurse's values offers the 
potential to predict some of their behavior. From a 
managerial perspective the Head Nurses in both performance 
categories valued organizational efficiency, high 
productivity and managers. These values predict that 
managerial decisions will reflect efforts to maintain 
and/or increase efficiency and productivity. From a 
nursing viewpoint both performance groups valued skill. 
This value predicts that nursing decisions will respect 
the skill level necessary to maintain high professional 
standards. These data on values suggest that the Head 
Nurses would not make decisions that had the potential to 
greatly sacrifice economic stability or compromise 
professional standards (England, 1975). 
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Distinctions between Head Nurses with different 
primary value orientations were well defined. Operative 
values for the pragmatic Head Nurses were clearly success-
oriented. One interpretation of these data is that the 
pragmatic Head Nurses may be more effective as members of 
the budget committee while the affective Head Nurses may 
be more effective as members of social committees. Both 
committees support important aspects of organizational 
functioning. 
Regression analysis identified that PVQ influence 
and aggressiveness combined to account for 25% of the 
variance in performance ratings. The higher Head Nurses 
scored on these two components the more likely they were 
to be given above-median performance ratings. Similar 
findings were reported in another study (McClelland and 
Boyatzis, 1982). These data indicate that influence and 
aggressiveness were subtlely rewarded through performance 
evaluation for the Head Nurses. 
The Head Nurses identified that factors reflective 
of their primary orientations and of high importance were 
operative values for them. Operative values are certain 
to influence the Head Nurse's behavior (England, 1975). 
However, identification of particular values does not 
imply that the Head Nurse's jobs offered expression for or 
acceptance of these values (Slavitt et al., 1978). 
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Needs 
-
Need satisfaction motivates behavior in a manner 
similar to the way in which values direct behavior. 
workers experience different need levels with respect to 
their jobs. For instance, workers motivated by a high 
need for aggression will probably display different job 
behaviors than workers motivated by a high need for 
deference. Need levels also influence job performance 
{Pennings, 1970; Porter et al., 1976). 
Head Nurses in both performance categories had high 
need levels as measured by the Edwards Personal Preference 
Schedule {EPPS) for achievement, aggression, autonomy, 
change, dominance, and intraception. Other investigations 
report similar findings with respect to individual 
managerial need structure and performance {Hackman and 
Oldham, 1980; McClelland and Boyatzis, 1982; Porter, 
1963). The fact that Head Nurses shared a need structure 
analagous to managers participating in other studies 
implies some generic similarities among workers in the 
managerial role. 
Regression analysis identified that EPPS autonomy 
accounted for 8% of the variance in performance ratings. 
The higher Head Nurses scored on autonomy the more likely 
they were to receive below-median performance ratings. 
Discriminant function identified that the higher Head 
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Nurses scored on EPPS achievement the more likely they 
were to receive above-median performance ratings. The · 
Head Nurses in the two performance groups were 
distinguished with respect to autonomy and achievement. 
Evaluators of the Head Nurses appeared to rate achievement 
much more highly than autonomy. Head Nurses with high 
autonomy needs may experience frustration in meeting that 
need in their jobs. 
The identification of operative values and high 
needs is important for understanding the Head Nurse's 
motivational structure. Assessment of value structure and 
need level indicates the extent to which identified needs 
and values are operative for each Head Nurse. However, 
needs and values do not identify the extent to which the 
work setting enhances or inhibits the expression of 
particular values and needs. Head Nurses whose operative 
values and high needs were well matched were strongly 
motivated to behave in ways reflective of their needs and 
values. Head Nurses are not predicted to remain in jobs 
through which they are unable to express their operative 
values and meet their high needs. 
Education and job tenure were two demographic 
characteristics that made major contributions to below-
median performance ratings. Both variables were 
identified as salient throughout the data reporting. The 
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connection between higher levels of education and lower 
performance ratings is enigmatic with respect to the 
nursing profession's continuing emphasis upon the BSN 
degree as the level of entry to practice. However, the 
situation appears less phenomenal with respect to NMH's 
institutional loss of a diploma program within the past 
four years. Their own diploma-educated nurses who 
remained at the institution without pursuing further 
education continue to receive high performance ratings. 
The reason for rating other nurses lower appears to be 
related to this situation. 
The link between increased job tenure and below-
median performance lends itself to more speculation than 
consideration of the educational characteristic. However, 
it seems highly probable that the longer Head Nurses 
remain in their jobs the more likely they are to choose 
one of two responses to their situations. They may decide 
to become less conforming and more questioning or they may 
decide to become more complacent and less questioning. If 
they attain a higher educational level during their 
advancing job tenure, they are even more subject to lower 
ratings. Evaluators may respond negatively to the Head 
Nurse's increasing complacency or decreasing conformity 
and rate their performance less favorably. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
oata Utilization 
Consideration of research findings can lead to 
proposals for follow-up studies. This study of first-line 
managers answered seven research questions by formulating 
profiles of the Head Nurses in two different performance 
categories. This point in the research process recommends 
that decisions be made about how to utilize the data now 
and in the future. 
Reactions to the study's findings readily lend 
themselves to categorization into three broad areas. 
These areas include making no changes, altering the Head 
Nurse role as it currently exists, or hiring different 
Head Nurses. The data could justify any of the three 
approaches based upon how the data are interpreted and the 
perspective from which it is viewed. However, before 
making changes based on the study's findings, the profile 
itself requires careful review because of its inability to 
identify statistically significant differences between the 
two performance groups. The existing data do identify the 
critical care nurses as a group deserving careful 
consideration because of the implications, discussed 
earlier, of their particular characteristics. 
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puture Research Directions 
One major direction is to continue utilization of a 
profile format to increase knowledge and understanding of 
an identified worker population. Secondly, that 
population should be first-line managers or managers in 
general because of their importance to organizations. The 
profile used in this study is recommended for continued 
use at NMH with its Head Nurse population. To expand the 
existing data base it established, the profile can also be 
used at any other hospitals similar to NMH with any 
managerial population working in that hospital. As 
hospitals continue to contemplate the realities of imposed 
work force reductions, they must know their managerial 
staffs. 
The implications for continued research based on 
the format developed and implemented in this study have 
relevance for: those interested in diagnosing a work 
climate, those interested in assessing worker perceptions 
before or after implementation of major organizational 
changes, those interested in assessing readiness for and 
reactions to management development programs, those 
interested in enhancing their knowledge of any identified· 
worker population, those interested in following a group 
of workers longitudinally. These are general, suggested 
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directions that must be modified and specified to meet the 
needs of individualized situations. 
Several specific research directions are also 
implied to further complement the data identified in this 
study. The existing profile can be expanded or diminished 
to include additional instruments or delete some presently 
included. Deletion or addition can reflect other related 
directions and interests. For instance, a future 
theoretical framework may not include values but may 
include assessment of managerial decision-making style. 
The profile's data can direct decisions for hiring 
practices, employee counseling, and training and 
development programs. Managers working in different 
departments can be compared with respect to the profile 
components. Managers can also be compared with respect to 
their demographic characteristics. 
Identification of performance was a major component 
of this study. The structure of this study should 
interest any organization interested in the links between 
motivation and job performance. Future research endeavors 
may define and operationalize job performance the same as 
or different from this study's definition of work 
performance. Regardless of the similarities or 
differences of work performance definitions, the 
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performance variable is recommended for comparison with an 
organized process for identifying workers. 
summary 
This study achieved its goal of outlining a profile 
of first-line nursing managers. The profile identified 
job reactions, values, and needs for Head Nurses with low 
and high job performance. The data gathered in this study 
described each group as more different than similar. The 
higher-rated performers usually responded positively to 
the design of their jobs, experienced low job 
satisfaction, had pragmatic values orientations, had high 
needs for dominance and achievement, and had operative 
values for skill, autonomy, achievement, organizational 
efficiency, high productivity, me and managers. The lower-
rated performers generally responded negatively to the 
design of their jobs, experienced low job satisfaction, 
had a pragmatic or affective value orientation, had low 
needs for deference and high needs for dominance and 
achievement, and operative values for skill, ability, high 
productivity, organizational efficiency, employees, my 
boss, and managers. Likely predictors of performance 
ratings were education, years in nursing, and job tenure •• 
As these factors increased, performance ratings were 
likely to decrease. The educational factor can be 
explained through possible lingering skepticism about 
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advanced educational credentials that has not caught up 
with the institution's change in educational alliance. 
older nurses with more seniority may be viewed by those 
who evaluate them as less compliant with established 
standards and were penalized through performance ratings. 
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Name o! :nvestigator: _M_i_s_s~y __ F_l_e_rn_i_n~g.._ ____________________ __ 
Name o! Sponsor (if different): D_r _ ._M......,..a~r=i=l-y~n_...S~u_s~rn~a~n.._ ____________________ _ 
Title o! Project: Establishing a Profile of First-Line Managers: 
~eeds, Values, and Job Reactions for Head Nurses 
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, 
Non-Medical Campuses has reviewed your research proposal involving 
human subjects. 
Review Date: 
...JL:_ The project as described has been approved by the IRB. 
The project is approved conditionally. Research may begin as soon 
as a letter has been sent to the IRB indicating that the researcher 
will comply with the conditions specified below. 
The project can ~ be approved as described. However, the IRB 
will give approval if written agreement is given the IRB that the 
conditions indicated below will be met. 
The project can~ be approved as described. The risks to the 
rights and welfare of the human participants which are inhere~t in 
this pro~ect are not sufficiently safeguarded and/or are not deemed justified given the potential outcome of this project. 
Remarks: 
Further details of this review may be obtained by contacting the 
Chairperson of the IRB. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this review process. 
Sincerely, 
~~~---David T. Czar, Ph.D. 
Chairperson, IRB 
A P P E N D I X B 
Job Diaposcic Suney 
CD the foll.ovin9 p&9ea you will find HVH'al. different k1ncb Of ques-
tiona abo\l1: your job. Specific inatructiona are 91 ... n at th• atart of 
each •~ion. Pl•••• read them carefially. It should t&lc• no more than 
25 mnutH to c:cmpl•t• th• entire questionnaire. Pl•••• move throu9h 
it quiclcly. 
':he queationa are designed to obtain ~ perceptio~s 
_of your lob ud your rea~iona to it. 
':here are no •u1c1c• questions. Your .individul answers will be kept 
completely confidential. Ple&H answer eech item •• honestly and 
franlcly aa poH.il:lle. 
'l'hanlc you for your cooperation. 
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Sectioa I 
'J!\ia ~ of th• questionnaire uka you to 
da.cribe·yo= job, u objecti-vely aa you can. 
l'l.Mae do not ue thia ~ ot th• qQ•stionn&i.r• to abow bov 
ach you i!i; or 4ialike your job. ~Htiona about ~t vill. 
caaa l.&ter. Instead, ~ to uke your description• aa 
M:Cm'&te &Dd aa objectiTe U ?OU poaail>l7 C:&no 
A. '!'D wb&t extent doe• yoUZ' job reqW.r• yoG to lllOrlc with ••c:hanic:al equipment? 
, 2-------l---------4---------5---~·-··-·1 
Vuy Uttle 1 th• Ml:ldarately -~ry auch; the job 
jab reqW.rH allloat requi.rH al.most 
ao con"ct with c:onnant wrlc with 
mechanical eqllip- mechanical equipment. 
aent of uy ldAd. 
Yoa are to c:i.rc:le the nmber which ia th• moat ac:curue 
description 'Of"YO= job. 
U, tor example, yoUZ' job require• you to work 
with aec:hanical eqW.pment a good deal ot the 
Um• • !:lat &l.o require• aoae paper'olOrlc • you 
aiCJht circle the number aix, aa waa done in the 
example above. 
U you do not understand th••• instruction•, please ulc for 
uaistanc:e. U you do understand them, l:>ei;.in nov. 
· 1. To vh&t exunt do.a your job require you to WoOrlc cloael v vi th other 
people (either •c!ienta,• er people in related job• in yo11.r ovn 
ar9anization) 7 
,_ ···---2....-,---3--------.a-------s---6··· ·· -1 
Vey little1 dul-
int with otbu 
people 1• not at 
all necHauy 1A 
doi.A9 Ch• job. 
lleldarately1 
-- 4e&l.1nt 
wieh ocher• 
u uceuuy. 
very auch1 deali.~CJ 
wieh other people 
is &n absolutely 
uaential and 
cni:i.al put of 
doiA9 Ch• job. 
2. low llUCh autoncey i• Chere 1A your job? ~t is, to vhat extent 
doe• your jcm perllit you to 4ec14e on Zour ovn bow to 90 &bo\lt 
doin9 Che worlc7 
1 2:----3--•-- · ·--s-~-6----1 
Very little 1 tbe ID!erau &utGftOllY; ~ auctu tbe 
job 9i•re• ae alaoat auy tbllp are job th•• •• 
ao personal •a&r' aud&rtiud and &laoat complete 
abo\lt bov and when •t •der ay coa- rHpona.U1ility 
Che wrlc 1• done. a:ol, bat J: oan for decidin9 hov 
Mice 9Cllle decision• and when th• 1110rk 
&!:lout Ch• wr k. ia done • 
3. ':a vhat extent dee• your jo!:I in90l•• doin9 a •wole• and ident1!1-
al:ll• piece of 111arlc? 1bat 1•• i• th• job a complete piece of 1110rk 
~ baa &n o!:lviou be91.nnin9 and •nd7 dr ia it only ..... 11 en 
of tbe ~wall piece of vcrlc, which 1• fini•h•d by other people or 
1'y autoaatic uchin••7 
1~-----2---------l---------•---------s---------6---------1 
My jo!:I 1a only a 
tiny put of the 
~uaU piece of 
wrk1 Che reaulu 
of ay &ctiYiti•• 
cannot be •••n in 
Che fiAal product 
Cll' Hl'Tice. 
My job 1a • 
mod•rate-ai&•d 
•chmsJc• of th• 
overall piece of 
~Jc; ay own 
conuiJNtion can 
be aHn in th• 
final outc:oa• • 
My job involvH 
doint th• whole 
piece of vcrlc, from 
•~ to finish: 
th• result• of ~Y 
activities are 
.. •ily •••n in the 
final product or 
Ml'"'ice. 
4. Bow auch variety i• there in your job? ~t u, to vhat extent 
do•• the job require you to do aany different thinCJS at 1110rlc, uunCJ 
a Y&ri•ty of your •kill• and talent•? 
1---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7 
Very 1i~tle I tbe 
job require• me to 
do th• same routine 
thinCJ• over and 
over &fain. 
6 
Very mucl'I: th• Job 
reqllir•• •• to do 
aany dif terent 
thinCJ•, ua:i.nCJ • 
n~u of di!!erent 
skills and ta~•nt•• 
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5. In qeneral how sicmificant or im"OO~ant i• you job? ~t b, are 
th• rHulu of your 1110rk l.ikely to •igN.!ic:anuy alf~ t.he livH or 
wll•be.1n9 of other pecple? 
,_. -2--------1------,--------5-----1---·-----1 
Jli:lt ftZY •iCJllJ.fi• 
cant; th• oacc:oae• 
ot •Y 'llaZ'k are ~ 
lU.ly u b&Te 
j,aporu.nt effec:ta 
Clll other people. 
IU.fbl.7 •iCJllJ,ti-
C&DtJ the o=c:ome• 
of •Y work can 
dfec:t other 
people in •ery 
JaporUAt w.ya. 
1. ~ what extent do m.anacrer• or c:o-wcrker• let yoo ll:nov bov well 700 
are do.1n9 on you job? 
--------2-~---····1---------4--······-5---------·-- .... , 
Vuy littler 
people almcst 
MTV let .. 
Jcnov how well 
I • do.i.n9. 
ID:leratelfr 
--ti.a•• people .. , 
P.•• .. 
•f .. dbac:k;• 
other ta•• 
tbey .. y DOto 
v.ry aoc:b1 m.ana,.rs 
or co-worker• pro•id• 
• w1tb alllost c:on-
aant •t .. db&c:k• 
abo= bov well I am 
doin9. 
7. ~ what extent does doint the job iUelf provide yo11 vitb inform.a• 
tion abollC yo11r wrk perfor1U.ftc•7 'Di&t ia, does t.he actual work iuelf 
provide c:la• abo= hcv well 1011 are doin9 • aside from any •teedbac:Jc• 
c:o9'110rlcera or supervisor• .. y pro•ide? 
1---------2-----~l---------•--------s---------6---------1 
Very littler t.h• 
job it••lf is ••t 
ap .o I c:oold wark 
fore•v ldt.J\0111: 
finclin9 OllC bov 
wll I am do.1n9. 
MDcleratelyr 
llOlletia•• doin9 
Cbe job proYidH 
•f .. dbac:k• u ••; 
8CIMtiaH it 
does not. 
Very auc:hr t.he 
job is Mt up mo 
Cbat I 9et almost 
constant •tHdbac:Jc• 
u I warlc aboi= 
bow well I &11 doin9. 
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t.isted :below are a number of statements which coW.d be u.aed to describe 
a job. 
You are to iAd.icate whether .. ch statement i• an 
acc:urate or an inaccurate description of-~ job. 
Qace a9&1A, plH•• try to be as o!rjec:U.Te u you can iA decid.in9 how 
&ec:m"atel.y each stat.ement descr~•• your job - re9ardleaa of whether 
,au 1 ilc• or d.ialike your j ob. 
2 3 ' 
Very Mo81:ly IU.gtitly Ollcert&in 
5 
Sli9htly 
Acc:u.rat• 
' Mo81:ly ' Very 
Inaccu.rat• IAacC\lrate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate 
1. ~. job reqW.rH - to aH a. number of c:ompla or bJ.9h-lwel slcills. 
2. ~. job reqW.r•• a lot of cooperatiT• vorlc with other people. 
3. 
-. 
s. 
•• 
'· 
•• 
'· 
_10. 
_11. 
_12. 
_11. 
_1 ... 
8 
~·· job is U'%&n99d so that I do ~ h&Te th• chance to do an ent!:e 
piec:• of worlc free begimU.n9 to end • 
.:aft doin9 the worlc required by the job prcwides :uny chancH for me 
to fi.,m'• oat bow well I aa do1A9. 
~ job is quite sillpl• and repetitin • 
ill• job caa be done adequately by a person worlcinlJ alone - without 
tallciD9 or checlcin9 with other people. 
ill• npel'Tiaor. and ca-worJcers on this job almost never !Jive me any 
•te.oacJc• &boiat bow well I • doiq iJl. my work. -
illi• job is one when a lot of other people can be affected by how 
vel.l the worJc 9et.a done. 
ill• job denies M any chance to 11•• •Y personal initia1:ive or 
jlldlJllent iA canyin9 oat the worJc. 
SUpervi.ors often let u lcnow l'lov well they t.!'l.i.nJc I ui perlor.11~::9 
the job. 
~. job prcwides •• the chance to coaapletel.y finish the pieces- of 
worJc I begin. 
ill• job i taalf prcwides Tery few clues about whet.'ier. or not I 1.111 
perfom.i.D9 well. 
ill• job fi••s •• considerable opportunity for independence and 
freedc. iA how 1 do the worlc. 
'%tie job itself is not very significant or important in th• l:i::ac!e:' 
scheme of t.tU.nlJS· ~ 
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-R:iw pl•••• inclic:&te bow xcu personally feel about vour job. 
llaeb of the suteaenta below ia 8CIUthi.n41 that & person llifht ay 
about hi• or ber job. l'Ou are to indicate J'Q=" own, personal 
feeliru1• &!:lout yoar ;ob by aarld.D41 bow imc:b you •gr- wit.b each 
of th• sut .. enta. 
2 3 ' Dia&grH Dia&grH Reatral 
SUIJhU1 
5 
... 
SU~:r 
1. It'• 1t0t bard, on this job, for M to care •ery much &!:lout whether or 
DDt th• wrll: feta dDD• rifbt. 
2. lly opi&ion of ayHlf toe• ap when I do W.• jab wu. 
'· MHt of th• thiA99 I ba•• to do oa th1• job .... UHlH• or triTiAl. 
- . 
5. ·1 uully lmov vbether or DOt ay wrk ia uUafac:tory on ~ job. 
1. I fHl a grut Mil•• of personal uUafaction when :Z: do .this job well. 
7. 'fh• wrk % do oa tbi• job i• very MMintJful to me. 
•• 
'· 
10. 
:Z: feel a •ery hifih dagr .. of personal responsi~ility for th• work 
:z: do on th1• job. 
% f .. l Nd and unhappy vhen I discover that :Z: have performed poorly 
en this job. 
_,,. :Z: often ha•• trouble fifU.Z'inf out whether :Z:'• doin41 well or poorly 
OD this job. 
_12. 
- "· 
_1s. 
:Z: feel :Z: should personally t&k• th• credit or bl11111• for th• results 
of •Y "'°rJc on tbi• job. 
% • t•nerally aatiafied with th• Jc:l.Jsd of wcrJc :Z: do in this job. 
My own t .. 11nqa are not a!fec:ted mac:h one -r or the other 
by how wll :Z: do on tii!'a job. 
~•th•r or not this job t•t• done rifht i• clearly !I responsibility. 
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SeaioD4 
llov pl•••• :l.Adicat• hov Htisfi•d you are with uch upect of 
Jiau.I' ju U.ated Mlow. Qlce &IJa~. ~it• the appropriau naml>er 
:I.A the lal&Dll b•aide uc:A n.at ... nt. 
&ov aatiafied are rou with thi• aspect of your 1ob? 
1 2 3 .. 
IXtr-aly DiHatiafied 11iptly lleUU'al 
6 
lati•tied 
7 
!lco:rem.iy 
Satisfied Diaaatiafied Dia .. tiafied 
1. 'Dle m.:nmt of job aec:=ity I baTe. 
2. '?he uount of pey and fr:l.A.,a benetita I rec:eiTe. 
3. '?he UO\Zt of per.oDal 91'0VCh and dnalopaent I CJet :I.A doing sy job. 
4. 'Dle people I talk to and ..arlc with on •Y job. 
s. 'Dle de.,rH of napect ud fair treatment I receive free 'Ill'/ boas. 
7. ':he chuce to Cjet to know other people vhil•· on the job. 
1. '!'!le uiount of support and guidance I receive from ~ 1uper1isor. 
t. ':he dqrH to which I • fairly paid for. vhat I contrilluu to this 
or9aniaation. 
____ 10. ':he .mount of .USdependent thouCJht and action I c:&11 exercise .n my 
ju. 
____ t 1. 8'v secure thinCJ• look for .. in the future in this or9aniza ti on. 
~12. ':he chance to help other people while at vorlt. 
_13. 1'1• amouru~ of challen99 in •Y job. 
_14. 1'1• overall quality of the auperriaion I receive in my work. 
lO 
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SecrioD 5 
llov pl.HH ~ of the othu peciel• in 10= or9anizauon 
wbo bold th• Niii• job you do. If Do oD• h&a •actly the 
.... job u you, ~ of the job vbJ.ch 1- · ••t •j.mj,J.u = 
~· 
a .... ·w.u &tloQt bov acc:=at.i.1 each of the ft&teaeDU deacril:les 
t:.ll• fe-1.inp of ~ .. people about t:.ll• jell. 
n 1- quite &11 rifht 1f yoc asven her• an different from wen ycu 
deaail:led 10ur ovn reac:tiona to the jell. ott.u different people feel 
quite d!fferently about t:.lle NIM jell. 
cnce a9&1A, vrit• a number in 'tM !»lank for .. c:h statmunt, baHd on this 
acale1 
Jlov much do 70u &qrH vith the natmnt7 
• 
l ' Di .. qree Heutral 
Sl.19htly 
7 
AqrH 
Stron91y 
t. *'" people on this job feel a p:ut aenH of personal uuafac-:io:i 
vhen t:.lley do th• job well. 
J. Moat people OD this job feel that the vork ia uelHa or trivial. 
4. Moat people on this job feel a CJ~Ht deal of person&l ruponsibility 
for th• work they do. 
5. Mo•t people on this job have a pretty 9ood idH of how well they are 
perfomi1'9 their work. 
6. Most people on this job find the vork very aeanin9ful. 
7. Moat peopl • on this job te.i. that whether or not the job qeu done 
r~9ht 1a clearly ~heir own reaponail:lilitY• 
t. Moat people on this job hel bad or unhappy vhen they find thu they 
h&ve perfoe11ed th• vork poorly. 
_10. Moat people OD this job have trouble fifUZ'in9 o'IZC whether they are 
doin9 a 'Cfood or • bad job. 
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I.lated below an a number ot c:h&rac:teriH.ic:a vhic:h could be 
prHent OD any job. Peopl • 4iffer ~ut bow m=h they wow. d 
like 1:0 b&Ye eac:.b oee pruent iA their own j=•· We &re inter• 
uted iD 1eaniA9 hov·much xcu enon&lly would like 1:0 ~. Heh 
me prHat in your j=• 
Oain9 the acale below, pleue in4icate th• d•orH to which YQ1.1 
~ like 1:0 hone each chuacteriatic prHent in your j =. 
MOT11 ~. numbers OD thi• acale are 4if~erent fraa tboH aaed 
iA prwiou acal••· 
4 5 
Mould 1JJce 
b&9iA9 t.hi• only 
a moderate llllOUDt 
ror le••> 
I 7 . I 
tlould like 
ba•in9 thi• 
••Zl' a\ich 
' 
10 
Mould like 
bavin9 this 
extremelv 
llUCh 
3. Q\ancea to exerci•• independent thou9ht and action in my job. 
5. Very friendly c:o-vorlcera. 
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-- ---------------------------------------- ------· 
12 
7. Bi9h Ml.ary and good friAp Hnef1u. 
a. Opportunities to be creati•• and ima9inati•• in my vcrk. 
t. Quick prcmotiona~ 
_10. OpportwtitiH for penonal trowth and development in my job. 
_11. A ••n•• of worthwhile accomplishment. in my work. 
Section 7 
,.opla titter in th• ldnd• of job• they 1111C1uld aost l.UC. to hold. ':he 
qiiastion• in ~· Met.ion fi'H you a chance to .. y jWlt wh&t it is 
&boat a job that i• ll08t iaport&Dt. to~· 
Par each !'"•stion, tvio different kinda of job• are 
!lriaflr deacr~d. You are to indicate wtlic:h of the 
'obs ;rou personally 1111C1uld prefer • il you bad to a&Jca 
a c:Jloice bat."9an th-. 
%n aD8'1U'1nf uc:h qiiestiOD, aaauaa that. H'UytlU.n9 •lM lboat the job is 
t.ha a&aa. i.y at.tent.ion oDly to th• c:h&rac:urist.ic:• ac:t'lally lJ.Red. 
'l\ID ex .. pl•• are fiYan below. 
A job requ.ir1n9 wrk .l job reqiiir1n9 work 
with aec:hanic:al eqW.p1ant with other people aon 
ao.c of 1:he d.ay. of th• day. 
1----·-2---__:0----·- 5 
ftroa9ly 11ifhtly · ll9uual lli9btly Stron9ly 
Prefer A Jlrafer • .l Jlreter I Prefer I 
• 
lf you like work1n9 with people and work1n9 vi.th 
equipaent equally well, you would circle th• 
~ 3, a• baa been dona in th• exupl• • 
• • • • 
Ber• i• another uupla. '1!1ia one a•k• for a harder c:ho.ic:• - bat.ween t.wc JO.bs 
vhic:h both ha•• acme 1mdesirabl• faat.ur••· 
A job located 200 aulH 
froa your heme and tam;.ly. 
.l job requir1n9 you to 
axpoH yourself to con• 
aidarable physical dan9er. 
1--------~--------l------------•-----------s Stron9ly Slightly Hlutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer .l Prefer I Prefer I 
U you "°uld sli.fht.ly prefer riskinf phys.ic:al dan9er 
to working far from your home, you vou.!d c:;.rcle 
ni=J)er 2, as has bHn dor.ie in the example. 
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l4 
a..! 
1. A job wben the i-Y 1• 
TU7 fOOd· 
, 2 
ltnafl.J' IUptlJ' 
Praler A Pralu A 
2. A 'ob wbere :rou are 
ottu nqaJ.rlld to ll&b 
iaport.ult dec:iaioDae 
, 2 
ltnnfly IUtbtlJ' 
Prefer A Pref er A 
3. A job 1n wbic:b wnatu 
napoeailiil1t1' 1a 
9iYen 1:0 t!loae wbo 
do U. ~ .. t vork. 
3 
lleaual 
3• 
hUUal 
a.! 
A job -n then La 
aouiderabl• opportimity 
to be c:reaUY• and 
i.zlDOV&tiYe • 
ll. ifbtl,,. 
Pref er I 
5 
A j o1t vit.h ll&DJ' pl •Hant 
people to vor.k with. 
ll.icrbtl :r 
Prater I 
ltrcmfly 
Pref er I 
A 'ob 1n wbic:h tr•• ter 
respouib1Ut7 1• fiYen 
to loyal •pl oyees who 
b&Ye tb• 110at seniority. 
1 2 J• 
·---------.----·------s IUonflJ' ll.ifbtlJ' 
Pref er A Prefer A 
'· A job in us or9an.iaation 
whic:b u LA financial 
trouble • and llifbt have 
to c:lo•• down within the 
year. 
llesatral ll.ilfbtlJ' ltron9ly 
Pref er I Pref er I 
·A job in vbic:h you are 
not allowed to ha•• any 
.. Y vbatner i."l how your 
wrk i• .ched'Ul.ed, or in 
the procedures to be used 
in euryin9 it out. 
. 1--· -2----------3----------4····· ····5 
Stron9ly 
Prefer A 
llesatral Stron9ly 
Prefer I 
A job where your c:o-woricers 
are not ••ry friendly. 
1-----------2---------l·---------4·---------s 
Stron9ly 
Prefer A 
Sli9htly 
Prefer A 
Hesatral 
6. A job •itb a wperYhor who 
1• often ••ry c:ritieal of 
you and your work in front 
of. other people. 
A job vbich pr.,,enu you 
froa usin9 a number of 
skills that you worked 
hard to d.,,elop. 
t-----------2------------3-----------4-----------s Stron9ly 
Prefer A 
s:. iqhtl y 
Prefer A 
Neutral r.. 1:;!':-:1 y 
~e!er I 
St:-=n~ly 
P:'e!er 3 
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JOB l 
7. i'1Qi vit.h a npen'i90r 
tiltlo reape1:1:a ,au 
ucl czuta ,au f&irlJ'• 
.70B I i10i wtU.c:b prOYidH 
aonatant oppcrtizJ.tie.- · 
for yaa to learn new 
•d iAter•Rinf thin9s. 
1----------2 ----3 ---&---------5 
IUcmlJl.J' 11.itbtly ••UU&l 111.iptlf ftroDIJlJ' 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer a Prefer a 
• 1. A 'ob wben then 1a a 
·reai chuc:a yo11 eoald 
be laid off. 
A 'ob vi t!I •U7 li t.tl e 
cb&Dce ~ do c:h&llen11in9 
work. 
1-------------2 3----------·---------5 StroalJly ll1i9btl7 · .. UU&l 111ifbtlJ' ICZOD9ly 
Prefer A hater A Prefer • Prefer • 
t. A 'ob ill wbic:b t.hen 1a 
a real cbuce for ,aa m 
dnalop aev aJcilla ad 
actruce iD th• or9azU.aa• 
Uon. 
A 'ob wbicb prOYidH 
lot• of ••cation tia• 
ud ua •calleni frin11• 
benefit paclca9e. 
1----------2----------3-------------·,, _________ 5 
ftroa9ly ·1U9htly .. au&l l1i9btl1 su·on11ly 
Prefer A ITefer A ITefer • Prefer I 
10. A job wit.ti little freedoll 
and independence to do 
yoar "Ork in th• way yoa 
thillk ben. 
l job where the vcrk.inq 
conditions are poor. 
1---:--------3--~-----5 ftronlJl.1 
Pref er A 
11. A 'ob with very 
a&t1afyin9 team-work. 
IUonfly 
Prefer B 
A 'ob which allows you 
to QH your 1Jcilh and 
Uilities to the f~lHt 
•tent. 
1·----------2-----------3-····------4--- 5 
Stronqly 
Pref er A 
S1.i11htly 
Prater A 
1%. A job which offer• 
little or no c:h&llenp. 
Neutral Sl.i9htl:y 
Prefer • 
Stron9ly 
Prefer I 
A job which requires ycu 
to be completely :i.solaud 
trm co-workers. 
1-----------2-..---------3-----------4-----------s Stronqly 
Prefer A 
Sl.:i.9htly 
P:-e!er l 
Neutral Slightly 
Prefer I 
Stron9!y 
P':'e!er ! 
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Confidential 
Your answers to the questions and all other information you give us will be held in strictest confidence. 
_,,"" 
1. Check ane: 0 Male 0 Female 
2. When were you born? _________ 19 __ 
3. Circle the number af years of schoaling you completed: 
" 5 6 7 8 
Grode Schoal 
9 10 11 12 
High School 
13 14 15 16 
College 
17 18 19 20 
Graduate or 
Professional · Schoal 
201 
4. What is your present job colled?--------------------------
5. What d' you do on your present job?------------------------
6. How long hove you been on your present job? _____ years _____ m,onths 
7. What would you coll your occupation, your usual line of work? ______________ _ 
8. How long hove you been in this line of work? _____ years -----months 
2 
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minnesota satisfaction questionnaire 
Directions 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to give you a chance to tell how you f-1 about your present iob, 
what things you are satisfied with and what things you are not satisfied with. 
On the basis of your answers ond those of people like you, we hope to get a better understanding of the 
things people like and dlsllke about their lobs. 
On the following poges you will find statements about certain ospects of yaur present fob. 
• Read each statement carefully. 
• Decide how you feel obout the aspect of your job described by the statement. 
-Circle 1 if you are not satisfied (if that aspect is much poorer than you would like it to be). 
-Circle 2 if you are only sll9htly satisfied (if that aspect is not quite what you would like it to be). 
-Circle 3 if you are satisfied (if that aspect is what you would like it to be). 
-Circle 4 if you are very satisfied (if that aspect is even better than you expected it to be). 
-Circle 5 if you are extremely satisfied (if that aspect is much better than you hoped it could be). 
• Be sure to keep the statement in mind when deciding how you feel about that aspect of your iob. 
• Do this for all statements. Answer every item. 
• Do not turn baclc to previous statements. 
Be frank. Give o true picture of your feelings about your present fob. 
3 
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.Asli yourself: How scrtisfied am I with this aspect ol my ;ol:i? 
1 means I om not scrtlsfied (this ospecf of my job is much poorer than I would like it to be). 
2 means I am only sllglttly scrtlsfied (this aspect of my job is not quite what I would like it to be). 
3 means I am satisfied (this aspecf of my job is what I would like it to be). 
4 means I am very satisfied (this aspect of my job is even better than I expected it to be). 
5 means I om extremely scrtisfied (this aspect of my job is much better than I hoped it could be). 
On my present /ob, tlti1 11 ltow I feel about • • • 
Far each statement 
circle a number. 
1. The chance to be of service to others. 2 3 4 5 
2. The chance to try out some of my own ideas. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Being able to do the job without feeling it is morally wrong. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. The chance to work by myself. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. The variety in my work. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. The chance to have other workers look to me for direction. 2 3 4 5 
7. The chance to do the kind of work that I do best. 2 3 4 5 
8. The social position in the community that goes with the job. 2 3 4 5 
9. The policies and practices toward employees of this company. 2 3 4 5 
10. The woy my supervisor and I understand eoch other. 2 3 4 5 
11. My job security. 2 3 4 5 
12. The amount of pay for the work 1-.0o. 2 3 4 5 
13. The working conditions (heating, lighting, ventilation, etc.) an this job. 2 3 4 5 
1... The opportunities for advancement on this job. 2 3 4 5 
15. The technical "know-how" of my supervisor. 2 3 4 5 
16. The spirit of cooperation among my co-workers. 2 3 4 5 
17. The chance to be responsible for planning my work. 2 3 4 5 
18. The way I am noticed when I do a good job. 2 3 4 5 
19. Being able to see the results of the work I do. 2 3 .. 5 
20. The chance to be active much of the time. 2 3 4 5 
21. The chcince to be of service to peciple. 2 3 4 5 
22. The chance to do new and original things on my own. 2 3 4 5 
23. Being cible to do things that don't go against my religious beliefs. 2 3 4 5 
2... The chcince to work alone on the job. 2 3 4 5 
25. The chance to do different things from time to time. 2 3 4 5 
4 
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.A.a yoursell: How sotldied om I witlt tliiJ aspect o1 my ;o&? 
1 means I om not satisfied (this aspect of my job is much poorer than I would like it to be). 
2 means I om only sllghtly sotidied (this aspect of my job is not quite what I would like it to be). 
3 means I om sotidied (this aspect of my job is what I would like it to be). 
4 medns I am very satisfied (this aspect of my job is even better than I expected it to be) • 
.5 means I am extremely satisfied (this aspect of my job is much better than I hoped it could be). 
for eoc:h atotement 
On my present lob, tltls Is how I feel about • • • circle a number. 
26. The chance to tell other worken how to do things. 1 2 3 
' 
.5 
27. The chance to do work that is well suited to my abilities. 1 2 3 
' 
5 
28. The chance to be "somebody" in the community. 1 2 3 
' 
5 
29. Company policies and the woy in which they are administered. 2 3 
' 
5 
30. Th• way my bass handln his men. 2 3 
' 
5 
31. The -y my job provides for a secure future. 2 3 
' 
5 
32. The chance to make as much money as my friends. 2 3 
' 
5 
33. The physical surroundings where I -rk. 2 3 
' 
5 
3'. The chances of getting ahead an this job. 2 3 
' 
.5 
35. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions. 2 3 
' 
5 
36. The chance to develop close friendships with my co-worken. 2 3 
' 
5 
37. The chance to make decisions on my own. 2 3 
' 
5 
· 38. The -y I get full credit for the work I do. 2 3 
' 
5 
39. Being able to toke pride in a job well done. 2 3 
" 
5 
'°· Being able to do something much of the time. 2 3 
' 
5 
41. The chance to help people. 2 3 
' 
5 
42. The chance to try something different. 2 3 
" 
5 
43. Being able to do things that don't go against my conscience. 2 3 
' 
5 
44. The chance to be alone on the job. 2 3 
' 
5 
.-.s. The routine in my work. 2 3 
' 
5 
"6. The chance to supervise other people. 2 3 
' 
5 
'7. The chance to make use of my best abilities. 2 3 
' 
5 
-'8. The chance to "rub elbows" with important people. 2 3 
' 
5 
-'9. The way employees ore informed about company policies. 2 3 
' 
5 
50. The way my boss bocks his men up (with top management). 2 3 
' 
5 
5 
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.4slr yourself: How aatlsfied om I with this osped al my jaO? 
1 means I am not aatlsfied (this aspect of my job is much poorer than I would like it to be). 
2 means I am only slightly satisfied (this aspect of my job is not quite what I would like it to be). 
3 means I am aatlsfied (this aspect af my job is what I would like it to be}. 
' means I am very aatisfied (this aspect of my job is even better than I expected it to be). 
5 means I am e.xtremely satisfied (this aspect of my job is much better than I hoped it could be). 
On my present fob, tltls Is #tow I feel about • • • 
For each lla19ment 
circle o number. 
51. The -y my job provides for steady employment. 2 3 
' 
5 
52. How my pay compares with that for similar jobs in other companies. 2 3 
' 
5 
53. The pleasantness of the working conditions. 2 3 
' 
5 
54. The way promotions are given out on this job. 2 3 
' 
5 
55. The way my boss delegates work to others. 2 3 
' 
5 
56. The friendliness of my co-workers. 2 3 
' 
5 
57. The chance to be responsible for the work of others. 2 3 
' 
5 
58. The recognition I get for the work I do. 2 3 
' 
5 
59. Being able to do something worthwhile. 2 3 ... 5 
60. Being able ta stay busy. 2 3 
' 
5 
61 . The chance ta do things for other people. 2 3 
' 
5 
62. The chance to develop new ond better ways ta do the job. 2 3 
' 
5 
. 
63. The chance to do things that don't harm other people. 2 3 
' 
5 
6'. The chance ta work independently of others. 
··········· ....... 
2· 3 
' 
5 
65. The chance to do something different every day. 
. .... ································· 
2 3 
' 
5 
66. The chance ta tell people what to do. 2 3 
' 
5 
67. The chance to do something that makes use of my abitrties. 1 2 3 ... 5 
68. The chance to be important in the eyes of others. 
··············· 
..... 1 2 3 ... 5 
69. The way company policies ore put into practice. 2 3 
' 
5 
70. The way my boss takes care of complaints brought ta him by his men. 2 3 
' 
5 
71. How steody my job Is. 2 3 
' 
5 
72. My pay and the amount of ~ork I do. 2 3 
' 
5 
73. The physical working conditions of the job. . 2 3 
' 
5 
7 '-· The chonces for ~dvancement on this job. 2 3 
' 
5 
75. The way my boss provides help on hard problems. 2 3 
' 
5 
6 
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Aslr yourse/I: How sotislied am I with fltis asped al my job? 
1 means I am not sotisfied (this aspect of my job is much poorer than I would like it to be). 
2 means I am only sllglttly sotlsfied (this aspect of my job is not quite what I would like it to be). 
3 means I om satislied (this aspect of my job is what I would like it to be). 
4 means I om Yery sotisfied (this aspect of my job is even better than I expected it to be). 
5 -means I om extremely satisfied (this aspect of my job is much better than I hoped it could be1. 
On my present /ob, tltis Is how I feel about • • • 
for each state,,.ent 
circle a number. 
76. The way my co-workers are easy to moke friends with. 2 3 4 5 
77. The freedom to use my own judgment. . .................. 2 3 4 5 
78. The way they usually tell me when I do my job well. 2 3 4 s 
79. The chance to do my best ot all times. 2 3 4 5 
80. The chance to be "on the go" all the time. 2 3 4 s 
81. The chance to be of sOll'le small service to other people. 1 2 3 4 s 
82. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job. 1 2 3 4 s 
83. The chance to do the job without fnling I am cheating anyone. 2 3 4 5 
84. The chance ta work away from others. 2 3 4 5 
85. The chance to do many different things on the job. 2 3 4 s 
86. The chance ta tell others what to do. 2 3 4 5 
87. The chance to make use of my abilities and skills. 2 3 4 5 
88. The chance to hove a definite place in the community. 2 3 4 5 
89. The way the company treats its employees. 2 3 4 5 
90. The personal relationship betwnn my boss and his men. 2 3 4 s 
91. The way layoffs and transfers are avoided in my job. 2 3 4 5 
92. How my pay compares with that of other workers. 1 2 3 4 s 
93. The working conditions. 1 2 3 4 s 
94. My chances for advancement. 2 3 4 s 
95. The way my boss trains his men. 2 3 4 5 
96. The way my co-workers get along with each other. 2 3 4 5 
'17. The responsibility of my job. 2 3 4 5 
98. The praise I get for doing o good job. 1 2 3 4 s 
99. The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job. 1 2 3 4 s 
100. Being able to keep busy oil the time. 2 3 4 s 
7 
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Personal Values 
·Questionnaire 
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e Copyrl1t.t 18115, .,, the 
lndustrtal Relata. Cents, 
University al MJaamota 
·\ 
Penonal Values Questionnaire 
Thill qu•tloluWre ii put al • raeuda ltucl1 al ...-1 nlua. 
The ..... al the ltudy .. to ....... hnw ladMcLall lool ... wlclf' 
ran• al toplcl. These topks ue •bout ...... p!Upl el peeple. ptt· 
-•I 1oalt, •1•nlzallonel pah uid s-al lileaL 
You wlD be ubcl lo fudge the depee to which .di loplc b: 
(1) lmportHt, (2) pleannt, (3) right, ucl (4) llUCCeSlful la complclin11 
this questionnaire, please mab :rour fudpnenb on the bull of wl1al 
these lc•pk:s meu lo JClll u u lncllvldual. 
Under.., dmmwWleel win :rour WMclual ieaponitSi be _d .. 
•vallable to uyone eacept the raeuch woden. 'l1ae .... - .,.. at· 
tempU111 to pths ue fw UR °"'1 tn - raeuda profed • penm1al 
....... 
la •dvance - Rh to tlianl JUU far ,._ pmtldpatlon In thl1 
ltucl1. It II through eoopenliGll In lltuclim euch u this that we an 
•clvance - undent•ndlog al hu-n behavior. 
"' 0 
00 
'··. 
lmlrudJons 
Rale 9- .......... a topic II lo JOU br Pladns n -x• I• the 
•Jlll'Ollflal• baa: the left bo• slgnllla high Importance; the middle 
111111, average lmporl•ntt; and the irtght bu .. low IDlporlance. 
11- 1ptdly whk:la of lhe dine dacrlptlon1 ( IUCaUlul. pins. 
ant, rlglit) be.t lndlatlea the -an1n1 of the loplc to JOUi lndiale 
your d1olce br pladna the DUlllbs ·r aa the line nnt I• It. Timi 
indlatle whlclt d-=rlptloa leut ladlcatea the topic'• -••1 ea JOU 
l•:r wrillna the ...._ T I• ... 1p11e9 pnwldN. Fl..U,, wlltle the 
nuanlia -i· neat lo ... mnalnint clnalpltoa. Complete al lop~ In 
11!11 manna and chel-li lo aee that the three dnutpllolll for nch topic 
line Lcom nnlied In die manllft' lmlruc:IM. 
f:Hmpl. 
A. an eumple, t .. e the topic PATRIOTISM. If JOU felt that It II 
of average Import•._, JOU would .... a c:hft• aw1i la the mlddle 
'-.Indicated. u JOU felt lhlit of the ..... dmcrtpllolll (plNsant. 
rlpt, and ~I) •irtpt• be.t lncllcatea what the lllpla _."'lo 
,...._ :ruu would wlltle the number •r aed to •r1g1at•, JI the daalptlaa 
• .. K'tt!'lrur Ind lndlcala what the topic 111e11• to ,.._ lhen ,_ 
wuuld wlltte the llUlllber-:1• Milt 1o·--.rur, u .a-. la the Mmple 
t..low. 11- JOU would place the number T ned ••the remalnln1 
detalpt-. la 11111 cue •pleuant". . ' 
For IOlne IQplat JOU ma:r fe.I tliat noae of the dtllaipllom apply. 
For eumple. JOU ma:r feel that for the toplo DISHONESIT, aeilher 
·111.-... n1•, •irtaht" nor •._lul" lndlcal• the -111111 to you. If 
Y"'' hawe dm trvub1', JOU me:r betll• br deddln1 whlc:h deicrtptlaa 
lra1t lndk:atea the loplc:'1 1Manln1 to you. For nample, far the topic 
UISllONESTT II JOU felt that •rtgti1• 1eut lncllcatea the loplc"1 nwan-
ln" to rw. JOU would wlltte the Nlmber T Ded to •rtgti1•, and '° aa 
for the ttmalnlng chcslptlOlll u shown In the umple. 
........ 
...... a-
lmi-tanc:w 0 S 0 Importance 
I pltuant 
l right 
3 IUC.'ftaful 
Dllhanett, 
Hip 1-
lmport•lll.'e 0 S 0 Importance 
I pleuant 
3 """' l lllC.'a'.aful 
Ide• As!Mfated Whh People 
Am...,_ 
lllch .... 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-"Pt 
_._......,.... 
•1M'n'9dul 
AhllfJ ' °"""-'e 
lllch ,__ lllafi ,_ 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. lm11. 0 0 0 ln1p 
_ ... -- rlr.ht 
-- ..... nt --- ,, .. _ ... 
__ ••in~.rul __ t1~ft1I 
Tnst Aqra1ln•- Loyallf 
lllch a- Hlch 1.- lllch Lnw 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 lmt•· Imp. 0 0 0 lmr. 
- rlldlf - rlchl - rlPt 
-- plee.•nt . -- plN.•nt -- ,,......, 
--~ul -- t11ttf"1h1I -- ---'111 
Pnfudb C-,..laa SWll 
Ulch Low Hip ....,_ Illich l.rw 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 l1np. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-"Kht -"Pt -"-"' 
- pleasant -- ,._ .. ot -- pl.....t. 
__ IUC:ttllful -- !ftittr.Df11I --~.;....;....;;..,~~~~.....:.~~~~~~~'--~~~-~ 
CGoperallaa Taler- Cenl__.., 
Hip .... fflidl ...... lllch 1-
lmp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 lnop. 
- rlpt - rtcht - ".... . 
-- p'"-nt -- pk-119llnt -- pi....mf 
- !ftll"ttuful . __ ~... --._ .... 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
"°""' fflich ...... 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-- rtidit 
__ plea•nt 
__ 1tK'Cft.•rul 
Penon .. Coalt of lndMdaah 
in.. Dlplly AcWeven_. 
lllch ...,., 
''"I'· 0 0 0 Imp. 
__ rlK)il 
__ rlH•nl 
- - - "~'"'' 
"'"" Lmr Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-- rtKJi• 
-- pln!aat 
__ IQa.'fSsful 
.. ..,. Lmr 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-"""' _ ...... ... 
--_,, .. . 
Aue-, M_, Wl•Wualltr 
lli\!h Low lllKh Lmr HI~ Lmr 
'"'I'· 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-- rtitht - rtK)it - rfAht 
. - r....,_. -- pleuant - p9-nt 
-- .. """'"" -- IUC.'Cfttful - lltt'C9!lf1tl 
Jah Sathf..._ l ...._ Stcwfl)' 1 llch Lmr Hip Lmr Hl!lh Lmr 
1 ... r. a a a •• Imp. a a a Imp. ,...,. a a a 1mp. 
-- rtdtt - rlKht - rti&ht 
. _ rin.nt -- pS-.nt -- plnnwt 
_ ·- ,uc:cfttful -- 1UC.U11ful , -- tuCCNsful 
p_. Cnlltl9'1)' ...... 
lllch Low Hiida Lmr Hiida Lmr 
lmr. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. lntp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- rtK)it - rticht - rtidit 
···- rh'-nt - p'-nt - plN!ant 
__ ,ucceuful -- -rul -- 11iccea'11I 
rn.lfp 
High Lmr 1111,. a a a 1mp. 
-rfAht 
__ ,._ ... 
- llOOl'ellfu1 
I 
' I 
Coals of Bmlneu Organlutiom 
"""' ......... ..., Hiida Low 
Imp. a a a 1mp. 
- rtdat 
_....,_. 
-- lll«M''"' 
Orc•nb•tlnn.a 
St•billly Ill.. Lmr 
Imp. a a a Imp. 
_rt.tit 
__ .,..... .... 
__ .. 1«".r11I 
. 
• .....,tu ...... 
Ill ch Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- rtK)it 
_pk ..... 
__ MKttnf11I 
1're11t Maslmluttn. 
lllch Law 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- rtK)it 
__ ,. ........ 
__ l'IK'tt.l.1ful 
tr.plo,.. w.w •• 
Hfllh ',,. 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp 
-"""' - , .... , .... 
-- ··~·'··· 
Orcanl••tfnn.a 
F.lllr~, 
fllch 1..-
ln1p. 0 0 0 Imp 
-"-"' 
-- , ........... 
_ !llla'P'.f11I 
!lcJelalWetr .. 
llllth Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
Orpnb•don•I 
c ....... 
Hip . I.AHi' 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. _ ..  
__ ,, ... ..... 
-- IUC'Cft&ful 
- rtcht 
__ .,,_ ... 
-- "~'"' 
Cruu111 of People 
t:.pt.,.. c........ 
lllch . .... lhith Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
__ rt. _rt. 
_ pfruant - pi.... . 111 
. - 111ttftSful - IUC.Ullful 
enr.._ M,._ 
lllah .... ...... Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- rt• - rtldit 
_,.......... _._ ........ 
--- IUl'l'ftlftd -- IUCCf'Slful 
Ownen •11 SubanllnaM 
lllch Low "'"" Low Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. lmf. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-· """' __, rllfit 
- p'--l - pltouant 
_ 11lftf'llrul __ IUC.'ftllftal 
M1 eon.,., 1 •lae c.nu Worhn 
"'"" Low "'"" Low Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
_... _ ... 
_,,...... _,1 ...... 
_ ~ _ -..-.ru1 
Ttthnlc:alE.....,... 
Hlldl 1-
lmp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
_rt. 
_·pt~ 
-~fal 
Me 
ln"'9 Low 
lmp.OQOllllp. 
_ ... 
-- pleuant 
- tuttenful 
Whlte<".ollar · 
Employfte 
"'"" Low Imp. 0 0 0 Imp
-"""' _,,_ ... 
- lllttt't9rul 
ar,c.w..hn 
'""" .... Imp. a a a Imp.
-rfxht 
_pleasant 
-- !RK"Ce.tful 
Mmapn 
"'"" Low Imp. a a a Imp. 
_ ... 
_.,....... 
_....,rul 
t..homw u.- Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-rfidit 
_pteuat 
- ltll'ftaful 
tn.eliholclen 
"'"" Low -..aao11np.
_ ... 
_.,.__ 
__ ful 
..... v ..... 
High Low 
Imp. a a a Imp. 
_ ... 
_pleuant 
 _, .. , 
• 
• 
• 
ld•u About ~I Topia 
A..._., C ....... 
lllldt Low Hiida Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
_rt. _ ... 
-- pln.•nt -- plNSant 
__ SUt'Cf'lllful __ -~11 .. 1 
Competflloll CamprumlM 
lhida Law Illich Low 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- """' -· - rlpt 
- pteu.nt -- plea111nt 
__ IUC.'Cft.tful - llUfteSSful 
r-en...... F.motlalll 
...... Low "'"" Low Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-rtKht _ .... . 
- p1-n1 - ..... at 
_ 1tlC.'Cftlful _ ~w
"'"' ,....,. Low I lbp c. ........ Low 
1mp. a a a 1mp. Imp. a a a 1mp. 
- """' - ... _.,._... _, _ .. 
-- ..._,.., - IU'Cbmr.I 
l'tepedf ........ 
"'"" Low "'"' Low Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- rtKfat - rlaht 
-- .......... -- .......... 
..:__ 11ilftftlful - 111c.waful 
Rls• 
...... ·-Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- .. _... 
__ , ....... nt 
-- .,~,ru• 
Hip IAW 
Imp. 0 0 0 lmr. 
-rl""' 
_, ... " ..... 
-- S•t«"•ful 
Coullct 
Illich I.ow 
Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
-- """' plf' ....... 
--·~·· J!Asa•l"1 
"'"" ·-Imp. 0 0 0 Imp. 
- ""'' _ ,,~ ..... 
- "lttf'nl11I 
. ...._ ...... 
"""' ..... Imp. 0 0 0 Imp 
- .. .,.. 
_pk .... 
-~ 
"•"""* m.. a.-
Imp. a a a '""'· 
- """' _ple.Hnt 
_ 11tttf'lllf11I 
.. 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
Allen L Edwards, Univenlty ef Wa1hin9ton 
DIRECTIONS 
Tiais ldaedala maim oi 1 alllllDu of paio of --U- daiap tbar 11111 11111 or may -
Jab; abc111t "11 ia wAich 11111 -r or 11111 - Cal. J.oaS a tilt aampie t.low.·. 
A J Jib IO caJk ... .,..u ID ocbln. 
B I liU 111 w«k mwvcl -. pl dial J 111., • for .,..U. 
Tbidi Ill dllH two aarama ii _, claanaermic Ill wbar ,_ Jib? U 11111 lilce "'a.lkill1 ailoat 
puneU ID odacn'' -. dlUI 1Clll Jib "wodt.iD& ro.vd - pl tbar )'OU bave Mf !0t JOlllM1f," diea 
11111 lhoWd dloolt A - I. U 11111 Jib "womo1 towvd - pal tbar rou ha., m i0t ,_,,.u-· more 
dlUI J"llll liU "lllkil:I& Uour pune1I ID odlas," dle J"llll lllouW cllmlc I - A. 
You 11111 liU bacb A UKI I. la dbl cue, JOG would a.. ID =-c ._._ die ""' ud ,. should 
ctia.e die ooe tbar J"llll liU Mm. II J"llll liisliU llocb A uui I, diea 11111 lllould choole dit - dut 11111 
4alliblm. 
111111 el die Jiiin ol DrelllD iD die a.dult lla¥t ro clo widl J"lllll lik-. sudl u A ud I aDo¥e. 
OdMr Jllia el --- ..... widl !low JOG f.t. l.acllc It die _,Jt Wow. 
A I lal deprmeod whm J hil at -miDJ. 
a I Im _.,,. wbai Pia& 1 lllk Wore 1 &ftlllP-
1"iicll ol dllH c.. mra... ii - ~ II..., 111111 Im? II "llU& dtpreued •lam 11i1U 
hiJ It mni•&" ii - dianclailcic el 111111 dlUI "llUI ..,.._ fte Pia& I llJk before I pup." 
dlta 111111 lliould ctia.e A °"' I. II I it - dlanaaialic II J"llll dlUI A, dlta 11111 sllould ctia.e I 
etWA. 
II bacb DIDlllll d.cribt liow 111111 fnl. din r• sllould ctia.e die - wbidl. 10U chillk if -~ 
~ 11 lllidMr ..,_, l&l:llrllelr 4-rii- 1iow JG11 fell, dlta 11111 lllould dloale dae oar 
wllida JOG mllider ... - ---
Your dioicw, ia -=ii imcaDcl, ahaald be ia tam o1...- 111111 liU 111d how 10U lal • die pmClll 
liml, llld - ia lilnlll el wflat 111111 chillk 111111 lllDaJd like or bow J"ll chillk 71i1U sboaJd /aJ. TJias II 
- I Im. na.n ut 110 ap or WIODI -· Y- c:hoicll m.Jd be I clecripcioe of J'O'lr '"!II ptr• 
_, liba 11111 (flliAp. Make I daoict for .,., pUr el ..,_; 4o 80t skip lllJ'· :> 
n. ,.us " ..,_ - die ,~. paps "' limiJar • die -~ .. ai•• ~ a.cl ac.11 
pUr " IW- 11111 pidr .. die - IWIDlllt dial ..., 4ncrillll •bar ,. Jib or bow ,.. Itel. 
Make DO lllllkl ia die booklet.. 0o tbr Mpll&lt IDl'Wef allefl lft -- -poDdial Ill die DUlllilm 
of dll )Ilia ol ua- QG • bt ...,, 111111 &ft 111111W11 !or dit ,.. il• D11111b1r u die i&a 11111 
ut mdia1 ill dll boold& 
u J"lllll ..,,,., sheer .ii pnllNli II 'JOI' - llwn 11 pnmed 
ia It.ACX illk: ill OTHO THAN IL.'\CX ink: 
For mda alllllbcrtd ir1111 dtaw 1 cirdt &IDllDd 
die A or I to iDdK.ut die llllamt 111111 
..... c:bolta. 
For lldl~ iran fill ia die 1patt 
111 A or I u llllo"'9 111 die D1rterJ0111 oa 
--- .,__ 
-........ 
Oo not turD this poge llfltil the eaaminer tella you to start. 
-.... -.;.:.--::--
............................... c..... 
The '1ychel .. icel Ce~eretie11. Ne• Yerll, N.Y. __ .... __ 
n-•UTI ••Diii' 
'"" •:~•··• r ........... •·• -... ·•• ••• ...... , .-.- fr ...... u-. ... •-1 :.1 , ... •· ~-··•· 1ec 1. ,, ... •t.t•: ·:; :: 
Cr:r.r r ~• .. ~. ;.,. .... ,_...,, ••t .iM: •-. •t·r-~ ... :a Ca-tats: ... •••• "C .,...,., • •, ·•-. ••r , ....... e· acr•• 
212 
213 
A J like so ll&!p my i:riad& wile die? an ill -We. 17 A J liM 1G ca;uom: io c-..ir.= a:id to a•c:c! do::ir ::.'::::;! 
• J li&.c to • Ill) ..,, iat ia -~ct J lllldalab. Uia1 ;icpic l ra;ic:: zcip: '~ ==TC:~.:. 
2 A J l&ka to iAd - wlw Jftll -- ucl - uw 
B l lib .. ralk aDout Ill) ~u. 
dloufhr aliour ..n- problmu ID wtuca J - iii- 11 A J like ui 1ui,,. 11111! liie so 1m11re:! dlat i1 nz11 1mootl:l• 
wmcd. ud wit.br-'I 111\ICii di.up 111 my p!.\11£. · 
• J WW:d li&e • .-pliab tomcthini ol ,,..., .ap.;ii • B J lib U1 rail CKAc peopic lilou1 IC\·c:::;:a 111d IU~i: 
--
liliDls u uwe uppeud • Ille. 
s A Aay wnua ..-k lllll J do J like 111 u"' pna-. -a. It A J ~ Ill read lloolu ucl plays ill which 1a ~~· a ucl-U~ . 
B I WllGld like to lie a ~ ncboftry ia - ;.It. lllaJlll' pan. 
. prolllliaD, If illcl ol spmaliacia. B I lib • be di& - oC ICWIQoc .ID I JTDl!p. 
4 A I liU • 1111 -lllilaa aria aad joba • ,.,-. zo A I lib • criticia ,..,i. • lft ia • politioo of IU• 
a I "9llld like so wrira a par 8Dwt1 ., play. m.nc,. 
• J like fD - .... wlaida Ucr peopic oftc clo DOI s A J lib•beable•-udpulwut-. .... _..., .. 
B I like • be able • ay dllt I u"' doM a di.lai11 21 A I lib• -pliab mlu dw odien recopizr u rr· jall ..u. 
quirias skill ucl c!on. 
• A I lib • wilwe puala ud proWam dllt ocMr ,_,ic B Jlib111bea0laU1-uclpulwamro. 
... lli5cuh7 wida. 
B J lib 111 follow iMnaaioDa ud 111 do wbar ii aJ11C11c1 22 A J lib • pnile - J admira. 
.... 
• J like • fml frw 111 • •bat I Wllll 111 do. 7 A J lib • llperimcl ....icy uid dlup ia •f dail7 D A J likc 111 mp •Y limas, billa, ud ocher pape:s aai!y 
...... 
-pd ud iled -cliq ID - 17aaa. B I lib 111 1111 ., Npirian dla& dle7 u" d.I a ..... B 1 lib • be illclepllldaK • ocJicn m dlc:icliAs w1w r job • IDCDldl.aas. •llm I dl.iAk &1117 u" ........ 
I A J lib to ·plu aad orpaial die dmila ei aay ..-k 24 A I lib • Ilk qumima wllida I Ir.Dow.· DO DD& will be 
.. J ..... uclcna&&. able•-· B I liU • fallow iallniaiou ud 111 do wbat ii _,... 
• I likc .. aici.c:i.11 pmpla ... lft ill • polir.ioa of Ill· .... . .....,. 
' 
A I lib pmple • llOCia IDd • ..- vpaa ay • u A J ... ...,, .. J mi 1ib dintwiD1 111d bnakin1 
,..,_ -- J .. 1111 ia puWjc, -· 
B I like• read abaut die Ii._ el par mm ucl-. -... 
10 A I lib • 19Clid liNaliem wben J .. apeaad • do 
B. I like 111 a'llid N1poaai!lilisia Ud eblipciau. 
daiap ia I ~ way. 21 A J likc to be ~ ia dlilap uaclmakcL 
• J liU .. read abaut die Ii ... "par 111111 ud - • J likc • ,.. - friaacl&llipa. 11 A J ...u1d lib • be a NCOpi.Md 1ut.borily ia - ;.It. 27 A J like fD fellow iunaaioaa ud lO do wbar ii apmed 
........ If Mid " tpri•'inrioL 
·-
B I lib 111 U.. ., wn 1rpai&td IDd plaaaal W.. 
• I like • uwe -a maduziasu widi my frimds. •paia1 iL 
12 A J lika • Uc! Ola wlw pat - ud - lla1'e 21 A Aay wrimD -ii - J do I lib • UYI prccilc, 11111., 
dloupc alloul ""- proOlalll ia wlaich I - iD- ad w.iI orp11isecl. 
....... • J lib • make u 1111117 friends u I an. • If J U'Jt ID aM I trip, J Jika ID U'Jt daiap pl....t ia adY- . n A J like • 1111 --• ROria ud joka at putia. 
13 A I lika • 6ailJa aay job ., auk dm UqiL B J lib • wftll lcn.cra UI mf friacl&. 
B J lika ui keep ., dWap DCat aad orclcriy OD ., dllk so A llib•beule•-udputwuirro. If -Upacs. 
B J lib • dlan WAI' with my fnacb. 14 A I likr • cllll ocher people Uout edwaiNftl aacl mup 
A I like• IDl'Jt puzla ud problems diet ocher peopic daiap m. .... bappmed • - 11 
B I lika IG U'Jt my mall cqWzed ud a dcbite lime 11a ... di&vlrj wi&ll. 
- aide lot •cial· • I like • juclp people bf wla7 dlc7 do s.omcihin1-
u A I lika • be iDdrpaidaat el odicn ia d.adia& wlw I "' •bar &1117 -ii, do. 
-·-
u A J lib 111 Kapt die Jaadcnliip of people J admire. 
• I lib UI keep ., tbiqs - IDd ordcrlf 00 ., .. • J like • udcnwid ~ my fricncb feel abow •a:iow or -iu,- probl11111 the} 1ui .... faca. 
11 A J lai.e • be ale • do dliA11 bater diu ocn. people 13 A I like lO U\"t my tnal1 orpnizrd ar.d a dc.~i1r ti::c 
-
11t aide for ratiAJ. . 
• I like • IC!! amwill1 11oria ud jokn at panics. • I li&c IG mid~· ano to anal~u d:r bc!:a\ior oi othr'!. 
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6! A J liU ID clo ~ U UC: people tqa.:d U llA• 11 A 1 likc :o clo &!'.iap ~ my friaO:,. 
Cllll\"~ B Wbc PiaA.lwl& ~,. 1 l.&c co pi lllClft~.;::1 
B 1 liU ID pu& ia IDD& Mun fli -k wi&lMiui bciq irom ~ people •·:ioac op~ J Rljlle:.-
"'"1.aad. 12 A I likc • put m,..U ill - c1.e:1 place uc! r.o 
66 A 1 would liU to ac:ompliah ~I oi JrUl sipii. illlasmc ._. J wouid in; 111 chc -e li:iiauo::. 
CUCI. B J liU to tell •!. 1upcrion t.'i.1 tile~ J:a,·~ cic11e a 100.: B 1 like to kill mnai'·c pcnAlll ot die opposicr -. jllD oa IOlllCdla&, wbc 1 ~ Uity Da•'&. 
., A I liU ID ptaiM - I Mlmin. u A J like mv friada •be ~ ud Wldcnw:c'.··· 
B I like to be nprdcd u pbraicallJ aanai'·c !Ir dime wilu j Aa\"C ~ • ·-• 
• die oppolllC - • I 1ilr.c • ICClpl die laclcnhip ol peopic I admire . 
.. A J like • bcp my di.ilip _, 111d •dcrl! oa mr Mak 14 A Wha Mnin1 oa a CDlllmincc. I liU 10 be appoinrcd 
•-upaa. • a-d chaitpenoft. . 
• J likc .. be ia i- wida - "' die oppaii11 - • 'A'llaa I 1111 ia a l"M'P• I like to ac=pi die Jad&.,rup 
ff A I like • ra1k abola mr ~-.. el -... e11c IA cle:adiA; wiw die pup ia 10-iq ... 
B I 1ilr.c • lilcu • • • 1111 jobs ia wlaich .. pla,a 15 A U I clo IDllleWDI thac ii wroa1, 1 feel daar 1 sbould I aljor pen. 
70 A I like to do dliDst ia m,. ....... ,. 111d widiMn npnt be pu&lllilld "" i&. 
• I like • caciorm • aurom uc! IO 1¥Dic! doill1 di:i:is • wbac ochcn may daaak. dw pmpie I rapea 11111h1 comidcr 1111CODvaiuo~. 
• I like • rad booU ud p1a,.. ill wlaich - p1a,.. I 
.. ;or pen. . 
" 
A I lib lit than dWlp •'idl my fried&. 
71 A I would like so wriu a ,,_ llllYCI • play. B I like • make 1 plaD bciorc IWWll ill • clo 11111:11-
., di.Saal&. . 
B I ~1 • aaack ,._ ei 'fiew tha& 1n Cllllll'U1 • 11 A I like • uaclcnlllld bow m! &iacia feel aboui •ari· ..... 
- proill- dlcJ UYC to f-. 
72 A Wba I 1111 ia a J'DllP. I like to acapc die IDclmhip • u I .......... I lrip. J. like • UYC di.Ui11 ;Ja=cd 
" -- ... ill dlC:icliA1 wiw dis pup ii .... ia ..... 
•do. 
A I lib my friada • crac - kiDdl!· • I '-l like criliciaia1 --. pultlidy if M • ... • .._..... . B I like IO bavc •r -k •pDiud ud piaued bciorc 
n A I liU • bave mr lile • UT111pd that ii ,,_ ...mi,. ilepaia1 i&. 
ud ..._ •udl diaap ill ., ,,.... It A I like so be reprded !Ir ochcn u 1 ladct. 
B I pc • 1111'1 tha& I t.I 1ilr.c W-U.1 ud bralr.ias 
..... 
B I like • keep mr lcmn, bills, ud odler papen aca:!y 
1m11pd ud iJed KCOfcliq ID - ".Ra. 
74 A I like • uk q--. ftida I U.W • - 9ill M IO A I fmd dial die pao ud m.iJcty dlac I ba'"c su!cnd bl 
all1e ...... doae - ... pod thaa lwm. 
B I like so Id odia people •lw J dWik el dim. B I like to bavc my liic so anupcl daar ir nw 1111-nly 
75 A I like • aYClid rapotllilrililill ud .Wi..U-
llld wi&bou& much d:up ia .,. piam. 
B I flll like melUa& fu eif people who do diillp tha& 11 A I like 19 bavc -1 amchmata with my &ieftda. 
lnpnt u np& B J like to •! diiDp Uiat an re1ardcd 11 wq aid 
cir.er by ocher people. 
71 A J like lit be i.,.J • 1D1 frimcla. 12 A I like to dliDk about die pmomlili11 of my friend£ B I 1ilr.c • de m7 ,,.,, i- ia •lureYer. I udenab. mid IO U')' 10 6pn OUl •hat maka them u rhcy arc. 
77 A J liU to -- bow aaocJaa iDdividuaJ fella ia I • I -uina like to do di.ili11 jwi to a •·lla1 de:: 
,;- ainaatim. ii will UYI - odlcn. 
B J like so be able • •7 dllt I baYC dolle a di&ialt IJ A I like •7 frieada to ~ 1 fuu CMf ~ wbe11 I am jlll well. hn. lick. 
71 A J like mr friuda • -ac IDC wha I .. WU- . B I like to talk aDoui mr achic\·cmam. 
failun. M A I lib to tell odler people t-- to clo tbc:t jobs. 
• I like • be NC-n! ia thiop uoclmaka. B I like .. be die cater ol lllCDUOD ill a sroup. 
" 
A I like to be - o/ die laden ia dis -suizaliom ud 15 A I flll cimicl ia die pnsaca ol ocher people J rcp:d poups at wbida I ilcloa&-
B I like to be all1e ID do di.ilip 1-cr dwi odlCf people u mr supcrion. 
• I like • - -· which adic: people ona clo DOI 
-
bow chc meaoiD1 aL IO A W'hc dliap p wnNll for me, I feel dlat I 1111 mon 
.. blame lbaD &DJ- ... H A I like to do thinp widi ft'l! fr1c:1d1 rarher tlia:: b' 
• I li"kt to llOl~r pazzla ud ·problems chat oUict pnp1c mytC!I. uvc d:Ji:uliy wadi. • I like to uy •·ha: J tl-.ir.I.. &lie::: =~· 
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:1JG A J fee! diat die pa.ill ud ~ di&; J !ia"c tu&nd 145 A J fa! 0rprwcd ~· zr.y 0-. inailiiif7 10 iia:id:c T&ri· 
Ma a- - ..,. pod Uiall Ur.:. Diii IR'llAODIU. 
• J like ID &bow I put ciu! oi a!c::Mlll IDwvd my B J like IO rwi ~ ud plays ill wi.idi m pla~1 a b:Dd&. . 
-1• pan. 
U1 A I like ID do zJiiArs wir!: my iriaAda mlm diaA by 146 A I like ID wriu lr.ic:a m =1 fri=da. 
myldf. B l like ID rud 11rw1raru 11c::1N11u of m~eci a:c 
• I Jii.a s. ~ aad ID 117 MW daiap. ochcr -- cri Yicliua. 
m A I Jii.a to dliAll U.Ut cbe ,.,_.tilia ai my &Mnc!a 141 A 1 w ID prcdic 11ow ., fricm wm ac: ill "VIOi.ii 
..0 ID 117 ID ipn DUI wJaai maUs diem U liftla&iML 
..,_ 
• I like ID mack paiAu of .,..,, dYt an CllllVVJ ID 
• I lib • 117 _., aad di!crar ;ao.......i- ... • mill&. 
. 
mmi!llll doiA1 die - old dullp. 141 A J lib my friaacb IO make 1 &. - me wile: 1 
w A I Jika my lMa4' ID bl .,mpatbaic aad uodcnaod- -1111n • ack. 
•• •bu I UYC ,.. ...... • I flll lib bla&ill1 odlm ...- daillp p wroc1 
• I Jika ID - .. ,..,... .. ... 
141 A I lib • lilD ocher pi0ple bow • do their join.. U4 A I Jika • arp for m7J1oiac ohic• wbaa ii ii II• B I .r.1 like IWDs ,.._., •ha -- bu ill· WMbdbf .... mlad-. 
• I like to apm... ...-,, aad cir.up ia my dlily 
150 A I flll dla& I - iAlaior ID ochen ill moc Nrpms. l'llUli& 
u.s A I 11111 -- -- I FYC ia aad ·- I !pc. t!iaa I 
B I 11111 like .ilm1 ocher people a! wiicll I daaasr-
widl die& 
woalci if I m.d ID ..... , ..... ,. 
1.Sl A I lib • llclp my friada whaa dae, are ill UO\lble. B I like • ..,. U. * C11NA117 aad • Ii"' ill cli&r· 
_....., B I like • do my _, llac ia ,.-.., I UDC1cnaU. 
UI A ·J lib ID do dliAp "1 my !rilnda. 152 A I like • Imel ud • • die CllllllllT· 
B Wlla J !la.,. _, uaipmem ID dot I likt ID an B I lib • 11CC0111pliab wka dla& adias ncopile u 
ill aad ..., wwkill1 - it aar.il ii ii _,, .... NqUirias skill aad ~ 
U7 A I like • ..U,. * Wiap ud ~ 91 .-.. lU A I likt • work lilrd at 11117 joO r lllldcnak&. a I -W Jika • 8"111Dpliah ---. oi pat li1· a I Jika • a..W b1ias iallmlpMd •bile • _, ..&. .-.... 
131 A I like my frimdl ID do iauy aalJ fnen ,_ • 1.14 A I Jika IO JO • wida mnaiYe ·pmou ol cbe op-dllafully. • .. 
..... ... 
• I likt .... , .. lua -ms ia -- • pr I job • I 1ikt • bl -auiUJ ill up uder.ak& 
.... 
IS.I A I lib • racl 111W1paper 1CC1N1111 ol 1D11rdcn ud 
Ut A I Jika ID bl nprdld bf odicrt u a ..... ocher ... " 'riolCDC&. 
B I like • Piii ia i.a Muri c wmk witbc1ur b1ias B I ..W Jika ID wrile a 1'111 ao..J ar PS! . 
...,.,_. 
UI A I like • do mall fa•on "1 IDJ fnmd&. 
140 A U I do 11m rhi111 dla& ii ,.... .. J flr1 dla& I .a-id B Wlllll plullia1 -was. I like • v. 111gesijocs 
.. puiai.IMd - ii. from ocher pmple •bole opilMou l rape. 
• I like • Iii.ck a& • jolt ar prohlcm ..,. wliell ii may 1.17 A I lib.• aperialce DOYciry ud dause ill my daily 
- • if I - - pn:ill1 111,...ti.n wida ii. ...... 
141 A I like 10 bl loyal ID my fricDd&. B J lib IO tell my 111perion that they ha•c cloDc 1 pod 
B I like • JO 11111 wi1h aanai9e per.. el dll • 
jolt ao ~•• whai l thlllk dlc1 ba .... 
UI A I like • ay vp !ala •01iWil io order • 1a • job ,...._ 
.... 
142 A I like ID pndia how my !riada will aa ia ..-, • I like IO pnUe 9Dmt0111 I adinir&. 
liluaciau. I.It A I like • &ecornc ecnally aciud. 
• I likt • ~pau ia diinnioCll ahoul - uid -1111 IC!Mci& • I like IO ICCIJll &he ladenhip of pmplc I 1c!mitc. 
l4S A I like my friacb • show a pm dal o1 ufeaioa 
HO A I f..J like rniDI r19aip whal _, bu imulted 
... 
.. vc1 ... 
• Whai 1 llZI ia a sroup. 1 likc to aca;n die ladmh.ip • I lib 111 *- iau.Uly am.I. ., - die ia d.adiD1 •iw &lie JTOllP II 
144 A ~'llcD wid: a FOUP ol people, I lik1 IO make dll aoill1••. 
decisioDs allout w!iat - are PAI • do. 111 A I likt 111 be sennou' with my fricd1. 
• I like IO Clllll' ill .-ill aciiYiUcs wir.h penom ol B I like IO make a pian bci0tt na:-~i 111 IO do sor.:c· che opposite a. iha111 dim:'lll:. 
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•. 1t4 A J lili.r Ill par.ici;iu ia ~ ailoui ICS ut la• 20; A J like ro lr.ia1 awaAi•c pa'IOIU oi th? oppoli&c IC~. 
. ll&l 1a1viua. B J li&c • ape ~cu ut ro zry iac"' ~a. 
B I like io be called upa11 ro -=le arpmaw ud di1o 210 A J .... like l&!liA& cidw pnplc o! .. be l clias= 
JIU&&a -- .... wida u.-. 
115 A I pc • uar. ma I &.i like W..·mr ud brcakia& • I like » pulicip1tc ill - &ds cc! ~ dliqs. 211 A J like Ill lidp odicr people •bo an leu fa=te 
• J lib • Id! o&hr:r people Jiow • do dllli: ;oe.. dlaalaa. 
1H A J lib ..... I Fiii dal • a!ec:ioo UIWlld ,,,., • I lib • Uilla .., job • raak mat I iiet.::i. bacla. 212 A J lib .. - aboul die CllllllU'7 IAC IO li¥t ill di!::-B ~'Jim dliA&1 p _, for -.1 facl dw I ua _. IDl piac& 
• blame ..... ,_ ... 
• I lib • pm ia laD& llours ol work 1'ilho11t bci:i 117 ,. r lib • _.. a11ou1 die -=Y ui0 • liw ia di!cr. 
-----
........ 21J A U I U.t ID cake a aip, I like• have di.i:p piaucc! 
• u r do -ahiar dw ii wroas. r mi dw 1 sheuld ia adYUCL 
• puaiaMcl - ii. • B J lib ID Wp worUal a I puzzle or problem llll:ii 
111 A J like .. llick • I job • problem - whm it .., • ii --
mm u il I 1m - ,.:UAa uywti.re widi iL 214 A J lib • lie ia lo¥c widl 10me0111 of the oppasiic -. 
B I ml dw the plia ud J11iMr7 dw I U.c au.lend 
Madoumcm«1poddlaalla-. , 
• I like .. -pJctc I u1lc job or u bdott ~. 
...... , 
lff A I &kt • nmd lioolu ud pla71 ia whids - play1 2U A I lib • mil odm people -hit J dW:ik of tbem. 
I major JlllL B J lib ID a• bciA& imanlpccd wiM1c 11 my -k. 
B I ml .. , I llinld -'- die dliap dia I U.. 
216 A I lib • do lllllll fa,,.. fat •• fricds. 
._ dw I rcpid • trrlllll· 
B I lib • capp ia 10Cia1 c..i- •idl pc111111 of 
200 A I f9l1 lilr.a Wamias am ... daiDp p wnD1 ..,,.._ 
....... 
• r mi Iliac r .. ialcriar • .- ia .. ...,.... 217 A I ..... ....,pep1c. 
ZDl A I lilr.a • do my .._, 1- ila •-J U1M11ra11a. 
B I lib • Ir.ill .anaivc ,.,_ ti die oppositc a. 
• I lib • Ulp odm ........ .,. - -- 211 A I lib ID Wp ~I 11 a puzzle 111 problem uril ... ,... . isilllh9d. 
202 A J lib • do ...., ud di!lftlll dliap. B I lib • "- ia i... widl - of die oppmiu ML 
• I lib .. &nit odm ,... wida ~ ud .,.. 211 A I lib • alk a11out •l' Klai'9Cllllllu. 
paday. B J lib'!' 6- to• to &&II joka iii •hidl ta plays 
20J A Wha r hive - aaipaiac • do. r lib • lllft 
I..,.. JlllL • 
ia ud kesp ...w, Oii ii uaw ii ii -pl-- • 220 A I t.I like ma1W11 fuA ol people who dq t!Wip chat 
B .J lib to Wp odm people wllo .,. laa r.nu... I reprd • apicL 
........ B f lib '!' JimD ID « ID &&II jolr.a ia whidl 1CS playa 
ZD4 A J lib • app ia IOCial mma. widl Jll'1DU ti 
I..,. JlllL 
die opJIOlilc ... 221 A J lib my friada • aiUdc ia me uad ro isl! me 
•. r lib .. forrc ., friacla wllo .. , IOmllima dae:ir &rllUbl& 
liun - . • I lib • IUd MWtpaper auow:u of murdcn ud 
-- fonm " violacc. 205 A I ~ • amck poiaa of .._ dia arr comnry • 
IDlllC. m A J like • pmK:pau ill DC• bds ec! Whions. 
• I like my &iada co allllidc iD me ud • c.11 me &bar uouWa. • 
I fwl lib cnbeizin1 - pubiiciy if he or she 
...... 
20I A J lib • 1r111 ocher people widl kiAdncu ud .,._ m A I like ID POid bciA& iDunupced while a& my w111k. 
pnby. B J l..i lib tdlillr o&hr:r people oE wbc I cliasrec 
• r like .. U'lvcl ud .. - die CDUDG7· widl diem. 
ZD7 
" 
f Jikt lO CODfOllll Ill aatrOftl IDd lO aYDid cloiar Wnfl 224 A I Jib ta !Ula ID • ID &&11 joka iD which ICZ pla'!'• 
• major pan. tllll people I rapc1 llli1ln CMlidct uacOllYllllioaal. 
• J r.J like pt'lillr ft¥1DIC wbca ..-e 1111 ill· • I lib to pafticip1tc iD - Eada ud fuNou. IUltcd -
2CI A J like ID work bard at uy job I uadcnake. w A J like lD avoid rapoDllDiJiiia an.:! oblipnDOS. 
• J like .co upcricnct Do•·dry aad chanp ia 1117 daily B I ftd like .:nakinJ fun oi peo;>lc •·he do thinEJ tl:at 
---
I rqard u ro1p1d. 
I 
A P P E N D I X C 
RESEARCH CONSENT P'ORM 
I, 
-----· -· ----__ ,as a Head Nuree eaployed by (volunteer's 11&11e) 
the Departaent of Nursing at Northwestern Me110r1al Hosp1 tal, wiah to 
participate 1n a research project entitled, •Establishing a Profile of 
First-Liu Man~era1 Nee4a, Values, and Job Jieactiona for Head Nl.lraes," 
being conducted by Misior nea1J1&. 
I participate with the understanding that all information will be reported 
in a manner which does not reveal ., identity. I acknowledge that the 
investigator tas explained to ae the purpoae of and need for this research. 
~ participation includes coaplet1on of certain questionnaires during 
working hours. 
I aay withdraw from participation in this atud1 at any ti.a• without 
jeapord1 to ., e11plo7aent status. 
The Principal Investigator ia available at 864-252), 1027 Greenwood Street, 
Evanston, 60201, to answer questions. 
I freel1 and voluntar1l1 consent to participate in this research project. 
(aS&nature of witness) 
(date) 
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
Please respond to the following categories as completely as possible. 
Age __ 
Basic Nursing Educational Preparation _AON _RN _BSN 
Highest Degree Earned 
Degree in Progress ~es _no 
Type of Degree Sought 
----------- (please specify) 
Division of Nursing _Wesley 
_Pas savant 
_Psychiatry 
_Prentice 
_Olson 
_Other (please specify) 
Years in Nursing __ _ 
Years at NMH 
Years in Present Position __ _ 
Hired Directly into Present Position ~es _no 
Promoted from Within NMH to Present Position ~es _no 
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.. 
THE Ouuvm 01snmuTION OP CONSISTENCY Scous 
A.ti!> TH! THEOll!T1CAL· D1SnIIUTION 
CCNiiilENCY 
ICOU 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
• 7 
' 
' 4 3 
2 
1 
0 
PUQUZ."fCY 
'' 179 284 
318 
286 
186 
124 
41 
21 
9 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
oasnvm 
.03910 
.15772 
.34592 
..S5666 
.74619 
.16945 
.95162 
.97879 
.99271 
.99861 
1.00000 
• ~ in cenna ol i.he binomial ;y (I + t) • 
whert N =: 1$09, , - .J, aDd II - u. 
TK!OUTICAL 
.00003 
.00049 
.00369 
.017.51 
.05942 
.1.:'0ll 
.30362 
.50000 
.69631 
.84912 
.94076 
.9!242 
.99631 
.99951 
.99997 
J.00000 
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.-
1. Achievemeat 
2. DeferCDce 
J.Ordcr 
4. Exhibition 
.5. Autonomy 
6. Aftiliatioa 
1. lntnceptioa 
I. Succorance 
9. Do mi.a.a.ace 
10. Abasement 
11. Numuuce 
12. Chanae 
13. Endunnce 
J 4. Heterosexuality 
1.5. Aggrusion 
INTHCOllUUTIO"I OP TH& VAAIULU MLUUUD IY THE EPPS 
N = 1.509 
2. J. 4. S. '- 1. I. t. 10. II. 11. IJ. 14. U. coosisteacy 
def onl all IUI .. lat IUC dom 1b1 aar cb1 IDd !let ... ICOfC 
-.17 -.0.5 .03 .14 -.33 -.09 -.14 .19 -.21 -.30 -.14 .07 .02 .09 .10 
.26 -.22 -.30 .OI .10 -.09 -.22 .16 .0.5 -.09 .22 -.21 -.31 -.12 
-.21 -.u -.16 -.06 -.01 -.16 .02 -.16 -.11 .33 -.16 -.16 -.06 
.D9 -.01 -.22 -.02 .u -.11 -.17 .12 -.27 .12 .11 .00 
-.33 -.JO -.21 .f17 -.26 -.36 .1.5 -.13 .09 .29 .11 
-.01 .09 -.12 .09 .46 .06 -.1.5 -.21 -.33 -.04 
-.16 -.12 -.01 .07 -.10 .03 -.19 -.20 .06 
-.22 .11 .16 -.11 -.31 .07 -.01 -.0.5 
-.34 -.20 -.11 -.16 .04 .21 .01 
.23 -.11 .07 -.29 -.1.5 -.0.5 
-.12 -.12 -.21 -.33 .00 
-.14 -.07 -.08 .00 
-.27 -.22 -.06 
.1.5 .01 
.0.5 
• Meau and 11&Adard dcvbtio ... for cad ....W.lc appnr la Tallie 2. 
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Median and range of Hoit re11ab111tr coefficients 
'or ~' noMnative groues 1 6i MS~ sea e 
Sca,e Hi rest Median Lowest 1. A6111ty ut111zat1on • 7 .91 .79 
2. Actl1 evement .91 .84 .73 
3. Activity .92 .S6 .71 
4. Advancement .96 .93 .ai 
s. Autl'lority .92 .S5 .66 
6. Company policies and 
practices .93 .90 .so 
7. Compensation .95 .91 .s2 
s. Co-Worttrs .93 .S5 .67 9. Creativity .92 .S7 .72 
10. Independence .!'1 .S5 .73 
11. Moral Values .93 .Sl .62 
12. Recognition .96 .93 .84 
13. Responsibility .S9 .78 .66 14. Security .S7 .so .64 15. Social Service .95 .S9 .73 16. Social Status .92 .79 .71 17. Supervision-human rt1ations.95 .S9 .75 18. Supervision-technical .94 .86 .71 19. Variety .93 .86 .59 20. Worting conditions .97 .S9 .so-
21. General satisfaction .ts .88 .82 
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Total rouo mean standard deviation results of tests of occuoat1ona1 
rou differences 1n mean and variances b MS sea e N•2 9~5 
Mean Differences Variance Differences 
Total Total Group 
&roup Standard Chi- d Mean Deviation Souare 
. 1 1ty u 1zat1on . . . . 3 .6 .oo. 
2. Ach1 tvement 20.1 9.98 .001 2.98 88.66 .001 
3. Activity 20.3 6.10 .001 2. 71 163.03 .001 
'· 
Advanct111tnt 16.5 15.07 .001 4.43 96.46 .001 
5. Authority 18.2 21.42 .001 2.88 85.57 .001 
6. Company policies and 
practices 17.3 9.65 .001 4.48 63.78 .001 
7. Compensation 16.9 21.07 .001 4.54 52.54 .001 
8. Co-workers 20.1 9.78 .001 3.13 179.94 .001 
9. Creativity 18.2 25.98 .001 3.60 90.79 .001 
10. Independence 19.2 10.10 .001 3.08 86.45 .001 
11. Mora 1 va 1 uts 20.9 7.99 .001 2.61 88.98 .001 
12. Recognition 17.6 10.75 .001 4.15 75.72 .001 
13. Responsibi lfty · 19.3 20.83 .001 2.81 121.27 .001 
14. Security 20.2 11.78 .001 2.98 99.13 .001 
15. Socia 1 service 20.7 19.73 .001 2.80 .12i.50 .001 
16. Social status 18.0 8.74 .001 2.94 107.35 .001 
17. Supervision-human· 
relations 18.7 13.17 .001 4.34 179.53 .001 
18. Supervfsion•ttchnfcal 18.7 12.77 .001 3.82 136.39 .001 
19. Vari tty 19.0 15.13 .001 3.73 306.03 .001 
20. Workiny conditions 18.6 15.84 .001 4.29 103.84 .001 
21. Genera satisfaction 75.6 19.51 .001 9.46 147.39 .001 
IF-test of significance of difference between means. 
bProbabilfty of error ·in rejecting null hypothesis of no difference in group 
111tans ff p .S.os. 
CChf-square for Bartlett's test of homogeneity of variance. 
dProbab111ty of error of rejecting null hypothesis of no differences in group 
variances •. ff p!'S.os. basea on !artlett's test o~ hornoqeneity of variance. with 
24 degrees of freedom. 
Please rate Head Nurse as 1-7 in 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
relation to job performance on the following categories. Circle 
the choice of your responses. Please consider performance in the 
last three months. 
1. Staff Management 
A. 
B. 
Head 
1 
low 
Head 
1 
low 
Nurse selects, 
2 3 
Nurse provides 
2 3 
maintains, and develops unit staff. 
4 5 6 
for professional 
4 5 6 
7 
high 
growth of 
7 
high 
staff. 
2. Unit Management 
A. Maintains effective communication among staff members. 
1 
low 
2 3 4 5 
B. Exercises effective cost control. 
1 
low 
2 3 4 5 
6 
6 
7 
high 
7 
high 
C. Plans staffing to meet patient care needs of the unit. 
1 
low 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
high 
D. Ensures a safe and clean environment for patients, staff, 
and visitors. 
1 
low 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
high 
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3. Patient Care Management 
A. Organizes patient care based on knowledge of nursing 
needs of all patients on the unit and established 
standards of care. 
1 
low 
2 3 4 5 6 
B. Evaluates patient care rendered. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
low 
c. Maintains self-growth and professional 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
low 
7 
high 
7 
high 
practice. 
7 
high 
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